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THE ROLE OF THE RESEARCH MUSEUMS

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 17, 1985

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
COMMITTEE ON=SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,-

TASK FORCE ON SCIENCE- POLICY; 1

-WaShingtok _

The-task force _met, pursuant to -nOtice; at 9:39 a.m., in: room
2318; Rayburn House_ Office Building; Hon. Don Fuqua (chairman
of the task-force) piesiding.

Mr; FUQUA-. The task force will-come-to-order.
Today the task force will begin_ its_regular hearings--on various

aspects of -Americao-scienceipolicy. Miring February and March;
we conducted_a series of minihearings which-were- held- more orlefs weekly.- These were :focuSed on:the general_ topic of thegoals
and objectives of nationsl-iicience-policy, and they served to give us
a useful overview_ and: a good preparation for the-hearings on the
individual, more speCiftVeVics whichwe -begin today;
_ The research_ :act2vitieg married out at-American museums are
perhaps-less -well rec.i.tiiiieal and less clearly: understood_than re-
search done at universities, in Grovermnent lahoratories; and in in,
dustry. Yeti in certain -disciplines; especially in many of the social
sciences,--museum-based-research is-highly- important.

Such:research: is frequently-based-on-extensive collections of arti-
facts which are the reason for the existence of the museums in-the
first place; Theilarge-collections -are, -however, expensive to develop
and maintain, In that sense; they are not unlike other- aspetta -of
big science which also require eitensive facilities and demand high
operating costs;

Collection-based research : is undergoing_ much change, -all-- of
which may nt be for The better-Some-universities are phasing out
such research; and that: :raises questions _about-the-disimition-of
their collections,-about the divorce from graduate education; and
about the future supply of scholars in certain-fields.

Irefore we-tall our first witness; we will place opening statements
ofany members who so_ desire-into-the-record-at thiS point.

[The prepared opening statement of Mr; Lujan followsl
OPENING REMARKS OF HON. MANUEL LUJAN. Jr.. SCIENCE POLICY TASK FORCE

Today's meeting-on -the-role of the scientific research museuniabegins Gur taskforce's more fiituitil and directed hearing schedule-Over thapasti two mends; the
tatk force hoS receive; overview briefings on the goals- and: purpose: of-US:_sciente
policyfrom- five distinguished -individuals: Dr. -George' Plinentel of_Berkeley, Dr,
Alex Roland of Duke University, Dr. John-Tester iof TRW; Dr. James Wyngaardenof the NIH and Dr. Lewis Branscornbaf MK We owe these_ individuals a vete of
thanks for providing us with both a broad review of past and preSent U.S. Science
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policy -as well as identifying some interesting areas for continuing attention
throughout. our-study.

Our focus tOday is on one-aspect of the U.S. scientific establishment-which is fa-
miliar to most -of us although not necessarily_for its unique- role in research. The
scientific research museums have a distinguished-reputation-and through their col-
lections contribute to-- scholarly pursuits- in selected-fields -of science. How their capa-
bilities fitintu the overall "picture:of U.S;:retwarch "activityis ofiinterinttitoday-;:m;
well as the:composition:of; and future:requirements for; ifinancial support:of the -mu-
seums' _research programs._ Alm) of interest are the procedure& which the: museums
use in selecting which .rftearch activities to pursue and how the-se may differ from
those of; forexample, the research _universities.

I would like tO-Join Chairman Fuqua in welcoming today'S witnesses. I look for-
imied te their testimony.

Mr; FUQUA: To discuss these important subjects, we:are very. for-
tunate -to have -with us tOday a number- -of -digtinguished- leaders
from American research museums-. The first of tir witnesses is Dr.
Robert McCormack Adams, the Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti-
tution,

Dr. Adams came to _his present position only last September after
an outStanding academic career; _principally- at the University of
Chicago. Since coming _to_ Washington, he has_expressed a particu-
lar interest in the strengthening of the Smithsonian's research ac-
tivities.
-_ We welcome him to the task force for his discussion on -±the
future role of research museums and -the role of the Federal GOV:
ernment in their development. Dr. Adams; we are pleased to have
you today.

STATEMENT OF-DR.-ROBERT -MeCORMACK ADAM-S;-THE
SECRETARY; THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION; WASHINGTON; DC

Dr. Ai1A1/18. Mr. Chairman, it is of course,:a_great :Pleasure :to be
here. I welcome--the opportunity -to -appear before-the-Task- -Force
and:to participate in your examination of Federal science policy;

I have submitted- a somewhat longer-statement than I would pro-
pose toibegin with todaybefore- submitting to your questioning._

Mr.:FUQUA..We will make the prepared statement at part of the
record,- and-if you-wish-to summarize, that will be fitie.

Dr; AnAms. Thank you. =

I believe that the research-enterprise of-the United StateS can -be
thought of as a house; the =foundations -_of which are_ securely an-
chored by the building blocks:of scientific inquiry pursued in uni,
versities,- industrial lahoratories, the Federal establishment, and
museums;

I do regret; 131 the way, that the term "museums'? does --not
appear;i as far as I can fmd it; lit= least; in the initial:agenda that
waa published for the work_ of the Committee. I- think that the
museum-component is indeed one of the anchors of the foundation
of _that _house;

-While-the-role -of- museum-research is clearly -Of Med- intetegt to
you today; my analogy_ is nonetheless purposeful in_ stressing the
interdependence of these activities. If any of the blocks were al-
lowed-to-crack or crumble,:the essential structure of the entire re-
sear& house would be-weakened and in jeopary.

It is only recently-that-I-have-moved-from- an acadernic-setting,
with _which I _have been associated for decades; to the Smithsonian;
the Charter of which Cominita it to aimt Similar to those proclaimed
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in the triottoesof many universitiesthe:increase and diffusion-of
knowledge; Not- un-naturally, -I -find My Selfithinking about the dis-
tinctive features of museum-based research, especially ar it com-
pares-with-research in uniVerSities.

First and= most importantly; museums Ait built around collec-
tion-A-In order for the_study of collections to be-made meaningful,
museums-staffs-include:individuals who are competent in; and who
ghie attention to; the means of_classification by whieh Alone:those
collections- tan be_ reduced to intelligible order: Systematicsthe
proper identification and -classification Of organiSMs :and their evo-
liitiorierY and ecological relationshipsis essential to museuinAe-
rived knowledge.

Second; because systematics research-tends tO -require large:col-
lections,muSeums tend to-be preticcupied with collections and their
management: On=the have been less_in,
VolVed in the laboratory-based or =experimental -approaches that
characterizeuniversities, alththigh thiS iS now:changing:

Third; since _museum= research is --colleetionalieSed; museums
often putt-tie a different balance of strengths than= that which- ehar-
acterizes universitieA A single museum with anything approaching
the iiniVersalistic aspirations Af at least a few of the-great-tiniversi
ties is an-absurdity. The SiiiithSonian probably:goes as far in this
direction as_ any:institution in the-world_;-and, SignifiCantly, it does
sa-by loosely linking together no less than 14 highly diverse, phys=
ically as well as professionally, diatinet units

MUseum_ collections; and the exhibits representing them; have
many of-the-qualities of capital investments: Prudently assembled;
they cart almost: endlessly repay -further Stddy from viewpoints
beyond the imagination of:those: originally responsible for them.
The prudence, of COUrsg, is difficult to maintain over time:-

The factors I have__just mentioned would,seem-to -limit the re-
search offectivenes: of museums. But there are other; more positive
-considerations: = =

the broad; voluntary; and tuiselected character-of a muse-
urn's audience somewhat counterbalaneeS the narroc;ing effects of
Concentrating_ on specialized collections. ViSittit 4t1.:gtibtig.-,: not to
speak of-the-prior need to make exhibits :intelligible.: encourage a
dialog reaching far_beyon-d the-_Aratified eircieS to Which most aca-
demie faCiilties confine themselves:

Second; aczompanying,museums direct dePendence on the public
and lack of selectivity with regard to their audience-Ate gratifying
opportunities- te respond to national needs and problems Illat are
beyond the reach of universities-There-are many practical demon-
StratiOnS that Museums:offer constructive supplements and alter-
natives to :the deteriorating environment cif many ordinary class-
toonis and are a means to mobilizing creative effort and accom-
plishinggenvine learning.

Turning more directly .io research- in setith And its relation-
ship -to -the .Seeiningly more: competitive_ world of university -re-
search, it is worth noting that work in uniVertities is typically tied
te the relatively narrow_tolerances -and :priorities of-the peer review
systems of the tali-teal:foundations, institutes and: endowments;
that in museums is less so: Hence,:museums Are -artiCtilarly suita-
ble as a base for long-term undertakings, the priorities for which

8
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would shift_ through time:as they_ were perceived Lin relation to a
field of:_competing:proposals at-a single- moment -in time.

-tendency within museums for a:preoccupation
with systematics to lead:to isolation_ and corresponding theoretical
weakness, has a matching- -strength moclern- ecological problems
underscore the need for more; _not less; systematics;

Take whet can onlY .11* described as an approaching- world -crisis
of tropical- deforestation. -These- forests- are-biologically the richest
of the Earth's environment& A proliferation of species is_now _being
found -in them -that-far-exceeds-earlier-estimate& This-suggests-that
we may= need to alter evolutionary views:concentrating on the dif-
ferential :survival of variably endowed individualt within -a-species;
and to:eveigreater- emphasis- to-Tr-messes -of interspecies competi-
tion; .Fundamental to _any .such research effort must :be a. securely
stabliSlied- basis of species identification, -classification,-and- rela-

tionships,- the only source for which today is the great natural his-
tory _museum collections.
--Collections-remain-the- raison &etre -of mumuns -and -form a pre-
cious resource for science which .must:be nurtuted _and_ maintained.
Our- knowledge of the natural -world-derives-in large measure-from
studies of-the collections; As new insights and technologies are de,
veloPed; icollections_.:are :reexamined: and more information- -is
gleanedHence,we-should- -not-think-of collections as stagnant; but
rather as dynamicassemblages of _the natural woHd which grow_ in
value over time. The Smitlitonian's collection-of-eggshells has heen
crucial to- _understanding the impact of pesticides on the size;
growth_ rates,: and sustainable: populations of bit*, while our -fish
collections, which-date --from- the- -1881rs,liave-- wovided important
evidence of significantly :higher concentrations of methyl mercury
in fish -in the -1970's. Furthermore; in- addition -te- our own scientific
staff at-the-National :Museum of- Natural History =are scientists
from: organizations such as the Department of. Agridtiltiike, the Filth
and-Wildlife &mice, the U.S.--Geological-Survey and the National
Institutes: of:Health; who work :daily with our collections on issues
associated with the missions .of their respective- agencies.

-The -collections in-American-museums:have _been called:a "biolog-
ical/physical national bureau of standards;'! the- baseline upon
which-all-branches-of science-can-drawContinuation and_ fulfill-
ment of this daunting task require sustained financial support to
conserve eXiSting: collections properly,- -to- -acquire-new -collections,
and- -to- provide -thoroughly trained personnel with proper: equip,
ment for _the vital process of docum_entation. Cozigtiuit attehtion
mutt- -1*-pai4 to-thefiTe-efforts-so---that our stewardship for future
generations is_ not called: into -question.

Museums overlap with --universities, -indostrial-lahorattaies,-and
Federal science efforts along=the single continuum of .research etc,
tivity in _the United States. Troubtless we can find- better- ways to
!ghat* -tasks- or -divide reeponsibilities all -along that continuum,' so
as to improve not only our:interaction,.. but ..alsa the overall effeo.
tiveness of -our- combine& effort.- Thefitst-step is- to-recognize:that
there_ is a high _degree of_ complementarity to the entire research
enterprise and that all four of its componentS-are necessary if-that
enterprise -as a whole is_ to nit.et the increasing demands we are
making of it;

9



Thank you, Mr. Chairman. ii
[The prepared statement of Dr. Adams followsj

STATEMENT BY

ROBERT McCORMICK ADAMS

SECRETARY

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION

BEFORE THE
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COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

U. S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON, D. C.

APRIL 17, 1985
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Task Force

today, to participate in your review of Federal science policy,

and to talk specifically about museum-based research.

The research enterprise of the United States can be thought

of as a house, the foundations of which are securely anchored by

the building blocks of scientific inquiry pursued in

universities, industrial laboratories, the Federal establishment,

and museums. While the role of museum research is clearly of

most interest to you today, my analogy is nonetheless purposeful

in stressing the interdependence of these_activities: if any of

the blocks vere allowed to crack or crumble, the essential

structure of the entire research house would be weakened and in

jeopardy.

Beyond the interdependency of and the similarities between_

the various research sectors in the United States, there are, of

course, crucial differences that can usefully be examined and

unique roles, such as those performed by nuseums, to consider.

It is only recently that I have moved fromLan academic setting,

with which I have been associated for decades, to the

Seithsonian, the charter Of which commits it to aims similar to

those proclaimed in the mottoes of many universities: the

increase and diffusion of knowledge. Not unnaturally, I find

myself thinking about the distinctive features of museum-based

research, especially as it compares with researdh in

universities.



* First and most importantly, museums are built around

C011ections. In order for the study of collections to be made

meaningful museum staffs include indiVidUala WO are competent

in, and who give attention to, the means of cIataifieetion_by

Which alone those collections can be reduced to intelligible

order. Systematics - the proper identification and

cIassificiation of organisms and their evolutionary and

ecological relationships - is essential te MUSeum-derived

knowledge.

* Because systematics research tends to require large

collections, museums tend to be preoccupied with collections and

their management. On the whole, therefore, museums have been

less involved with laboratory-based or eXpeXiMehtal approaches,

although this is changing. Museums have always emphasized

WOrking in the field - the living laboratory - with both

observational ahd manipulative studies. Museum departments of

biology are likely to have descriptiVe titles reflecting the

organic character of their collections, basically subdivisions of

botany and zoology, even though their research may be

theoretical, experimental, and multidisciplinary in thrust. In

universities such taxonomic titIe% have largely disappeared or

become more generalized. reflecting SUbtirdihate eemponents in a

more thematically unified aPProach to the field at Many

alternative levels of analysis.

* Since museum research is collections-based, museums often

pursue a difference balance of strengths than that which

characterizes universities. Truer there are some more-or-less
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'natural units, such as perhaps Modern Art or Natural History,

within which bodies of method; theory; and data are so widely

shared that real eminence is difficult to achieve on a narrower

basis. But contrariwise, a single museum with anything

approaching the universalistic aspirations of at least a few

great universities is an Absurdity. The SMithsonian probably

goes as far in this direction as any institution in the worldi

and, significantly, it does so by loosely linking together no

less than fourteen highly diverse, physically as well as

professionally distinct units.

Museum collections; and the exhibits representing them;

have many of the qualities of capital investments. Prudently

assembled, they can almost endle.s.y repay further study from

viewpoints beyond the imagination of those initially responsible

for them. But such prudence is difficult te maintain uniformly

over a long period of time. And even when it is; the sheer mass

and importance of major collections tends to perpetuate existing

divisions of specialization and, perhaps, to slow responses to

newly_opened fields of_knowledge.

These factors would seem te limit the research effectiveness

of museums; but there are other; more positive considerations:

First, the broad, voluntary, and un-selected character of

a museum's audience somewhat counterbalances the narrowing

effects of concentrating on specialized collections._ Visitors'

questions, not to speak Of the prior need te make exhibits

intelligible; encourage a dialogue reaching far beyond the

stratified circles to which most academic faculties confine
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themselves. Museum exhibits, let me emphasize, need not be

frozen and didactic. They can genuinely involve at least some

members of the public in their improvement and even in their

initial design. They can even involve exciting voyages of

quasi-research discovery that transform the understanding of

those creating them as much as those viewing them.

* Secondly, accompanying museums' direct dependence on the

public and lack Of selectivity with regard_to their_audience are

gratifying opportunities to respond to national needs_and

problems that are beyond the reach of universities; Museums

must,_for example, creatively interpret currently intensified

demands for public participation, and for a multitude of

individual choices; With a quarter of the annual increase in our

population now being a product of massively renewed immigration,_

museum exhibits must somehow reflect the re-emergence of cultural

uraiisi. Or_consider one of our most serious national

prohIemk, growing inadequacy in_ many districts of provisions for

public primary and secondary schecaing; Focused particularly on

cities, this inadequacy has tended to deprive the Meat

disadvantaged part of our population of real opportunities for

literacy of all forms, even as our proclaimed entry into an

"Information Age* makes such literacy_ever_ more necessary for

their own, and our society's, survival. There are many practical

demonstrations that museums offer constructive supplements and

alternatives to the deteriorating enviroament of many ordinary

classrooms, as a route_to mobilizing creative effort and

accomplishing genuine learning.

4
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TUrning more directly to research in museums and its

relationship to the seemingly more competitive_world of

university research, there are some obvious and positive elements

that are worth consideration; Work in universities is typically

tied to the relatively narrow tolerances and priorities of the

peer review systems of the national foundations, institutes, and

endowments; that_in_mumeums_is_significantly_less so. Hence

museums are particularly suitable as a base for long-term or

high-risk research projects; The necessarily delayed or

uncertain payoffs of such projects cannot correspond to the

restrictive terms of granting cycles. They aim instead at slowly

cumulative increases in knowledge, or at going beyond_safe bits

to test unpopular ideas that, if correct, would hive important

consequences. I am proud to include the Smithsonian among the

museums that at times have quite consciously taken this last

approach.

Similarly, the tendency wIthin museums for a preoccupation

with systematics and descriptive approaches to Iead to isolation

and corresponding theoretical weakness, has u matching strength:

modern ecological problems underscore the need for more, not

less, systematics. Take what can only be described as_an

approaching world-crisis of tropical deforestation. These

forests are biologically the richest of the earth's environments.

A. proliferation of species is now being found in them that far

exceeds earlier estimates. This suggests that we may need to

alter evolutionary views concentrating on the diflerential

survival of variably endowed individuals within a species, and te
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give greater emphasis to processes of inter-species competition.

But fundamental to any such research effort must be a securely

established basis of species identification, classification,_and_

relationships. And the only source for that today IS to be found

in the great natural history museum collections.

While an unfortunate public perception of museums as large,

dimly-lit buildings_where researchers hunch over lab benches

examining microscopic oetails oi insects, fish, or skletal_

remains may; indeed; persist; the fact is that today there is a

new breed of museum researchers who are trained in mooerr methods

of science and take an interdisciplinary view of the natural

worlj. s tematicsis certainly the root_of this endeavor.

Moreover; it is no longer an end :n itself, but .ather a atarting

pont for the substantiation cf rod:2m ecological principlec and

e:c1..11..ionary theory.

Collections remain the raison d'etre cf mureums and form a

pecious resouru, for science Which must be nultured and

'nta:ned. Our knowledgc of the natural world deriJes 3n Iareie

mtiaudro from studies of thc collectcnr. AE new inc3glAs and

tectnologier are developed, collections are re-examined am..l more

:nrcrezt.o: 9:caned. Eenct, ve sInnld nct tlin cf

.clectiens as sta..2.nant, hut racher a- dynamic ersemblaqez of the

world whfth crow in lce over time. The 2mith-,orrian'S

c.,1ftlon of n,je: shells har been crucial t, underrtand3Lg

:rract cf 1.t.r'cider on the sire, crewtr rates, and F,usta.ra,c

ol c.,11 frsh 1,h clat,,s

:ar p.cv,ce im4cr-.at G

16
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higher concentrations of methyl mercury in fish in the 1970s. It

is worth noting here that, in addition to our own scientific

staff, also assigned to the National Museum_of_Natural History

are scientists from organizations such as the Department of

AgriciuIture the Fish and Wildlife Service, the U. S. Geological

Survey, the National Marine Fisheries Service, and the National

Institutes of Health who work daily with the collections on

issues associated with the missions and goals of their

representative agencies.

Increasingly museum efforts have taken on an applied bent.

Many of the Smithsonian's marine biologists at the National

Museum of Natural History and its field stations in Belize and

the_easteen Caribbean are working on the ecosystems of coral

reefs and on the primary productivity of the oceans.

research offers the possibility of developing renewat. resources

and sustainable yields to meet the economic and nutritional needs

of the people cf that region. As another example, one of the

Museum's botantists has provided critical pollen analysis to

assistant in answering questions about the composition and origin

of yellow rain in Southeast Asia.

Across the Mall at our National Air and Space Museum the

System Disc Retrieval (SDR) was developed to meet the problem of

compact information storage. Applicable far beyond the museum

fieId it is a wonderful example of the synergy of museum and

industrial research.

Obviously I can only deal with the constraints and

opportunities that museums offer for research in the most general
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terms. There are important differences from subject area to

subject area-, as well as from institution to institution.

However, I would like to share with you a final example from my

own_discipline._ Evolving standards and traditions of inquiry in

anthropOlogy and archaeology are leading them away from

concentrating on the formal, macroscopically observable

properties of individual objects. The science moves instead

toward the internal properties, contexts, and associations of

objects in collections -- features that will never be evident to

the casual museum visitor. Context, in particular, is of

critical importance; This explains why archaeologists have taken

leadership in efforts to prevent the illicit international

movement and sale of antiquities, since that traffic, by As

ni.ture, conceals or destroys information on context.

Scientific advance in this area involves steadily improving

precision in recording and interpreting temporal and spatial

associations and modes of deposition or preservation.

Manufacturing debris may be at least as important as the object

itself. A used_and_broken specimen_may permit dimensions of

understanding that a perfect, unused specimen cannot. A poor

copy or duplicate, of little interest to an art historiani may

provide vital clues to the ways in which commodities were

prOduced and circulated. physico7chemical analysis can reveal

sources Of raw materials, :Wes of preparation and patterns of

use. All of these details are frankly more significant as

scholarly objectives than the display of the object itself.

Exhibits become correspondingly more difficult to explain and
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mount, and attention shifts from individual works of art or

craftsmanship tO the_representation of entire social systems in

largei carefully sampledi collections of which little will ever

go on exhibit.

The collections in American museums have been called a

'biological/physical national bureau of standards," the baseline

upon which all branches of science can dzaw. Continuation and

fulfillment of this daunting task ,equire sustained financial

support to conserve existing collections properly, to acquire new

collections, and to provide thoroughly trained personnel with

proper equipment for the vital process of documentation.

Constant attention must be paid to these efforts so tnat our

stewardship for future generations is not called into question.

Museums are sister institutions to universities in the_

enhancemert and communication of knowledge. They both overlap

extensively with the industrial laboratories and the Fedeial

science efforts alono the single continuum of reeearch activlty

in the United States. Doubtless we can find hettcr ay tc share

t:-.sks or di.;:dc tesponsitilities all a1tn..3 that_cont;rpwr, aL

1.0 imptc%e not or.ly our .interaction, bUt olsc the .aveiall

cifectivefAss of uUr cOmbined effett. The first step tn

thcre j 3 ts.:h dEqtee cf cc.mrlemer.tarit.., te

itscarch nt c ne thtit :ell four of itr (:)7pt.nc,-,tt

ar necc: ..., :1 _tit a t!r
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DISCUSSION

Mr FO-quk. Thank you very much, Dr.:Adams; = = =

= I__ recall- that-one evening I was going into the Sniithsonian
Museum of Natural History to visit with -some scientists -there-and
fa SPeak With them,_ and they carried:me back:through the stacks
of all the botany collections that they had, particularly some of the
leave&

-I WAS trety ititeteAed.- Many of them- went back several decades.: I
was very interested_ at_ that-time- in-what -change= had:develaged_ in
the same species &leaves in different parts of the world; and there
had heen--some --changesthey were explained: ta mebut a :very
good 'baseline to begin to understand- over a--loog
arid I think it .is very fundamentalto the things that we lire all
interested- in, whether-it -is- crossbreeding that was takine plade, or
the:effects of the environment, =or weather conditions- or-whatever
that- ttiay have -caUsed_ that, which leads me ta a question; :How do
you see _a payoff back-to-the- Rublic- in museum-type research verstit
the more university-oriented research?: =

-Dr. Atikw.-Well, I spoke of the mission-oriented:agencies wha al-
ready are working; and_ have-for manyyears wark-ed, -side- by-side
With the Staff of the :Smithsonian,:directly employing the Smithso-
nian-collections. I think that is a fine illustration of what the paY-
offs_ are;

tiiie is concerned with _the damagethat is_done ta this coun-
tr3es agricultural output-from various -kinds Of infestations, 1* it
boll *eeVils or :Mediterranean fruit flies or _whatever, one has to
deal- fuodathentally with that inSedt population,-_ :and_ one.. has- -to
work _with the_ systematic-collections-that -are-available- only-in-the

.and a few :other-A:if the great natural history museums
in order to-make those identifications.- _

_ _Moreover- this is not _a problem that can-be confined-to-the mai=
nerital- Utiiied. States.: Unfortunately, bugs don't observe interna-
tional frontiers,- and the-truth- of-the-matter is thatimadt of the Se=
rious_ crop pests_ that we_ have encountered tire tropical_ in- origin.
OW-flee& fa- haVe going right _along_ with :the work on:problems
within =the United States -a more-fundamental study-of the- nattire
of -the itiSect populations of the great tropical_ regions =to our south.

Mr.- FUQUA-, -14, -the -ttiity, in your: beginning remark% .you men-
tioned that the word= "museunt'-'-=did- not appear in our task force.
That Will-be-corrected in our fmal report, I can assure you;

Dr. Aokms. Thank you.
Mr. FUQUA;: It was not an intentional aversight;

=

--How-have the- -changes- in Federal policy .toward science in recent
years affected the museum research; if-at all?--

Dr.-AO-kW. Mr, Chairman; my impression_ is that changes in Fed-
eral =science policy-have-not-been-primarily directed at muSeumS
arid have not pnmarily grecteithem. = =

-My own- astaciation --with -the SmitliSonian is recent .enough that I
am :not _sure I have= a= long-tel in view that-would be accurate on
that-point-and-I probably should:refrain from going further.-

Museums obviously have, forthe -mostpart been able- to- benefit
from -the groWth: in :research funding in the national foundational
might say that that does not apply to the SMith-Sonian, which is
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not able:to draw on funds from the national foundations-under-or-
dinary circumstances. But certainly; for_the museums which have
been _the -beneficiaries- of-research funding coming-ficin -that- source,
my impression is:that :they have_ benefited less from it than have
the-universities, but there certainly has been some benefit from
that source.

FUQUA How cotild- we -make it bettert How :could_ we get
Imtter-- research-looking -at it- from-our-perspective for- -the Tublic
good; by what programs for supporting or helping or fostering basic
research ill-museums'
= Dr. Mums._ My impreEsion would_ be- that -the most-seriousprob-
lem is one that requires national:recognition of the importance of
thore-systematic-colledions. Whether this nee& te be involved hi
legislation; I am =not clean

I think that if one- looks acrosa the country at the tendency in
recent years for people_ who-would have -been -trained in-systematic
fieldisito move into other_ aspects: of .biology; for_ example; priorities
have-beenieven to-the-field of-biology at-the- cellular, and- molecu-
lar; and genetic_level which obviously have seen enormousexplo-
sive breakthroughS that are of great importance; but that somehnw
there_ hasnl --been -recognition of-the-need-to -maintain-balanced
strength .across ill of _13iology; and that_ the most critical thing
would-be-to leeStablith-that sense of balancing our priorities.
Whether this cads for_legislation; I am not clear.

Mk. FUQUA.
Mr.- PACKAM-Thank you,-Mr.-Chairman.

- One of the _principal eaves where you _have shown an interest in
your-science policy-studies; partictilarly at the museum is in . areas
where you have: blended_ private- --funding- with- -pablic-funding

describe for us the .general fundhig mechanism_ of the
institution,-andTarticularbreak -it down into public and private
funding and_where those come from?__ =

ADAMS. -The Smithatinian budget- is- compnaed of a. primary
component in the form-of appropriated Federal ftinds-amountingto
ahout tWo-thirds of the annual: Smithsonian budget; The other
th;.-rd-is from private sources and is compoted of a number of ele-
ments.
----It would include income from fun& that have been _given to form
the Smithsonian=-endowment. It -wouldincludeincome-from a
number of the.. _Smithsbaian'e _ private_ _enterprises; the magazine
Siniasoni4n,-the-storthat are operata in -our-museums,- the- sale
of books and other objects by mail;:by catalogue.= It also includes _pri-
vate-grants and contradta from private foundations for carrying on
research.-

There is_ also_a componentnf support from Federal foundations_
in- -some-areas-as, for-examle; in areas- where -collections are of
criticalimportance and where thathas be'en recognized; =

--Mr.--PACKARD.- there very much.of your funding that is target-
edit° specific projects-or -rewearch-activities?

Dr._ Aimms._Thereis_some; both on the private side and the Fed-
eral -side-I-think-there-probably will be more if I leek at the way
our budgets are developing. = =

I think- there is considerable interest in the Cengrese :and, I
might add; also; in our own museums, in developing project areas
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that can be sPeCifically- identified; and _described_ and _in trying to
introduce-these- as line items in -the- Federal- budget or es . items to
attract_ private funding just as welL I-think-this -is a way,--in-fact, Of
making the- museum-research more accountable in the sense that
thedewriptions of-it become-a-matter of public-record.

Mr._ PACIARD; In your testimony; you mentioned that_ you__ have
seen- a-shift-from-simply- colletting artifatta -and museum _ pieces . to
morel of areseaTch-orientExt structure-Would you-elaborate on-that
and -describe not only how_ you have seen thattransition taken :but
whether-you- see it-increasing_in the futu-re? Will a greater portion
of- our moneys qn toward research=and so forth?

. ADAM& I can- illUstrate -that in a number of-waysi_butletme
begin by saying that collections themaelves-consisting-of-individual
plantspeciMens; or riiiiinek or insect; or fish specimens; as the case
may _be;_ _were the- initial-forni- that--museum -collections -tdok; more
or less as they were haphazardly_brought =in =by_ volunteem-or- by
geople-sent -out-from -museums. The _complexities_ of the materie
collected have .k.A.-tan more and more-widelyreongnisekand-it-is now
underst6Od that you need-specimens-at different stages of growth;
for example; or--undei-different conditions of diet. You need field
oliaervations: that associate =the behavior _of specimens--with -the
phisiological -charticteriatics- if you -are to- understand the: pat,
terns of_ difference between -them-The-result-of all-of this- hag- been
that the amount of -field worlc=connected with the collecting of
really- useful-materials for-identification- and- to serve as Standar&
for future classification has steadily increase&

The -kasiStaiit -eci-etary for Science of the_ Smithsonian _ Institu-
tion; Dr. David Challinen- who is with me-todaymade-the-obServa-
tidii to me bit_ week _that there were more of the Smithsonian re-
scarch- -scientists--who- were -concerned with collections who were
now:involved with field work than= at any-time in the_past,-and-I
think-that-certainly has been one important _change; knother has
been that one has to deal-increasingly-with aspects Of microstruc-
tiike; with features _which are:determinant of genetic and_evolution-
ary-differences--that-can- -only- be obserVed with electro_n_ micro-
scopes.: again; important studies -that have-come-out-of-molecu-
lar biology-and that involve the differentiation of species:as meas-
ured by -differences in-proteins- require --lal:ioratery-facilities on- a
much more extensive scale than would have been the case in the
past.

I think it is: precisely the growing complexity of the-subject that
drives -us in-the -direction both of more extensive laboratory wo&
and more extensive field work,-and Lthink that is-a-trend -which is
understandable if you look at the way in which biology has devel-
oped- over-the-last generation or so; and one hes tb ant5cipate that
will continue _in the future; =

Mr- PACKARD. One of the misconceptions that many:2kmericans;
myself =included before I came here, have- of -the-Smithaonian -is
that -it iS Washington-based; and most of the facilities are what you
see down in- the,- old-Smithsonian-Inttitution. I don't-know the- fig-
ures;_but I think :you have literally hundreds of buildings and-fa-
cilities throughout the country and buildings throughoutthe Wash,
ington area besides this concentrated area. Are- the-research-as-
pects concentrated here in the hub of what most people perceive as
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being the Smithaonian Institution; or do you fmd that it has
branched out into all-of-your-facilities?

Di.- ADAMS; Well; _in fact; the resc :.ch is carried on all over the
world.-We-havedone- a recent tabUlation of the current work of the
Smithsonian, and= we fmd that there- -are- activities-undemay in
something like -113 countries.._There are_ research bases in many of
a-Jo-5-e cases,- althotjgh- -they -may-consist of -no-more -than rented -fa-
cilities or quite temporary facilities; On the other hand; we_ do _have
a-major- research-base for the-pursuit of studies in- tropidal marine
and_ terrestrial: biology _in _Panama,- a- very-important installation
-callcid -the SmitliSonian TropiCal:ReSearch Institute; _ _

= _Dr. PACKARD. -Do some-of the foreign countries support and assist
in the funding, private funding; of your research? =

Abams.- There is no -case -known te me_ at:the moment in
which we have direct assistance_ from-foreigntcountries in funding,
but we have- many forms of important colkboration that have: in
fact -financial value,-have- real-financial- value in terms of avitilabil=
ity_of land and .other such_ considerations; thateperate_very widely.
And -certainly we are very closely involved with foreign scientists
inmany of these case&

But the-further _point. I.want to make ia that while the greater
number of-the-Smithsonian-research-Staff- are- primarily- located
here_ in Washington, they are carrying on field = work; _they---are
going -overseas for their field work; into many other countries as
well-,= so =that_ one has- to-look-at their-pattern of activity and not
simply_ their place:of permanent residence;

Mr. PACKARD, Thanluou-very much.
Mr; BROWN [acting chairman]- Thank you.
Mr. Lulea,
Mr. LuJAN. Thank you,--Mr. Chairman.
-Dr. Adams; that is certainly.a different picture of museums than

thave -always had.-At-a-matter of faCt; you- mentioned that gnfor-.
tunately;_ the public. perception_ is dimj_y.lit --buildings --where-re-
searc-hers hunch over lahoratories examtrung microscopic details _of
insects and _that-sort-of-thing. -I didn't -even- know-they did -that.
You knowilny impression of a museum is:you go there to see some
valuable-paintings or old lidnesi and- out Wist we have covered
wagons; andwheels; andithoselinds of things, and indeed, perhaps
the- capsule from -an- Apollo flight.

What do you= do-besides show-us-those thinp-that -were-promi-
nent in history? You: have mentioned the:marine biology research
that-you do. What other kinds of research is the Smitheonian in-
volved in?

Awaits. Well; let me take_ a: slight asidei if I mayi: Mr; Lujan;
before coming to what-I-think-is-the thrust-of your-question.

Take_ the question_ of our: insect.collections. There is really only a
very _small corner -of the- Smithionian -that- is-- devotid to inaetta.
There_ is a:living zoo that you will find in_ the= Natural- History
Museum. They-don't lend themselves well to public eihibit; most of
them _are just too small;

The SmitliSonian :insect collection numb_ers :on the order of:30
million specimens.- It--is-comparable -only -to -the- collection -of- the
British Museum; It needs to be that large to =serve as the: standard
of reference that can in fact be ivied by people who are either con-
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cerned- with- the fondamental science of insects or- evolution or who
are concerned with various kinds-of-mission-oriented-problems-that
are connected with insects.:So here is a vast collection which is not
at all -eeen by-the public,-Thisle a case where the tip of the iceberg
is indeeda_very; verysmall; small_tip;

But-I- might -go on further to say:that, large as that collection _is;
it doesn't begin to: approach -the -adequacy- that-people in-the -field
now ibelieve will belneassary _as_ our understanding has grown
about the-number-of-different -species-- of- inSectS there are -in the
woHd, .That number is now estimated to be on the order-of-30 mil-
lion,and I can-tell you that our collections do not include only one
example of eachinsect.

Mr. LUJAN.i.Welli_l will look at museums a lot differently now.
You-knowi-when- I-go te -an -aquarium or something like that and
some fish_ glow in the dark; I think; "How pretty," you know, and
walk away from it.

Dr. ADAMS. Let me shift to the more general thrust of your ques-
tion,

-I-haven't-even- mentioned an area of very important Smithionian
work and one that comes more_ directly- to -the question--of some-of
your old- wagon wheels and so on._ Conservation is a rapidly expand,.
ing field -where-much more-is possiblej- -much more is- understeed
than.iwas _ true_ some years ago._ The Smithsonian _has a Conserva-
tion Analytital- Laboratory where fundamental . work is going en_ on
how to conserve our _specimens that otherwise might-very-well-con-
tinue to deteriorate even while:they are being kept So_very impor-
tent work-needs-te,go- forward- on- conservation of paperj and
textile:3;i and ancient metals; and many other- materials which-are
subject to-continuing -deterioration under _museum_ auspices; which
obviously we would like very-much-to -avoid. That would be-another
example of an area_where there simply must be further work if we
are-ite keep what we-have.

Mr. LmAii. To digress from that area _of_ it you-mentioned-state-
ments about the international cooperation and those -sorts of
things; I know that-in-other areas-w-hich we-have iurisdiction-over,
international cooperation is becomingeven _more and more impor-
tant, one, because- of the-budget constraints in our other -commit-
tees;__ and in fusioa work; _and space work; we are looking for
moneys -from-Other countries.

But beyond that;--there is-kind of a-welding together Of-our-allies
and our_ adversaries;_as a matter :of_ fact. That could be; it seems to
me, -a-natural,- -the -VT* -of- work- -that -you -do -and the -international
Smithsonian has, that everybody would _be falling all-over them-
selves to-do-some cooperative_work with _the_ Smithsonian. Is _that a
heavy thrust on tlw-part-of-the Smithsonian to-brin-x in other na-
tions- to share -in- that research, perhaps_notjust from a financial
standpoint but from the standpoint of solidification or break-
throughs?
--One of the thinge "that: I am. thinking _of, _ for_ example; in the
space business; we _sit in- Geneva- talking-about-arms-control, and
whIle that may_seem. way off aver there, :the big _question is verifi-
cation-and- inspection-. Yet when the Soviets- decide- to go into the
commercial satellite business; the companies say;-- -"Hey; we've- got
to get in there and make sure what you're putting into that satel-
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lite; that it is launched properly; all of those things;" and the Sovi-
ets are saying,- `-Sure-you can come in"probably the first break-
through into inspection:-

That is why- I view this whole international cooperation as really
a_ plus beyond just _the monetary. Mir question- is: Is- there a big
push on Ithe part of the Smithsonian; _aisustained push, to bring
other nations in-to-share in-that research?

_ Dr.: ADAMS-._ Mr Lujan; I think could- fairly -say that- the general
orientation you have just described is the one_ that:primarily led
me to take this position--and--come-to--WashingtOn.- It is precisely
that aspect_ of the SmitFisonian's :potential; and of what I see as the
growing need for-workt-cooperation in science that led me to come
here_ Let me briefly illustrate_ with two further-projecta- that ate
currently underway.- First- -of all; we have_ studies underway
through the Air- and Space Museum in West Africa on processes of
desertification that involve the :use_ ofthe Landsat space -imageu
forcheckingthe- progress of desertification and steps_ that are
taken to try to hold:this in_check.- Those studies inevitably open up
possibilities-for land management :that would never be recognized
by:the countries-in westion and which they could never become fa-
miliar _with except _through access to our specialists, our tech-nolo-
gy,- working, directly with-them in the field. I think it is an impor-
tant world problem; and it--is one-to-which we can ...lake a real con-
tribution and are now trying to do so:

Take another-one -which illustraWs the complexity _of interna,
tional _patterns_ thaLfrequently crop up.--We-have--had -a study- Ar'l-
ders-3 -in--Panama for some time :now :on :the variability of species
within test plots of tropical- rain -forests-. We find in Panama that
something on the:order of 50 percent more :species -will- occur
within-a-single -half-square -kilometer of- trees -than _occur in all _ of
the Eastern United States: That-raises-all -kinds- of-guestions abOut
the -ecology of a tropical _rain forest that are: not_ well understood.
Now:studies have begun-in---Madaysia; -on the other side of- the
world; _whiCh_carry_that much _further _still and- illustrate perhaps
twice-as many species occurring in test plots over there.

_Clearly; one_ needs:to have some-framework-in which people who
are-working on problems of:tropical biology; for example; are able
to-come together,--whether, -they-- are dealing with the Amazon or
whether they:are:dealing with 'Southeast Asia or- whatever, and-we
believe-that -the -Stiiithaenian offers one of the_ sort: of rare _institu-
tional opportunities in the world for-bringingl)evle-together -who
are-working_ on problems of-this:kind and allowing them:to check
their findings :with -one-another; -to become cognizant _of differences
in methediand differences in theory; quite possibly to -have- access
to- -more advanced equipment than they would in their own coun-
tries.
--I think all those things are_within reach; and I think all:of_ them
are_ more likely-10- proceed from a museum base than they will
from any_other _base.

Mr-LUJAN. Very toed. -Thank you very much.
Thank_ you; Mr Chairman.
Mt. FUQUA-. M-r. Brown?
MELEIROWN:. Dr. Adams,-I-would-like to bald my voice tO the:wel-

come I am sure the chairman has already given you. I do not think
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you-have-been --before the Science and- Technology Committee
before, and you may have:more opportunities-in- the future-It-is- a
great pleasure to see you_ here_ andito :recognize _that you are start-
ing-out-on career- which I hQpe will-last as long as your predeces-
sor's and make as large a contribution to the progress of our
Nation.

Of-course,- --he-sometimes -ran-into-trouble be-cause hiS scientific
interests_ took him:_to: far fields. You are not still interested in
Middle-Eastern archeology,-are you? [Laughter.]

Dr.--ADAMS.1- would-say-that if -conditions reemerged in that part
of the world that permitted me to do some-further work, I would
certainly- try tb do so. They do not show much sign of helping me
along in-the -near term.
...Mr._ ExowDr.:I particularly appreciate your emphasis-upon-the-re-
search capabilities and contribution of : the natural science
museums._I think, of course,--that we lave to- keep in perspective
thatthat: is only a part of:the_ overall_role of-the -museums;-that in
addition ta the natural science, you have: the:art, the history, the
various other things which fall within different purviews in science
strictly.

I don't think thit :committee has really fullr . appreciated that
large research -contribution -that you make. I hope=and I am sure
it willthat your presentation this morning will help to change
that.

I want- to-raise juo, one- question.- Generally- speaking,- in the pre,
vious concerns of this committee; we have_ looked-upon.the-natural
science museums as a part.of _our:process of ipublic_education.. in sci-
ence. Me-have-seen that- role -as-being -an ettremely -important role.
To some:degree, we have funded that through the National Science
Foundation.

I _am hiterested-in- having you-comment about that rOle and the
degree to _which, in addition to the education-that-occurs -when the
public goes through the museums :and:sees and thinks about the
mateHal_ there, if -you have-- considered a someWhat broader role
comparable, we:will:say; to what a university-does whenit engaps
rn teaching and publication, _ or .in the land-grant :college systems
which we are-familiar-with, where-you have teaching,- publication,
extension, in which the effort is made to take the results of the re-
search-out te the public.

I would_ like-to- have-you-comment- on that-because it has notI
have not perceived:that the: natural science:museums or--museums
in general have put as much emphasis on that as they:might, and
if we are =looking- at-a-rapidly-changing- society-- in -which- science is
more and . more important, and in which s scientifically _literate
public- is- more and -more- important, then I think we have to _ use
every resource to-attain-that-literacy-. -The -museums,- I-have- always
felt are a very important part of that mechanism of public educa-
tion.

ADAMS; I think_ L would share those- sentiments completely,
Mr. Brown, First_ with:regard to the educational component at the
Level of-future specialist,which is only one component of your ques-
tion,1 should say that this_ has.-been- for many-years held by the
Sinithrionian as one of ita very important functions;
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We _do support predoctoral fellows; postdoctoral :fellows; people
eettiiag ih as inteins: while still_ in the course: of their college ca-
reers;_I might say with a special emphasis on identifying minoritY
interns. _ _

We db reOrd that as a very important part of the program: of
research- that --`he Smithsonian carries on. That has been growing
inirecent years; and_I think it will continue-to grow.

ResearChis; frankly_;:best done_ with a mix_ of individuals. Some
teaeatch, -Of -course; will always go on by single investigators; but
much of_ it Is-best-done -with-a-mix -in -which there may be-a senior
investigator and several assistants orpeople collaboratingfrm-dif:
ferent- fielda coming in -for varying_ lengths of time to learn new
skills-that they will -add to their repertoire when they go back to
their home universities-,

SO that :IS an area where the Smithsonian has already been very
aetive -mid Will do-more: I might say we- have-done most of it with
private funding-rather-than-with-Federal funding.-

With regard to the outreach question; think it-might_ be_a_fair
CritiCiSM that we haven't done as::much with traveling exhibits
that -were- drawn from our scientific materials as we should; al-
though there: have _been_ a number-that -were-prepared by- the Ail-
and SPaCé Museum. That may very well be an area where we
should do more.

There_isia_major- activity of the-Smithsonian called the traveling
exhibit service; which at any one time will have more-than 100--ex,7
hibitS_moving around the country; _moving in response to_requests
by-other-museums for loan exhibits for varyingiperiodS Of tiine. It
is true; as:I say;_ that not-enough of those probably hove been con-
neeted _with the:field of sdence education:

I Might §ay that -the Smithsonian is_ now making steps _toward
the very early- development of a joint program with the National
Academy of: E;ciences iL the field of _science education, so_ this -is
SOMething that we propose to become very active in within the
near future.

Mr:_13RowN: Well; I hope you will. It is very important: function
Course one which you:have to keep _in proper balance: .

I think we-have kept you _tong enough 1:,is morning, Dr. Adams.
We appreciate-your being here very much and look fOrward to
future :opportunities.

Mr. 1..0.iAN. Thank you very much. Dr. .,dams.
Dr._ ADAMS, Thank you.-
/Answers to questions asked of Dr: Adain;-,
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^ININIAMEMEMolmm.-

SMITHSONIAN IN Sim TION

WiarAmsrl.x.D.C.
CSA

October 17. 1985

Honorable Don Fuqua
Chairman
Committee on Science and Technology
U. S. House of Representatives
Washington. D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank:yon_verylmuch_for_your_Ietter_of_September_17_and for
the_opportunity to provide additional information on science in
museums.

In "lveloping the enclosed responses to your questions I
have had the benefit of considerable insight and assistance from
my colleagues at the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural
History. They and I will be glad to be of whatever additional
uervice we can to you, the Task Force, and the Committee.

Sincerely,

Enclosures
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Question 1

1.1 HOW hi*, thereaearohcontributionw of natural history museums

ohangvd since World War II?

Natural history museums, as scientific institutions at large,

have undergone a virtUaI revolution since World War II, making

unprecedented growth with quantum jumps in the size and diversity of

Staff and in the scale and scope of programs. The result has been a

major revitalization of traditional reeearth disciplines and the birth

and rapid development of a whole new array of scientific enquiries and

applications. In general, the museums have been driven by the same

forces that have been driving the Universitiesi not only because both

are dealing With the same ultimate questions but also because the

museum scientists and technical staff have been trained almost

exclusively by the universities.

Museum budgets, even allowing tor inflation, have grown

dramatically in the post-World War /I years. The scientific staffs

are much better trained and more professional. /n the past it was

fairli, typical for curators to come up through the museum ranks as

apprentices, often withoUt ever Obtaining post-graduate degrees. This

trend has died out rapidly since World War II, and today scientists

and other scholars rarely are hired by museums if they do not already

1
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possess a doctorate. Furthermore, the level of education of the

technicx1 support staff has been rising steadily. Today many hold a

bachelor's degree, and masters' and doctors' degrees are becoming more

common. Scientific and technical staff specialization has grown

enormously as well, until today's natural history museum Is a complex,

university-like research organization that is a far cry from the

museums of the past; Because of the growth and diversification of

support staffs, museum scientists have been freed from much routine

curation and are able to concentrate on research.

The consequence of all of this growth and change has been great

chime in quantity, quality, and character of scientific research

output.

Biological research by muneum scientists has undergone an

hietoric shift in emphisis awuy from a purely descriptive approach

focussed largely on the taxonomy (identification, description,

nomenclature, classification) of organisms, to a much more dynamic,

evolutionary approach, concerned with biological systematics ih the

broadest sensei which goes beyond description and classification and

attempts te explain the origin and evolution of the diversity of life

on earth by tracing the history of lineages (phylogenetic systematics)

and elucidating relationships among modern organisms. Since 1945,

systematics research has branched out greatly te incorporate

ecological, biogeographical, behavioral, ultrastructural, cytological,

genetic, fUnctiOnal, end Mani' other peripectives and methodological
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approaches. Indeed, the whole evolutionary framework of modern

biology is a product in large part of research in naturhl history

museums since World War II, with such museum-associa..ed influential

biologiste as Niles Eldredge, Stephen J. Gould, Willi Hennig, Ernst

Mayri Peter H. Raven, George Gaylord Simpson; and Edward O. Wilson

leading the way.

Museums have been a major source of innovation and creativity in

psIeobioIogy eince World War II. Such major contributors as George

Gaylord Simpson have not sought inspiratiOn from the univertity bUt

rather the universities have sought ihapiration from them.

The field of anthropology has witnessed a growing awareness of

the iSportence of museum otjects, both for basic and applied research.

Today, anthropological collections are being studied by more

scientists, both from inside and from outside museums, than in 1945.

Museum-based meteorite research has entered a much more

interpretative era, leading td a much broader and deeper understanding

of our planetary system. In 1945, meteorites were a smaII side issue.

How meteorite research, which depends on museum collections, is

mainstream planetary science. Meteorites provided crucial background

data for lunar rock studies prior to the lunar landings. Meteorites

and lunar rocks tOgether have increased greatly our understanding of

the planetary system and have made some old Ideas untenable.
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Research methods also have undergone radical changes since 1945;

There has been enormous growth in interdisciplinary studies and large

collaborative projects, as in planetary science or in studying

ecological and evolutionary relationships; Collaboration also has

been crucial in large oceanographic and terrestrial surveys lf faunas

and floras and in ecosystem research. At the Smithsonian, for

example, the pacesetting Caribbean Coral Reef Ecosystem program would

be Impossible without wide, interdisciplinary collaboration.

The explosive postwar growth of civilian air travel has greatly

expanded oppertUnitita fOr fieldwork, especially tbroad; As a result,

natural history museums have broadened their geographic scope greatly,

and today a much larger proportion of research is actUally conducted

in the field than in 1945. In many cases, it no longer is considered

acceptable to base a study entirely on preserved speciMens. The major

-
consequence of asy, relatively inexpensive travel has been the large

expansion of research in the tropics.

World War II trUgered a revolution in technology that continues

to revolutionize research in natural history museums as everywhere.

SCUBA diving, deep-sea subsersibIes; undervater photography, electron

microscopy, aerial photography, color photography, advanced light

microscopy, molecular biology, and computer technology, especially the

recent advent of the personal computer and word processor---these are

some of the numerous Important technological advances during the

postWar period that have continued to have a profound effect on

3 2



research in natural science museums. High technolog:- has come to

museums in a big way. Computers have opened vast new opportunities

for analysis and data storage and retrieval; The Scanning Electron

Microscope has revolutionized the study of morphology and structure,

brIncing a whole new dimension to virtually every area of

collection-based research. Because of such new technology, we now can

learn more from our existing collections than ever before, and most

collection-based fields of research have been rejuvenated repeatedly

bk technological advances since 1945.

Thanks to computers and the rapid development of methods of

quantitative and statistical analysis since World War II, today's

research is far more quantitative than in the past;

In sum, research in natural hiatory museums today is vastly more

complicated and specialized than before World War II, and most museum

scientieta ere highly trained specialist-a.

Finally, natural history museums have undergone significant

changes in research philosophy and perspective; Of particular note Is

the shift toward much greater concern for the value and relevance of

the research contributions. Most striking is the blossoming of a

conservation conscience. Ever-increasing concern for the environment

has led to ever-greeter involvement by museum scientists In research

related to habitats and biotas threatened with destruction and species

threatened with extinction. Concern for the tropics, especially the
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rapidly disappearing tropical rainforests, has reached the proportion

of a scientific crusade.

1.2 In what direction are they now headed?

In general, natural history museums are not likely to see any

dramatic shift in direction in the foreseeable future but are likely

to continue to intensify and sharpen the trends already underway as

described in 1.1. As always, basic research will be emphasized, lut

increasingly, attention will be given to the relevance and practical

applications of the research, especially in a world of disappearing

habitats and species. Working with limited bddgets, museums will

struggle to keep abreast of current technology and methodology.

Natural history museums, vis-a-vis universities, are fast

becoming the keepers of knowledge about the biota--planta and

anitels--of the earth. They will be the primary centers of the futUre

for the study of biological diversity. With their large collections

and their taxonomic specialiats who study whole organisms, they alone

*III have the documentation and the expertise tc deaI with the many

kinds of plants and animals in the world.

6
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Overwhelmingly, the basic biological research will focus on the

Utopias and on reconstructing evolutionary history. There will be

more vigorous efforts to explore; to conduct biotic surveys and

inventories; ta record and document habitats and species; and to save

voucher specimens of the biota and samples Of natural phenomena.

Organismic biology will continue to be the main focus, but increasing

attention will be given to evolutionary and ecological relationships

and processes in order to develop a deeper understanding of the

world's ecosystems and global environmental problems.

Anthropology scholars will use museum collections to locate

specimens among them that are sufficiently well documented in time and

Space as to become markers for studies of past event* and conditions.

In physical anthropology, sample size and documentation are emergiug

as mast Important criteria for research. Overall, however,

anthropological research will continue to deal broadly with cultural

diversity and change, such as biological diversity is being studied.

Multidisciplinary and collaborative approaches end projects are

sure to increase; The use of bioehemicalMethods to study

evolutionary biology clearly is growing.

Museums, by virtue of their need to handle large collections and

other data bones, will make major costributions to the development 2f

tools and methods for data menegaseat and use.

7



In the final analysis, natural history museum research wIII

continue to be distinctive primarily because it is collection-based.

This feature is, indeed, the sine aid non of a museum as compared to a

university. If there will be any threat to museums such ea ours, It

will be the perennial temptation to succumb to the fads and bandwagon

fields constantly being spawned in universities; where they have

important short-term, if not also long-term, teaching value. There

also will be the risk of placing ten much emphasis on popular

subjects, rediscovery, and practical applications.

In the realm of applied research; natural history museums win

face ever-growing demands to serve as identification centers for

ecological and environmental 'Males and to prOduce table

identification manuals for scientific and lay users. Indeed, as

public awarenena of the natural world and Its problems grows, there is

an ever-,greater demand for authoritative popular pubications on plants

and animals. Museums can be expected to be called upon to meet these

needs more and more in the future as, increasing?, they become the

last strongholds for organismic biology.

1.3

climbed oi fallen off since 1945?

Without question, the contributions of natural history museums

have increased greatly and steadily across the board since 145, at

36,
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least in absolute number. Given the ex;Iosive expulsion Of

univereities in the post-World War II period, it is difficult to say

whether myeaum contributions have Vncreased in relatiVe number.

Furthermore, the relative importance of a body of scientific

contributions munt be judged in the context of the state of the

science overall at the time when the contributions wore made. Viered

In theild tette, it is difficult to judge the relative importance of

today' greater number of coatrtbutions at etwapared with the reletiti

importance of museum contributions in 1945. Surely one must ctncludt,

however, that museum ot.' i.lieltionn to our ''.nowledge of biological

diversity ere ever climbing in relative significance, aa more and more

universities largely forsake czganismic biology.

Growth in museum contributions stems fr04 two causes. First,

staff and program size has expandeo greatly, as already detailed,

because C: improved _furling that has derived from an increasingly

greater national public awareness of worldwide technol;gical advancem

and fr,m generel u,lic concur Oeut :-JIttets to habitat* and biota*

ihd the need fcx environmenta prottction. The advent of household

television and many excellent series on natUre has had e ProroUhd

ILtluence on the public mind, 4nd this in turn has placed new

pressures oti haturti hitt:my museums. The concerns arising from this

awareness have been responsible for the major thrust Ls studying

endthgered species eiharsd by many museums. The Smithsonian, for

example, played a key role Li getting efforta started tb study

endangered plant species.

9
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Second, the increasing professionalism of museum scientific

staffs since 1945 has put museum scientists liato much more dizedt

competition with university scientists. This has placed increasing

emphasis on publication, so that tbday's museum scientist lives more

or less by the same "publish-or-perish" rule that long has goverted

unIvettity Selentists. As a consequence of publication pressures, the

quantity and rate of publication from naUtraI history museums hat been

on steady rite].

An unfortunate side effect is that the pressures of publicatiOn

have a tendendy to discourage the substantial, long-term monographic

research efforts that are the hallmark of good calettiOn-beted

studies in favor of the short, fast publications that can be produced

more enaily in university laboratories. The rise Of the grant system

in science also has tended to force researchers to look for fest

resuItt and te publish shorter papers more often.

1.4 How can this be accounted for?

The growth of museum contributions to basic research since 1945

can be attributed to a number of factors. PritcipaIly, it it dile te

steady staff and program expansion that has come about for a variety

of reasons. To a large extent, perhaps, research in museums has been

the beneficiary of the general expansion of federal funding for

researdh in the peetWar yeArS, Spurred by such extrinsic forces as the

10



launching of "Sputnik" and the establishment of the National Science

Foundation. The explosive growth of concern about the environment,

triggered initially by such ecological disasters as the spread of DDT

in the feed chein, also has brought a clamor for more ecological

research. Museums have played direct roles in solving many of these

problems, as in studying the impact of DDT on the thickness of shells

In bird-egg collections or in assaying mercury Centent in the fleah Of

fist, collected long before the "mercury scare" in the tuna industry.

Thule; museuMS have oftft demonstrated their direct benefit, and this

has enhanced their ability to increase their budgets. The public now

Often MAkes a diredt connection between environmental problems and the

value of museum collections and resecroh;

Advances tn technology and itiltrumentation also hove had a large

bearing on the Increase of museum productivity, as already discussed;

Public awareness of museums generally is higher by many Orders of

Ofignitude today than in 1945. The Smithsonian's National Museum of

Na1=al Hiatery now attract* abeut 6 million visitors year, and its

public educational ctivities are at an all-time high. All of this

interest translates into more public understanding and support, which

in turn affects federal financing positively.

Finally, a not insignificant factor is the much higher

professionalism of today's museum scientista and supporting staffs.

The gradual introduction of the university "publish-or-perish" value

11
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system has had a drematic effedt On attitude and productivity. Freed

from many Of their former curatorial duties by highly professionSI

support staff, today's curators are more scientist and less curator

than they were in 1945; Much of this change has come about in the

last 20 years; Furthermorei with museum scientist-3 mingling far more

today with their university peer* in their disciplines, peer pressure

has putted productivity up. Added to this is the general Oise sms in

museums of promotion evaluation syStems based largely on publication

of original research;

Question-2

2.1 IMILatareed of science seem most oromising-from the-perspedtiVd of

the research museum?

All areas of science within thi sOope of the research museum are

appropriate, and certainly researCh theuid continue in today's areas

of strength. Although collection-based fieldi should continue td

dsminate especially as more and more universities divest themselves

of collections and colledtieh-based researchers, such areas as

cultural anthropology should cuntinue to benefit from the perspectives

of scholars in museums. Any tedeerdh requiring collections of

preservable specinehe dr objects and highrlevel curation along with

modern Seientific description and classification must be done in

museums, whether free-standing Or associated with universities. Some

12
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of the many MUSOUm disciplines that will always be speciten=dependent

are evolutionary biology and biological systematics; biogeography;

conservatien biology, physical anthropology, some fields of cultural

anthropology; paltiOntology, meteorite studies, volcanology;

mineralogy, petrology, and sedimentdlogy.

In the broadest terai; the perspectives of the research natural

hie-Vary musiUm can be summarized as centering on the concern for a

threatened biosphere; Increasingly; museums will have to thee-161*es

tho task of salvaging primary rnfottetiOn on the diversity; evolution,

and adaptation Of the world's biota and of its disappearing CUltures.

Museum repositories will SerVii het only museum scholars but scholars

everywhere who will need samples of natural biological or cultural

diversity from tie* and Space that they could not themselves ever heVe

ssembled.

Museums must play WI eVen larger role in discovering and

assessing the earth'S natural resources before it is too late and in

guiding the prOteCtion and wise use of these resources; ReaterChert

in museumi pessess special expertied and insights on these resources;

Biological inventories end baseline ecological and evoldtiOnery

studies will be needed en in Over largek scale.

The museum thOUld Continue tc provide the environment for Stable

support for long-term studies and Urge; multi-disciplinary

conaboratiVe projects that traditionally have been diffiCUlt to

4 I
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sustain in the university environment where research is conducted

mainly in short; grant-supported bursts; Museums also are best suited

for supporting the extensive fieldwork that is essential to the study

of natural systems, and for maintaining the collections and other data

bases needed for long-term studies, such as the Smithsonian's Volcano

Reference File.

Among the many priorities for the future that museum biologists

might name, nom ranks higher than the study of tropical biotas and

ecosystems. A crisis mood exists, calling for fast measures to

studyend it at all possible stem--the catastrophic disappearance of

tropical ecoeystems and their plants and animals before it is too

late. This will require fast work just to do the elementary tasks of

discovering and describing the unknown species. First priority should

be placed on threatened or endangered floras and faunas. Even in such

well-known parts of the world as temperate North Akerica, hOwever,

there is an urgent need for a continental survey of the fauna and

flora, which is why our National Museum of Natural History has begun

th project a National Biological Survey as one of its priorities for

future research support.

Museum biologists also find much promise in the newer,

biochemical methods for studying the chemical and molecular

relationships of organisms;

Paleontologiets are turning more and more to the stUdy Of

14
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extinctibn events in the history of life, and paleochemistry, coupled

with biochemical analyses of extant organisms, is coming to the fore.

Museum scientists are taking part in these new thrusts, but the museum

must help to protect organislic biology from being totally dominated

by high-tech research. Museum paleobiologists; working with

collections, are on the threshhold of obtaining more precise

measurements of rates of morphological change through title that will

answer muchedebated questions of the tempo and mode of evolution;

In physical anthropology, research museums with their skeletal

collections hold promise in the study of major aspects of human

health, such as longevity, fertility, nutrition (growth of key areas

of Skeleton, study of trace elements in bone), and physiology (bony

evidence of fighting, genetic mixtUre, migration). Thia work :* dmne

with skeletal samples from different geographic regions or over an

lastorieal tiMe sequence. Bone studies also can yield data about

diseases relevant to current world health problems, e.g., the anemia

related to malaria or to schistosomiasis. Finally, the study of

physical ramaVis contrnues to be an ever more potent tool in crime

solving (forensic anthropology), and the demand for such research from

the FBI and many state and local law enforcement agencies is growing

steadily.

In cultural cnthl'opology, material collections hbld increasing

promise for research on preservation end conservation technologies and

art-related prone-tic

15
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Finally, research museums have an increasing opportunity and

responsibility to train researchers in other countries, especially in

Third World countries, and to develop closer working relationships and

partnerships with foreign scientists for the tasks that lie ahead,

particularly in the tropics.

The Ultimate challenge to research museums everywhere is to use

their vast collections to the best advantage to support meaningful

worldwide environmental protection, the development of biomedical

resources from plants and animals; and tNe effective and wise

exploitation of all of the earth's terrestrial ind marine natural

resources, but especially food resources.

2.2 What

deeddes?

The basic priorities for the next few decades are iMpIicit in the

promising areas and priorities already discussed in 2.1. The question

becomes one of relative urgency.

Certainly, the highest priority must be given to studying

vanishing or threatened ecosystems and culthres and te underStanding

life in the sea, especially the deep sea. For many museum biologists,

biological inventories and baseline studlea of plant and animal

reIationehips are the No. 1 priority for the foreseeable future; This

is especially urgent in the tropics, but there also is an urgent need

16
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for a general survey of the flora and fauna of our own continent,

given the pace at which habitats and ecosystems are being perturbed,

fragmented, or destroyed.

An implicit corollary to this basic research priority is the

priority to apply such research to national and international needs on

an urgent bastsi specially to the ever greater problems of

environmental protection and conservation. Research on endangered

tropical hsbitata and bioaa, for instance, should lead to the

conservation, perhaps on a sustainable-yield basis, of these habitats

Cbd faunas and floras. Thia intrOduces the relatively new and rapidly

growing research field of "conservation biology" or "restoration

ecology," es it is sometimes called.

Urgent new biological inventory and collecting will make all the

more urgent the need ft enlarge and modernize collection storage and

maintenance systems at museums and to trail the necessary specialists

to identity and classify the vast numbers of organisms. This latter

need will be especially critical for insect* and other invertebrates.

The United States, for xample, has but one researher studying the

economically lap-Otte/A fres-living soil and freshwater nematodes and

only two studying marine nematodes, one of whom is at the Smithsonian.

In planetary science, the greatest urgency for museuat is to

collect and conduct research on meteorites.

17
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Museum anthropologistt see a critical need to conduct

Interdisciplinary studies in archeology, human origina, and cultures

in relation to the envirOnmental context before the evidence

disappears through ever more massive human disturbance. Tropical and

arctic environment, are proving to be especially fragile, labile, and

subject to massive interference, amd work is needed urgently in these

regions.

There also is a critical need to study manuscript linguistic

collections and lingUistic aspect* of ettfnographic and historical

writings; while native speakers of the languages in question who are

conversant with the earlier ways of life are still alive. In many

cases (most American Indian and Australian groups; for example) the

lansuages are on the verge of extinction. The Smithsonian has a large

collection of American Indian manuscript*, and museums in general

provide a good environment for the curation and study of such

materials.

2.3 Within-the-lini-ted-leders-l-rasourees-availablewhat-role-shoult

the natUral science institutions play':

Obviously, natural science museums have the time-honored

functions of collecting; documenting; storing; studying and exhibiting

plant and animal specimens, archeological and other anthropological

objectis, and such other natUral history objectt as fossils and

meteorites. Vast collections already exist; they are unique and must

18
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be eurated and studied for the benefit of present and future

generations. In time of financial stress, proper curatien of the

deflections should come first but not to exclusion of the very

research and public exhibition that justify their existence.

Ont might summarize by saying that natural science museums have

always played and should continue to pIsy a IdadinW tele in (1) public

scienee education, (2) stimulation and training young scholars in

natural science careers, (3) conduct of bailie research, and (4)

maintenance and expansion of reference collections for the Ube Of the

entire community of natural scientists.

Collection-based research and public education largely through

exhibita constitute the very raison d'etre of natural science museums,

and a reasonable balance must be maintained between them; A museum

that triea te educate the public without a base of active research

soon loses its inspiration, originality, and wellspring Of freth

knowledge that keep the exhibits, lectures, and other outreach

activities vital and in tune with the state of science (senerally.

By the same token, a research museum that.does not meintain an active,

up-to-date elhibit and public education program baaed on its research

loses it public support and its right to eIaiel tar dr philanthropic

underwriting.
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In short, natural science institutions should continue to fulfill

their historic role to the maximum extent possible with the Iikited

federal resources that are likely to be available. To an ever

increasing extent, it may be necessary to .)peal directly to the

private :tenter for contributions and endowments to keep up the

time-honored functions and at the same time stay current with

developments in science at large, but federal resources should always

be concentrated on those functions, such as collection maintenance,

that never can be supported adequately by private funding. The most

difficult taSk is to stay current with capItaI investment in modern

technology and equipment (including computers) to make leading-edge

research possible.

The one type of research that surely must continue, because it

remaiMe vital to many practAcaI areas of society even while

universities are reeling it back and phasing it out, is biological

systematicsthe organismic stUdy of the origin, diversity; and

evolution of organic life on earth. By comparison with such Big

Science areas as space science, astronomy, or high energy physics,

systeMatics is a cheap science that surely our society can continue to

afford.
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2.4 What effects have recent developments in high technology had On

the-condueM-of-museuzi--based-acientilinresearc-h?

As already discussed in 1.1, research in museums has been

revoIUtionized in numerous ways by technological advnces since World

War II. Indeed, the revolution mirrors what has taken place in the

same or comparable fields in universities, and over the years there

has been little if any time Isg betWeen the ihttoduction of new

technology to universities and its introduction to museums. This

stAnds to reason because the museum's scientists come from the:

universities. The only limitation has both the l!mitation of funding,

already discussed in 2.3 University scientists often are able to

acquire major new equipMent with grants that are not as available or

easy to justify in the non-teaching environment of museums.

Museum research has been revolutionized especially by high-tech

analytical instzuments and methods. Electron microscopy and

computers, in particular, have opened frontiers of study never

imasined before. As scanning electron microscopy has revolutionized

the stUdy Of eUtface struct4te, transmission electron microscopy hes

advanced the study of internal structure; Many other kinds of

instruments could be enumerated, a partial list of which is given in

1.1.

Probably the single most important technological advance in the

postwWorld War Il period is the computer and its impact Oh dete
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hendling and information storage and retrieval. Perhaps the most

exciting aspects or this are the receht developments in small

computers, which even have revolutionized manuscript preperetiOn and

publication; For persons whose research ideally requires huge

collections of specimense.g., tens Or hUndredt Of thousands of

1nel-etaand associated data, the computer now makes it feasible to

build and process such large data baits.

CompUtert also make it possible to inventory and track large

museum collections, such as the more than SO millidn apedinene In the

Saithaftiinzeit National Museum of Natural History. This has improved

access to many Smithsonian collections remarktblY. Also, collection

intrintories can be sent easily to researchers elsewhere; Museums;
_

because of their collection needs, hive a Much greater potential than

Universities for developing new methods of dealing vith large amounts

of specimen ot object data. Computers also are being used for

linguistic analysis of texts and to procesi dentild and Village survey

data. The development of small, portable computers haa made it

possible to take the computer into, the field to enter data directly,

thereby cutting out the age-old time-consuming step Of firtt taiog

field ndtes and then later transcribing them. Computers also have had

a profound impact on almost aII aspects Of libritY SOlence and

management. Library resources are becoming Increasingly more

accessible, especially with the ripid development of on-line

bibliographic search services.
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Theoretical frontiers also have been advanced by the computer in

many fields, as, for example, in the development of the quantitative

school of eyrtematics known as "numerical taxonomy" and in the more

recent development of the field of "cIadistios," to hypothesize and

test proposed evolutionary lineages. These new disciplines depend

largely on the power of the computer to process large data sets,

especially matrices. Finally, computers are now being used for

pattern recognition to develop automatic analysis and identification

systems;

Radiography and other high-tech analytical techniques have

revolutionized physical anthropology, archeology, and ethnology; New

biochemical instrumentation and methodoloy/ have introduced a variety

of molecular techniques to many branches of natUraI history, including

even peleobiology, and as a result theoretical frontiers are being

advanced in anthropology and evolutionary biology.

High technology has increased the cost of research dramatically,

etraining the already United budgeta. The equipment requires Dirge

capital outlays, and additional technical help usually is needed.

Often whole new units, as, for example, computing centers or special

laboratories, must be established, equipped, ataffed, and maintained;

Service contracts alone can take a big bite out of an annual budget.

Often additional staff traihing is required.
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Question 3

3.1 To what extent are the museums' duLI responsibilities for

research thdHmillanc-e<hicatAron4mr-in-the language of the

Smithsonian bequest, "...the increase and diffusion of

knowledgeA-noimPerable to the universities' dual responsibilitieS

for research and teaching?

/n broad terms the dual responsibilities are comparable in that

both university researchers and museum researchers are responsible for

conducting independent programs of original research thati when

publishedi win contribute to knowla4ge and for translating their

findings into terms that can be passed along to laypersons; be they

students, aspiring scholars, or the general public. There are

significant differences in emphases; approaches, and audiences,

however, when one looks beyond the superficial similiarities.

In many ways; the relationship is much more formai, open, and

direct in universities, where a researcher routinely meets classes and

advises students and the institution exists to teach stUdents, pass

along research findings and methods to the next generation of

scholars; and grant degrees. The aUdience le rather narrowly

constituted as a largely undergraduate student body of limited
_

age-range and known educational achievement. The university exercises

strong control over audience selection; PubIid education in museums

is Often a complex of activities with ill-defined boundaries, and the
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museum can exercise little or no control over its primary audience,

the visitors to the exhibits, lectures, and other public events.

Muaeums attract visitors of all ages and all educational and economic

backgrounda and especially large groups of school-age children. The

goals of-university students are reasonably predictable when compared

with the goals of the public served by museums. For this reason,

educational programming at museums Is largely a shot in the dark, far

more unmanageable than in universities; It has to be packaged and

offered primarily according to principlea of entertainment and

marketing rather than in straight-forward manner for Its educational

value and intent. University students, by-and-large, are there

because they have a specific educational goal, whereas the museum's

public often wanta tO be entertained first and educated second and has

no specific educational goal.

Museum researchers, therefore, find their public educational role

to be relatively Indirect, through publications, exhibits, and perhaps

a certain amount of lecturing. The responsibility for the scientific

and technical accuracy of exhibita and exhibited-related material and

for popular pUblitations la just as serious, hOwever, as for scholarly

publications; In addition to their roles in masa education, museum

researchers often teach courses in local universities, train

undergraduate interns, gUide graduate students, and advise and

collaborate with postdoctoral reaearchers. In this respect their role

la quite analogous to that of the university researcher, except that

they seldom have direct control over a graduate student in the manner
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of a professor. Contrariwise, many university researchers also may do

a significant amount of popular lecturing, writing, and even advising

for exhibits. Thus, in many individual cases there are close

convergences between tlle museum curator and the university professor.

Overall, however, the professor usually does more formal teaching than

the curatbr, and the curator does more informal instructing.

The respective research responsibilities of the professor and the

curator are far more comparable then their educational

responsibilities. Probably the main difference is one of emphasis;

Moat universities xist primarily to educate, and in those

institutions the first responsibility of a professor is tb teach;

research often must be done ln marginal time. Research museums,

particularly, the large ones such as the SIL:thionian, exist to do

research (increase knowledge), and the first responsibility of a

curator La tO do research; educational activities except for the

publication of scholarly papers and books, often must be dose in

marginal time. Curators also have the added responsibility of

burating collections, because the museum has the public trust to

conserve collections regardless of their interest to a particular

curator. Generally, the larger the university, the greater the

emphasis on research, and this applies 38 won to museums.

Both university and museum researchers face the same scramble to

divide their time and resources between research and service and to

acquire research funds for travel, fieldwork, equipping laboratories,

hiring assistants, and contracting for services.
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In the end, It is a matter of perspective, and surely

university and museum researchers have more in common than they have

differences. Museums and universities largely complement each other

both in research and education. In terms of education, they address

largely different audiences; In terms of research, museums, as

bastions of collection-based organismic research, are able to provide

certain kinds of specialized training and produce certain kinds of

research that have become more and more difficult for universities to

deliver.

3.2 What should museums do to ensure that this relatidnah10-beir4ean

research and public education la kept in prooer balance, with

each-funetlon-supportlme-the-other

The right balance begins with an enlightened administrative view,

and the key to thin is to hire leaders who understSnd the need for

balance and are committed to maintaining it; The leaders must in turn

be provided with adequate funding to maintain both functions at a

balanced and fully professional level. Central to a proper balance is

staffing, which must include a good miz o: researchers, exhibits

specialists, and educational outreach personnel. Scientista and other

research scholars should 56:' a m conspicuous roles in public

educational programming.
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The researchers are pivotal to success, because their training;

etpetience, and attitude can make or break an exhibit and public

education program; New curators must be indodttinated in exhibits and

education, and these functions should make up a significant component

of their duties. Above all, the reward syatem for the research

curators must acknowledge and compensate them for exhibit and other

edUOitianal work and also provide them with adequate career incentives

if their continued participation in this function is tb be enOUrad.

There is no formula by *Filth the proper balinCe can be

determined. It is a matter of museum objectives and priorities and of

being able Ind killing to respond to needs. It clearly is not a

matter of an even split, if that were possible. What would be right

for one museum might be wrong for another. In general, the smaller

the museum, the smaller win be the research program, and vice versa.

If research museums are to retain public interest and suppport, they

must not ignore exhibits and public outreach and must make every

effort to keep exhibits current and relevant. If, on the other hand,

research is short-changed, the museum will soon lose its wellspring of

originality, authenticity, and inspiration to prOdUCe state-of-the-art

exhibits that portray for the public the latest knowledge of science

And cuItute and use the museum's own collections to best advantage.

A museum's budget provides an important measure of the balance of

responsibilities. If either research or public OdUdition id getting

only marginal dollars, the museum's responsibilities can hardly be
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said to be balanced. Because of the growing public interest ih

museums generally, most museums have not really caught up with the

demands for ;:ublic outreach through exhibits, programming, and

publication;

Question-4

41 It has been noted that there is a trend toward transfer of

co1lict4ons-from-universitles to non-university institutions such

as museums. What is the basic cause of this?

There are two main causes. The basic cause is seientific and

technological change and the inevitable emphasis on the latest treuds

in universities. The field of biology has shifted heavily in the last

few decades away from whole organism studies to biochemical and

experimental research at the molecular level, and this has brought

about a long-term, irreversible de-emphasis of natural history amd
_

Organismic biology in university biology departments generally. As

support for organismic programs has decreased, professors and stUdenta

no longer are hired ar attracted, and sooner or later the progreAs

collapse. Collections that once were a necessity in many if not most

biology courses, suddenly are needed in few if any courses, and they

become an expensive luxury, even if they are only stored and not

curated. Thus the second main cause, which derives from the first, is

that many universities no longer can afford to maintain collections

once collection-based organismic biology has been abandoned. Often
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little or no attempt has been made to maintain a belanced program of

organisnic and molecular biology.

Collections take a multi-generational commitment of space,

personnel, facilities, and supplies, and a stable source of funding 14

required. These costa must be borne by the institution and usually

are not recoverable on a reliable brasis from research granta. For

many university researchers, short-term granta are the lifeblood; and

they get little or no institutional support apart from tleir salaries.

The universities exist largely to train undergraduates for which

elaborate collections are seldom needed; and the universities support

only those laboratories and other facilities thet are esaentlal to the

teaching program. Except in those cases where universities still have

large graduate programs in organismic biology, collections are

nonessential and not cost-effective; Furthermore; universities are

unable to pay for the extensive fieldwork required to build and

maintain strong collections of broad scope.

One other inportaiit factOr is the grant system of funding. Grant

support obviously goes to what Is perceived to be cuttthg-edge

research, and as organismic biology has declined so hes direct and
- _

indirect grant support for collections. This downward trend hay

continued for many years, although in recent years the National

Science Foundation, through its Biological Research Resources program,

has reversed this trend for the time being, at least; for many

mi&sized and large universities, by giving them one-shot grants for
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equipment, facilities, and/or technical assistance; In addition, it

has provided major, continuing support for a number of the largest

university collections deemed to be of national iMpOrtance.

This last point emphasizes the continuing significance of

university museums, and one should not dichotomize universities and

museums artificially. The best university museums are vital members

of the research museum community.

burderus of housing and maintaining such newly scouired

collections?

This is a matter of continuing and growing concern. For the most

part, these new collections must be housed and maintained with

existing budgets, but as the number of orphan collections grows the

financial burden becomes more acute. The answers depend on many

factOrs, not thc least of which is the size of the absorbed

collection, and vary from museum to museum. In every case, the

institution has to set rigorous priorities and goals in order to be

able to live within its budget even while taking on greater collection

management responsibility.

Lack of space for housing cPuses the greatest difficulty. Where

space exists, routine maintenance often can be provided at little or

no extra cost once the acquired collection is consolidated with the
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existing colleCtion. EWcause of their deep commitment to maintaining

priceless collections for posterity, museums make every effort to

Aboorb orphan collections and have become ingeniour in finding ways to

compact storage and obtain support for the actual transfer process.

Sometimes the National Science Foundation and other federal agencies

have provided Support to enable consolidation. Private donations and

corporate grants also have been used. Some non-federal museums have

begUn te Charge for certain services they provide. Despite some very

creative efforts by seseasei the bettom line is that there is no

satisfactory solution to the financial burdens of orphth OOIlidtiOnS

4.3 ire there any Instances where collectionchave-been-discersed-er

tithertise-been-lest-to-scholarly work?

Many collections of varying sizes have fallen into disuse and

been anotted to deteriorate or be destroyed by insect pests for lack

of curatorial staff and support, especially In small. inatitutions

(Museuse end universities), in private hands, and even in some federal

agencies. This applies to krnds of collections, including

archeological collections, that have sat in basements and warehOuaes

without ever being properly catalogued and until their labels have

been lost or eroded way. Frequently, university scientists simply

never find time and the minimal support needed to curate their
_

collections sufficiently ta ensure their survival and use. There are

also the famous cases of coliections lost or destroyed during World

liar 1/;
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Some of the moat celebrated cases of collection dispersal or loss

involve some of the biggest names among universities. Recently,

Princeton University dispersed its fossil collection because it is

phasing out paleontology, as did Yale University earlier. Catholic

University is selling its plant collection (herbarium) in parts to the

highest bidders. Johns Hopkins University is saLt to have taken parts

of its plant collections to the Baltimore Dump some years ago. A

classic case of a university museUB dispostng of a collection of

Important materials is the sale in 1979 by Harvard University_to

private collectors of ite American Indian porEralts by Henry Inman.

Princeton, Johns Hopkins, and the University of Virginia are a few of

the many InstItutIons where mineral collections have been dispersed Or

otherwise despoiled for Iack of interest or curation. Many other

cases on a lesser scale could be enumerated.

4.4 Are there, conversely, significant cases where universities have

made-anaffirmativacommitmenttothe-cont-Inuedmaintenenceaf

ilsiortant collections?

Yes, there are many examples of universities that continue a

strong commitment to collections, especially since the National

Science Foundation has been providing regular grant support to major

university collections deemed of notional importamce; Although the

inexorable trend is away from university commitment to collections, at

present university collections are in a good state of health overall,

and commitment is aill more the rule than the exception. The cases
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Of dispersal or loss tend to get a lot or negative publicity .

particularly when prominent institutions art involved. In fact, the

postoWorld War II years have seen m boom in collection building at

many rising universities, bUt many of these collections are the

pausing fancies of enterprising individuals and are living on borrowed

tine; ThIA portends a much greater crisis of orphan collections in

the years ahead;

Among the inatillitions that hove made positive commitments in

recent years to maintain some or all of their lonA-standimg

collections are Cornell University, Harvard University, Ohio State

University, Tulans University. Tali University, and the Universities

of California (Berkeley and Davis). Connecticut. Illinois, Kansas, and

Richisan;

4;3 It* there any-tigti-Odinttarind-. -that-iscases-whers

universities have decided to initiate or expand collection-based

-research-7

As explained in 4.4i the postwar years have seen a boom in

collection building at many universities, but this surely is largely a

passing phase because the whole trend of science and the severe

economics of collection maintenance militate against long-term

oommitmenta, except where there is an overriding application. A key

factor in the boom has boen the Nationtl Science Foundation. It has

supported extehilive fieldwork, which generates collections, and
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collection maintenance equipment and assistance. Also, the rush to

explore the tropics before it is too late has created a salvage

environment. Furthermore; the last generation of organismic

biologists is still in charge in many universities. Possibly, the

pendulum will swing part-way back again, and there are some signs of

this, especially among the ever-growing ranks of students of the

tropics.

Ques tl on-5-

5.1 Why should public funds be expended for basic research in museums

tio any significant extent?

As was pointed out in my testimony before the Task Force in

April; 1985; museums constitUte On. Of the four mein Wilding blocks

of the research enterprise in the United States. If the museums were

tea quit conducting bakic research, major scientific and other

scholarly needs of the country would not be met; Universities and

museums arv pursuing largely different goals and fulfilling different

needs in the nation's research agenda, as already discussed under

previous questions (see especially 1.1); therefore, their respective

roles are highly complementary, even While they have much scholarly

tradition Rnd interest in common; Museum research differs only in

kind, not in value or quality. Ultimately, the justification for

doing basic research in museums is the justification for dOing basic

research in universities or anywhere.
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Muaeums; as guardians of vast collections, are fast becoming the

last bastion of basic research that depends on the study of speciioens

and objettS--plant, animal, and mineral specimens and archeological

and rem.' artifacts of material culture. In the biological realm,

mudeums, as explained earlier, have become the last stronghold for

organismic and evolutionary biology and thus the keepers of expertise

and knowledge about the earth's plants and animals; Slowly bUt surely

natural history museums are becoming the chief source of knowledge

about the world's biological diversity and thUs for understanding the

hioirphore. Only c011ection-oriented research can lead to

understanding such as yet unanswered questions as how many species

there are, how msny and which ones are endangered, atd what are the

causes of their decline. In fact, there is a whole class of research

questions, anthropological and goologitaI as well as biological, that

can only be addressed where there are comparative collections. The

specimens and objects are vouchers for information about the natural

and cultural environment of the earth and ometimes document extinct

parts of the enVirOnment. Without natural history museums, their

collections, and the research based on them, disciplines such as

otology, ethnology, forestry, and wildlife biology would be merely

disconnected, useless observations lacking in descriptive,

classificatory, or predictive power.

Universities and museums not only share interests and complement

oath other but also often work together closely in a mutually

beneficial or symbiotic way so that the end result is better research.
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Such a fruitful partnership is Illustrated by the nation's Antarrtic

program, where Smithsonian and other museum scientists have

collaborated with university scientists te recover and stUdy

meteorites and to study the famous lichens (plants) that grow inside

rockS.

The overwhelming majority of collections made by

museumsprobably more than 99% in large museums--are made in the

first place for the purpose of supporting current or future research.

Very few speciMens and objects, relatively speaking, are collected

expressly or only for display.

As indicated earner; a museum's exhibits and public programming

are kept vital through research. If basic research were discontinued,

the museum's exhibits would be transformed rapidly into nothing more

than second-rate public-relations displays. In fact, with more

support for basic research on existing collections, museums could

bring a nes vitality to its exhibits, especially Le the realm of

anthropologyi and produce fine showcases of stored-collection wealth

for touring as well as for permanent, local displays.

The research wealth of collections is never fully tapped at any

one time in history. It may take years for the right perspectives and

technologies to come along before even the questions can be asked.

This is well illustrated by the history of studying animal bones.

Thirty years ago, Near Eastern archeologists did not save animal bones
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from their excavations. Today there is a rapidly developing

specialization called zooarcheology in which scholars stUdy faunal

remains recovered in digs to determine not only parameters of the

environment, but also ancient economic strategies in animal breeding,

raising, and bUtchering, as yen as questions of diet and nutrition.

Of paramount Significance are the scientific tomes and

authoritative popular publications of lasting value produced by museum

scholars, which at the end-point form the basis for much practical

application and popular benefit; Principal among these are the

monographs, books, manuals, and field guides that constitute the

foundations for the identification of plants and animals. Museum

scientists also provide identification services directly to other

scientists and the public. Without the identification enterprise,

sustained only by constant basic research, numerous applied sciences

from agriculture, medicine, and pest management to conservation,

fisheries, and wildlife management could not funttion. Every report

of the UNESCO International Humid Tropic Commil.tze has emphasized, for

example, that the greatest bottleneck for ecological research

(lhauding epidemiology) is lack of adequate taxonomy and taxonomists

to provide identifications and understanding of relationships and

biogeography. The problems of human disease control can c-

conquered after careful study of the disease-causing organisms, and

much of the primary research for this comes out Of mustums.
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Planta and animals have long been exploited by man to improve his

Wall-being. How many more species are there in our environment yet td

be studied that may offer Other exploitable features? This question

is eipecially relevant as men stands at the thresnold Of genetic

engineering Where possibilities may be limited only by the genetic

material that he finds in the natUrel environment.

Surely it is crucial td knOW the life forms with which we share

this planet and which infringe on our individual lives in addential

but variable degree; nUseums play an iniispensable role in generating

this knowledge.

5.2 Realiaticallyi isn't most Ieeding-edge scientitic-researeh-heing

conducted-in-universities and medical centers?

This is a highly debated question, and the answer depehdi on

perapeetVe; tihilosophy, and opinion. At the least, the answer is

quite relative.

Any reaearth thdt inCreases knowledge is, by definition, at the

leading edge of aome facet of science; AI1 components of science have

their "leading edges." Some frontiers of science are more

excitement-generating or headnne-grabbing than others, but the

pOpUlar press often sensationalizes, evea fantasizesi neadIng-edge"

research advances. Today'S Sentstional leading-edges are in molecular
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biology and genetic engineering. If these are the fields one has in

mind, then, "yes," the Ieading-edge research is being done in

universities and medical centers. The answer is "yes" also if one

defines "leading=edge" research only as that directly affecting human

health, such as cancer research. But the quality of medical retearch

often depends ultimately on the quality of knowledge ebdut the

underlying organisms for which the "leading-edge" work may be taking

place in museums. If sheer quantity of research output is the

measure, the answer aIso ifs *yea," because for every research museum

there are dozens of universities with many more researchers. If the

quality of museum research tends to be lower on the avettge; it it

only beca=e most museums are not primarily research museums and are

staffed not by reeeirch scientists but by collection managers and

curatiors, whose.ressarch,.if-any, may be little more than descriptions

of collections. The quality of rnsearuh coming from the best

scientists in the best research muaeums is fully COMparible tO the

best from universitiesi which have their share of mediocre scientists

doing less than "leadinguedge" walk.

In fact, as pointed out earlier, it is telling that some of the

most Influential thinkers in all of modern biology, WW1 At Ernet

Mayr, Willie Henning, George Gaylord Simpson, Stephen J. Gould, Edward

0. Wilson, and Niles Eldredge, have been directly associated with

natural history museums. Furtaermorei the prest!giouo MacArthur Prize

was just awarded in 1985 to Peter H. ter.en, long a renowned

cr-llectionoriented and museum-based scientist. JUtt Ad Charlet
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Darwin .iorreloped his theory of evolution from tulsum collections, so

today's leading evolutionary theoriata, such Gadld and Eldredge,

are museum scientists.

_Museum science has its share of "Ieading-edges" even if they are

not 68 flashy as, soy, genetic engineering, and much museum science is

basic to so-caIled "Ieading-edge" research elsewhere. Science is more

than engineering; it is more than taking organisms apart to See holt

they work; Good science is syntheticit takes data from disparate

fields, welds them together into new and more powerful theories, and

then subject* these theories to exacting empirical tests. The theory

of evolution is the most synthetic theory in the whole of biological

science, and, as already noted, the foremost researthers in

ovolUtionary biology of this centUry have come out of museums.

eminent evolutionary'biologist has said, "Evolution is the context .Ln

which everything else makes sense." The study of evolution and the

synthesis of biological facts from sii scientific fields are largely

the responsibility of museum researchers. Molecular biologists study

"trees," and muse= reSearchers- -systematists- -study "forests." Both

need each other.

Anthropology, as a theoretical disciplil,o, was established first

in museums, including the Smithsonian. The shift to more

sociological, strudtUraIist, and symbolic perspectives in the 20th

century took place for the most part outside museums, but a movement

is underway back tO more materialist perspectives. Museums will

continue *co play a central
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rale in this movement and also in the creation of a synthesis of

diverse fields such as anthropology, sociology, and art histcry that

is currently taking plac,t. George Stocking, a university-based

historian of anthropology, has predicted that anthropology will became

increasingly museum-oriented in the future.

"Leading-edge" research also is being done in museums in the use

of computers to capture and process morphological data (morphometrics)

ana fa stare and retrieve data in a Iarge-database environment.

MUseums, as already discussed, are doing "Ieading-edge" work on

meteorites. This is true as well for work on volcanoes.

The Ultimate area of "Iead?rig-edge" contributions by museums la

in the realm of research and synthesis dealing with the diversity of

life on earth, already discussed at length in previous questionu.

Global 2600 report tells in dramatic way the scale of such problem:, ;.a

tropical deforestation, which will require the kind of approaches

organisma, populations, biataa, habitats; and ecosystems that have

characterized museum science. Natural history museums are committed

to the study of the most complex systeas of the world, living systems.

OrganismaI science is far ahead of "high-tech" science in the

conceptual nature of the questions. Museums ere major centers for

research in such conceptual fields as phylogeny, biogeography,

systematics, tropical and marine ecosystems, human cultures, and,

indeed, evolutionary theory in general, as already stated. Finally,
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museums art virtually the only sources of erpertite and basic data on

Many smill groups of plants and animals, such as the lichens, unique

symbiotic pIanta which are proving to be key organisms for the

biomonitoring of acid rain and other forms of air pollution;

A few other perspectives are important hete; MUSiUms provide a

better environment for research on the large questions that

require long-term stUdy, because museum scientists, often are not as

tied to the short-term grant mode of funding; Many univereity

researchers art so busy with teaching and gran t. setting that they have

limited time fOr Iong-term creative rmsearch.

Fit-salt; the gustation, as asked, implies that only "leadingedge"

research should be funded. Basic and foundational research; whether

or not it meets ihe public's notion of "leadinsuedge," is constantly

..'meded. Less flashy research Is just as leportant, Whether -or not it

is perceived to be "leadingedge" research. If it is only of

background or foundational value now, it May prove pivotal on the

fiontlines in tomorrow's research environment.

In sum, university and museum research are comiJlementary and

interdependent, and together the efforts hive a synergistic effect;

In terms or dollars spent, the museum research enterprise is far less

costly than the university research enterprise.
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5.3 itithinUmeoverallframeworkof=idientific achievements in the

United States; what have natural science museums contributed, and

whatiathereletionsadirtetweenthe indeoendent-naturalacienee

inetitutions and the universities?

This question has been covered rather thoroughly already by

answers to 5;2 and other earlier questions. However, few points can

be added.

Indisputable testimony to the many basic contributions of natural

science museums to science in the United States is to be found in the

rich annals of such institution's AY Lhe Academy of Natural Sciences,

American Museum of Naturci Riat7.,,. California Academy of Sciences,

Field Museum of Natural Yle-tre, kissouri Botanical Garden, New York

Botanical Garden, and th/ Smithsonian Institution. It is abundantly

clear from the record that we would know very little about the plants

and animals of the earth today if these and many It'z,er great museums

had not existed, because even the many studies Lf faunas and f:oras

that have been done in universities over the yens have: been based

upon use of collections held by museums.

Perhaps the most basic contribution of natural science museums,

therefore, has been their caral role in eleborating the catalog of

natUre, living and fossil, and in holding In trust for the whole

community of science the millions of oecikcns and jects that

document this catalog.
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Museums have contributed enormously to the exploration of the

Werld by mounting countless field expeditions over the years to all

parts of the globe, often taking university scientistS along. The

contribution of fieldwork has been especially important tO

anthropology as well as to biology. The centrality of museum

contributions to elaborating evolutionary biology and deciphering and

describing the patterns of organic diversity has already been

discussed in detail;

Recently, natdral science museums have been leading the way in

large, multidisciplinary, multi-year stUdies Of tropical and marine

ecosystems. Museum-led studies with submersibles have made remarkable

discoveries in deep-sea plant and animal life. The see-vent studies

are *specially noteworthy in this respect.

La for tho relationship between universities and independent

nsitt:tal science institutionai there Is no general rule--just long

years of cooperation and collaboration in a spirit of collegiality and

common interest. As stated above university scientists often use

museum collections, usue1 :(1, ty bnrrcwing then, and thus museum

collections are in effect ltniiine libraries. Universities nften draw

upon the educational oppor/-x:Ities of the independent museums

sending undergraduate and graduete students to the museums to study

under museum scientists. Curators fsTqe!:tly ers *ttramural members

of doctoral committees and often teach advanced courses in local

colleges and universities. Some universities work out formal
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cooperative training agreements with museums. Professors frequently

spend periods of days or months to a year working at museums, while

curators sometimes spend a semester or a year teaching and doing

research at a university. There also is regular staff interchange,

with curators being hired from the teaching ranks of universities and

vice versa.

In the eftd; although there are few written rules, the

relationship works to the mutual benefit of everyone. The unwritten

but accepted diviSion of responsibility and labor makes it possible

for the universities to emphasize the more experimental aspects of

science, which may be more glamorous, trendy, and easier to fund with

grants, leaving the museums to concentrate on the more descriptive and

traditional organismic aspects, which, though essential, may be less

faihionable and require stable, Iong-term funding. A fair measure of

both kinds oi research continues to be done in both places, however.

Question 6

6.1 Hew do the achievements of natural history museums contribute to

the public good?

Much Of what might be said here is implicit not explicit in

the answers that have already been given. Whatever is done by natural

history museums in the first instance for science ultimately has a

ripple effect to all segments of society, with secondary and tertiary
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public benefits that often cannot be predicted frOM the Weald

research. Many payoffs are quite serendipitous.

Millions of people visit natural history museums every year; uith

some 6 minion viSiting thr National Museum of Naturrl History alone.

Obviously, creative exhibits fare a key to public vieitatiOn. The

visitors benefit each in his or her own way, and the sum total la an

awesome; mass educational experience. Many vislitOrs come back again

Ind again, especially when there are major Changing exhibits; such ad

are scheduled in Natural History's Evans Gallery. Added to the

exhibits are the numerous lectures, seminars, workshopv, eltimet; and

fleId trips COnduCted for the public by every major natural history

museum.

The museums also reach out tO the public, and for the Smithsonian

the outreach is a vast panoply of activities for a national; even

international; audience, Including the Resident and National

Associates' programs; the traveling xhibition service (SIMS );

SmIthednian World end other Smithsonian television programs;

Smithsonian magazine; the Smithsonian Press, with its large and

growing library of authoritative popular and semi-technical books 6.1.7107

as the one jUSt pUblithed Oh the ferns of the United States; and

innumerable lectures and appearances by Individual curators and other

edientifid iteff.
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Jhat begun is the new National Science Resource Centeri a joint

project with the National Academy of Sciences, which will concentrate

initially on 1Mproving the quality of science education tn the

nation's elementary schools. In the fall of 1986i in another joint

effort vith the Academy, the Smithsonian will sponsor a forum on

biological diversity expressly for the public. Museum scientists are

constantly serving as consultants or advisors on matters of science to

persons, organizations, and agencies in and out of government at

statei and federal levels. The total amount of assistance

being rendered to the public by museum sCientiate in any one year

would be truly staggering if recorded in one place.

All Of thig speaks to the methods of disseminationi but what of

the substance?

A. keepers of the catalog of nature, natural science museums play

a key role in popularizing knowledge of plants and aniMals and making

the public aware of the nmtural world and man's place in it, thereby

enriching the lives of the people, This is a necessary first step to

developing environmental awareness among the public at Urge; Museums

have been playing a Dirge part in educating the public to the major

environmental issues of our time, including such massive problems as

species extinction, tropical deforestation, and the general loss of

biological diversity. Indeed, getting across the concept and

significance of bidlogical diversity is itaelf a daunting task for all

sCientists, Without knowledge of the organisms, environmental impacts
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cannot be assessed. Museum scientiste contribute greatly to the whole

enterprise of environmental assesr2ent by providing identification

services, field guided Oa manuals, and other technical advice and

_

assistance. Many museum scientists have prepared or contributed

directly tO theitententel impact statements and have given expert

testimony before courts and governing boards;

During World WAur II, only museums contisined the information and

the expertise necessary for tho search and procurement of certarn

strategic materials, e.g., quinine, rubber substitutes, balsa, certain

minerals; or for the study of certain importuint paratites; Mete

retently; MUSeum collections provided the bird-egg specimens for

studying the consequences of DDT buildup in the fikod chain and the_

fish specimens for studying historical patterns of mercury uptake by

tam;

Ai long as there is a need to know the names and identities of

plants, animals; fossils, minerals, and ostAropOlegical Objects, there

will be a need for museum scientists: Apart Trom plain human

curiosity; the Mods are legion. Pest control, biomedical

experiments, ecological analysis, park management; forestry; fithery

biology; ditieese control, conservation and environmental protection,

space science, natural-products chemistry, oil exploration, law

enforceMent--these are some of the many areas of human endeavor and

welfare requiring the service of museum texonomists or other

specialists in some manner.
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6.2 cement of modern science?

This question has been covered rather thoroughly in the

proceeding answerr. /n summary, Museums can continue to make several

major contributions to the advancement of science at large:

(1) Systematic biologists are the keepers of the keys to the

taxonomic system of naming and classifying organisms, and this is the

universal reference systok needed by every branch of science that

deals in any way with organisms. Museums employ a large, ever-growing

4

proportion of the national pool of systematists.

(2) Museums provide the essential service of curating and

hdlding in trust for all science the bulk of the collections upon

which the study of the earth's biota, minerals and rocks, and material

culture depends.

(3) Museums play a key role in documenting extant and fossil

forms of IlfC in emayttris their history and evolutionary relations,

and in elaborating evolutionary theory. Museums, consequently, are a

major and growing force in whOle-organism biology and soon will become

the last strongholA;

(4) Museums hold bec,line data for studies of environments/

change and are leading the way in confronting the problems of massive

habitat destruction, ecosystem disruption, species mxtinction, and

depletion of biotic diversity, especially in the tropics.
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(5) Museut anthrOpologists are '.eaders in documenting cultural

diversity and in addressing the problem cf disappearing cultures.

(6) Finally; in a general sense, museums will continue to

provide the resources and environment for long-term research projects

with brbad representation of experts in many disciplines; thus

continuing to complement the more trendy Short-lived programs of most

universities, which are funded by short-term grants. MuseuMa Slane,

if properly funded-, have the capacity to undertake massive national

efforts, like the proposed "National Biological Survey," and MAjok

international salvage and conservation efforts.

WhatAind-of-payoff-couId-federal investment in research and

development at national science-inatitutions-generete?

6;4 Are there sOillovers from-aohlevements of natural science

institutions into other areas Of the economy?

Federal inVastMent at national science institutions; apart from

enhancing existing efforta and increasing their individual payoffs,

COUld Make A whole new scale of scientific endeavor possible, which

would hold enormoua promise for large pey6ffs.

In the first plane, more stable funding Is needed it to sustain

vital existing efforts and to guarantee better and alder care for, and

better Addens tO, the nation's millions of stored treasures.
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In the second place, there is an urgent need to begin certain

large, new programs to explore for new sources of energy and to

develop new sources of food and medicine from natUrally occurring

planta end animals. Large-scale, integrated surveys and inventories

could lead to a much better understanding and wiser management of the

nation's biological resources and marine fisheries and other ocean

resources. A National Biological Survey would provide precise

knowledge on the existing fauna and flora of North America and the

seriousness of the existing environmental threats, such as acid rain

and habitat destruction and fragmentation.

The world's diverse biota, especially in the tropics, constitutes

a natUral laboratory, with an amazing inventOry of dhemicals and

compounds useful to humadkind. No one knows better than

pharmaceutical companies, who invest billions each year ir screening

Vend plants and animals for useful properties. Their applied research

is entirely dependent on basic taxonomic and evolutionary research in

museums for identification, interpretation, and strategic guidance.

It has been estimated that the flora of Southeast Asia alone could

generate 10 billion in plant-derived mecJizinals a year. Museum

research is a sine cue non in that equaticn. Greater investment in

ouch basic exploration is certain to payoff.

Natural Science D .cztutimis already are playing a key role In

developing the scientific undergirding for aquaculture, e.g., crayfish

and Shrimp farming, and see-farming, including a Smithsonian project
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in the Caribbean Ocean. New investments here may pay off by

DIcreasing world food supplies with new sources.

Finally, our very future depends on the preservation of

biological diversity and may hinge critically on the future of the

tropics. NassIve efforts in conservation biology Or redterition

ecology kill be needed, but much basic research must first be done:

It clearly is in the best thtertsu of the United Stites to invest in

MajOr training and research programs to address these problems;

Question-7

71 Are there areas of federal policy other-than-finendial-support

-that-showid-address the needs of science museums?

In general, federal policy should recognite more Stplicitly the

enormous research and educational functions of science museums that

now from their curatorial-research steffi, behind-the-scenes

collections, and service functions to the.nationsl and ihtercatiohel

comuhity Of SChClars who are dependent on collection-based research

in anthropology, geology, and systematic biology. Increided fideril

funding for science museums as a partial subsidy of their service

functions in research and edUcAtion would be a proper way for the

federal government to recognize the invaluable and unique resources Of

science museums.
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Legislation directed toward environmental protection generates a

need for taxonomic expertise and often results in collections made

during envirOnsenta2 impact studies (e.g., BLM collectiOns). Storage

of voucher collections and provisfon of taxonomic expertise are a

drain on museum facilities that ce: .,-A:f; be made up by increased

funding;

Federal policy should provide for involvement of natural history

museums in all activities that Include the study and collection of

animals from their natural environments--such collections should

become the property of museums who can exercise an option to presene

them for posterity.

There are many areas of federal policy other than funding that

affect museum research. One example currently in the news is the

attempt by the Bureau:of Land Management to promulgate rules regarding

the collection of fossils and artifacts on federal lands. They /seem

to refuse to listen to expert opinion and repeatedly publish rules

that later must be rescinded. MUseum researchers require free,

unencumbered access to public lands, for purposes of retrieving

significant scientific speciMens or date, through eIlminatiOn of the

restrictions imposed by the Bureau of Land Management.

The laws governing importation of objects from foreign countries

(museum research is worldwide) can impact enormously and often quite

adversely on the free now of scientific specimens and thus impede
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scientific study. Leas cumbersome regulations affecting the

InVerstate and international exchange of scientific specimens, whether

biological, anthropological; or geological, would enhance

international cooperative efforts while still safe-guarding concerns

over national intereste In endangered species of plants and animals

and artifacts of indigenoua past civilizations.

Museums need support for field work and related research efforts

to broaden their abilities to explore our own wilderness areas and to

permit cooperative research efforte with ot'.er research institutions

on a worldwide basis. If, for example, a "National Biological Survey"

or major new programs in arctic, tropical, marine or other ecosystems

are to be established, major support and perhaps specific new

legialation will be required.

Education of school children and of undergraduate and graduato

students needs to be strengthened at science museums.

Existing programs within U.S. A/D could be better cocr.,Iinated to

make fuller use of present expertise in science museums.

_

Federal policy through the authorization and appropriation

process could help bring about a better balance between recearch,

collection maintenance, exhibits, and educational functions at various

science museums where the balance is tilted inordinately toward one

end of the spectrum of such museum activities, whether it be the

research and collections functiona or the public outreach functions.
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7.2 What future changes in federal policy toward science; financial

and-non-financiaLT-woult-you-wleh t? zee introdused-wIth-reseect

to the museum researsh effort?

Federal hand-In=hand with the chenges sugga.Ced in 7.1

above; should provide more funds for basic research on collections and

for maintenance of collections, wh..oh continually deterlorai:e.

Greater reepect at the federal policy level for

taxonomy/systematics (i.e., "natural history") as a legitimate science

and recognition of the fundamental need for basic research are

desired, rather than the lip-service that hes been extended in recent

years. It mUSt be recognized t!..!at demands for services and facilities

create a need for increased support. If, for example, a natural

science museum is to do the job it is expected to do (exhibition,

researcL, collection maintenance), it must have adequate support.

Largerappropriations could be put to good use for the admittedly

expensive publication of taxonomic research by both our own staff and

by those in other institutions who prepare Important reports on

research on the Smithsonian's coIleStions that cannot be published

elsewhere;

Lon -range commitment to reasonable 1 se, maintenance, and

reskerch of natural history collections s associated data is a

critical need that may, in the end, require new or strwthened

legislation.
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Expansion of staffing and increase in travel and equipment

tUdgeti Would be o' iestimable value zo all science museums in WhiCh

fieldwork for makiLg COlItetions, Observations; and manipulative

experimental studies is crucial and in which sophist/dated

state-0/ the-art inatrumentation is required for laboratory

investigations at the museums thenseIvet,.; Nedern t-tentific

instrumentation at science museums is essential if they tie td attract

the most competent reeesrehert in competition with the academic

Community; federal laboratories; and industry;

Funding for grant and contract disbursement through such

riget0Ubly peer-reviewed federal agencies as NSF should be incre..teed.

Funding and peer-review &fleeting of propOSals should be improved for

the more mission- and goal-oriented agencies such ea the USDA; USGS;

MOAA; FWS; DOA; DOD; MBS; end US. Researchers in federal agencies

with intramural research programs often reeeive lett Support for beide

museumi-related research than do researchers in academic and industry

who can apply to NSF and Other federal i,gencies with extramural

granting programs for basic research related to the goals Of their

ageney.
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8.1 lo-what-ertent--and--throoles-does-the-7-ederal

Government now provide funds for museum-based research?

8.2 Li- thit printitallY dime thrbugh block grants or Chrough project

8.3 Apart from the Federal Government; what are the main souroes of

funds-for-museum-Imummi-remmArtb?

' In your viaw; what should the Federal-Governments-role-be-in-the

--aeadAA-dinadie?

The Smithronlen ia unable to comment on the range of federal

fundiAg and itt mechanisms, bUt can offer information on its own

resources.

The total FY 1985 Federal allotment for the National Museum ,*.f

Natural History was $20,127,40G, of which $15,781,400, or 78.4%

supported direct and indirect research coats; In addition to these

beCo operating funds, the Museum receives Federal grants and

contracts for sWic research projecta. /n FY 1935, the folloVing

,:mieraI agencies provided such support:
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RetiongI Science-Foundation
U.S. Geological Survey
Agency for-International Development
Dept; of .tL, . Army
Office-of-Naval-Research
National-Historical Publications
ii Records Commiasion___ _

National InatitUtes-of Health
Bureau of Land Management
National Oceanographic & Atmospheric
AdminiStratiOn
National Marine F!A,heries Se1.0.ce

1

336.3
=5.6

708;5
168.2

1.7

70
455.2
167.4

87.3

29,11
Total ($000,p,; 1;966;3

In addition to support from the Federal GOVertiMant, the Museum

receives support from individuals and private foundations and

2orporatiom in the form of endowments, gifts, and grants for specific

research projects t activities. Examples of such support in FT 1985

include endowment/ for operation and research at the Smithsonian

Parini, Station at Link Port in Fort Pierce, Florida; including Coats

taadOlated With maintepance of the Joanson Sea Link submersible by the

Harbor Branch Foundation ($898000), and grants froze Ekkon;

Wennir-Gren Foundationi National Geographic Society, the Cousteau

Society, the NOyes Foundation, Chevron, Earthwatch, Texaco and the

International Union to: the Conservation of Nature and Natural

Resources ($368,800).

Funds are provided to the Museum from Smithsonian

;aVeilue-prOducing activities (Smithsonian magazine, Museum Shops,

concessions) in the form of program allotments; Roteerch opottuniti

iiirds, and Scholarly Studies awards made by central Smithsonian

offices; These funds are usually granted for individual research
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projecta or activities bUt, ih some cases, muIti-ihvestigator

projects. In FY 1985. the Museum obtained $142,741 for 72 Research

Opportunity requests, 37% of the total FY 1985 Research Opportunity

awards made to Smithsonian bureaus; Scholarly Studies awards totalled

$307,970. 32% of the amount available for the fiscal year for

Shithaonian. Special Purpose funds--generated from Museum Shop and

concession profits, other small revenue-producing activities, and

honorariumsexpended in FY 1985 in support of various research

activities totalled $129.500.

A summary of the several sources of funding for Museum research

la provided below (FY 1985 expenditures or awards in thousards of

dollars):

FY 1985 Federal allotmeht 15,781.4

Federal-grants-and-contracts 1,966.3

Restricted endowments 1,016.7

Gifte 126.1

Foundation granta 368.4

Total outside funding support 19,259.3

Special Purpose funds 129.5

Programiallotments : 71.9

Reseell Opportunity awarda 142.7
Scholarly Studies Wards 308.0

Total Smithsonian-generated support ;YET

TOtal FY 1985 funding 19;911;4
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Question 9

9.1 What is the...present balance of federal and non-federal support

for the science efforta-at-tqe-museumr?

9.2 -What-share-of-total funds available from the non-federal sources

do research museums allocate to-research-support-in-comparison

with-other museum functions?

Again, the Smithsonian mut respond to these as one question

based on figures from the budget of the National.Museum of Natjral

History;

The researoh portion oi the Federal appropriation for the

National Museum of Natursi History repressented 78.0 of the funds

available to .the Muset:u in FY 1985 for research (science) activities.

If Feelers' grants and contracte are added to that figure, then direct

and indirect Federal support amounted t 29.1%. Thus, Federal support

represente the major source of science research efforts at the Museum.

Almost all of the funds available from non-Federal sources for

other Museum functions-exhibits, education, trZ building

management-are not allocated by the Museum for these purposes;

PAther, support is obtained through program allotments made by central

Smithsoninn offices, gifts and foundation grants, and

revenue-producing activities :such as Hy-Word (recorded tours for

visitort). Non-FederaI support for these activities in FY 1985 is

summarized below:
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Exhibits programs 1;555;7
Education programa 69;2
Building management activities

Total non-Federal support

In comparison, the Museum allocated Sz.,'c ,
.-- 21 't the

FT 1985 Federal appropriation for non-research .06t.;.: Z.

as follows:

Exhibits 2,444.0
Education 1,104.0

798;0Buildrng management
Total Federal support 4,346;0

Question 10

10;1 What are the mxnpower needs facimg science museums today and in

the-future

Science museums have manpower needs at all levels, but from the

point of view of research and curation the critical needs are for (1)

more scientists and (2) more support staff, including research

assistants, curator1.1 assistants, .1,1 other technical personnel.

Given the enormous range of collections and subject areas, the

scientific staffs of even the best-ctaffed museums necessarily are

always spread extremely thin, Ieaviag many more gaps than they fiII;

Thus, even under the best of circumstances, museums can only give

tOlten expert coverage to the fields within their domain; .'4%.1se4uently,
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the pattern of coverage often la as much an accident of history aa It

is the result Of deliberate tam:ming. The need for more systematists

is especially acute because of the vast number and diversitY Of the

speciea Of putitt and animals to b* lealt with. One Smithsonian

ent=logist has estimated thmt there may be as many as 30 mt.11on

species of inseits alone in the vcrid, moat of them in the tropics;

Of the numeroul kinds of organisms in the world, there are large

groups, even of economically liTortant organisms, for which there ire

fa* if any available specialists.

If science museums are to undertake the large efforts that are

needed, particUIerIy in the tropics, to study threatened ecosystems

mount urgent, broadscale biological surveys--Ih Short, td tak4 an

AIl-OUt tee/hilt 6h the task of assessing the earth's biological

diversity before It is too late, then in the future museums will have

to increase their scientific ranks by several if not many orders of

magnitude; Even the proposed National Biological Survey here in North

America, a relatively well known area compared to the neotrOpida,

could Oct be Carried off successfully if only today's level of

manpower were availabla;

The need for More Support staff is, if anything, more critical.

Moat science museums are woefully undet:Aaffed with profestildhilly

trained thd experienced technical support staff. In mar: cases,

highly trained scientists are not provided with a single scsistant,

research or curatorial, even part-time, and the scientist must spend
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high proportion of his/her time doing routine specimen preparation and

curation as well as routine research preparation, including

illustration for lack of technical illustrators. Even secretarial

support may be so limited that the scientist has to type his own

manuscripts, a task mitigated partly nowadaya by the spread of

worn-processors. is.useums cannot go forward and be leading CinterT of

research conquering the many challenges before them if they cannot

make the best use of thelr highly trained experts by freeing them from

the technical work to do what only they can do. Furthermore, todey's

best technicians are so professional that they can take over rest if

not all of the purely curatorial work and even carry out the type of

descriptive research that formerly was done by ' th scientist.

As the problem of orphan collections grove. ture and

museums are asked to absorb more and more of such reflections from

universities and other institutions, the reed for expanded curatorial

ataffe Will become ever more re.

Finally, in the future museums are going td need many more

specialists in exhibits, educational outreach programming, public

relations, publications, fund-raising, and even marketing and sales,

if they ate te take fullest advantage of their collections and their

research taff and fulfill their mandate to science and tne public.
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10.2 To what extent art they able to complete effectiveli2LLI

iiidilitry,govnrnmentT-universitiesfor the best people?

The answers to this question are mixed, depending on the museum;

the field, and one's perspective. Naturalists and curators tend to be

born rather than made, and the best natural history scientistS Often

'I* attracted aim of dedication to organismic biology, field

..,xploration, and collections and nat out of concern for salary az

-her perquisites. Most are scientists for a cause, not money;

Research positions in museums generally are a scarce commadity,

ihd when they do become available usually topnatch candidates apply,

at least at the larger institutions such as the Smithaohlan, because

of the research opportunities afforded and the chance for broader

contg:t with the worldwide network of scholars.

Strictly speaking, museums often csw4.: compete with universities

and private industries and organizations on their terms, i.e., in

terms of salary, laboratory facilities, teaching opportunities grant

stippor:, etc., particularly in trying to attract senior, tenured

scientists or the most outstanding persons in the field. other

intangible factors often win out, however, and help the museumu to be

competitive. There is no gainsaying the fact, hOwever, that many

museum salaries ere too low, particularly for the senior people, and it

higher salary structure is needed generally among museums.
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10.3 Do museums Share with universities the same committent to the

training of scientists?

Yes, increasngly so, although the tratnThg roles end strengths

of universities and museums are different. Many muzeum scientists are

fanatically dedicated te replicating their kind. BUt whereas

un1versities do formal teachir.g and grant degrees; museums serve more

to provide resources and expertise for internships, apprenticeships,

and independent doctoral or postdoctoral studies:. Curators often

supervise graduate students in dissertation research, but as a rule do

little formeI tetehing; In fact, many scientists come to museums for

the very reason that they wani.to escape the daily grind of teaching.

In some cesesi museums are able to establish formal, joint

training progrsas with universities to give graduate and even

Undergraduate students experience in both environments; These can b.

extrewely fruitfuli particularly if the university is close at hanc

and already hag strong mtdral science departmental. It works bck-;.

when there are clear benefits for both organizations. Some

outstanding examples could be cited.

7oday; large museums with active field programs abroad are

more and more ,nvolved in setting up training programs !:cr

forsi sp.i.rlally developing countries where the need for

tral!'r sc. great. This movement is fueleS by the

deepening concern for the environmental crises In many countries,

especially in the tropics.
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Eitterii%All$,, Museums have not been thousht of as training

institutions iike universities, and thin': SAE* are poorly funded and

equipped for 4.4ertaking major t-.4ining programs;

10.4 Amy-there employment at:loom:Amities ih museums te teet the

antidipated demanamm-those-bairsed for research

positions'?

At present levels of support, employment opportunities in museums

are limited. Budgets have tapered off, an& nensequehtlyi ad het

stiff grOUth. At present, museum staffing is in a steady state in

which research hiring Is restricted mainly VC filling position* that

ioll vacant through attrition. Indeed, the employment pietv,n

presenta something of a contradiction. t?:-% 4 - .0.mwn svowth at

universities, teaching positions are less aval21 and Sete

systesatie And related biologists are being trained than the

traditional job market can absorb. At the Sent tine, topnotch

Spebialista of the types needed in museums often are in short supply;

There are so few research opportunities in museum-based symtematice

rograms in general that many interested students are di-Scout-Aged from

undertAking tl ardUdus advanced training to qualify for the openings

th4t do occur. This meana that musi'lms frequently have an inadequate

pee/ di Candidates to draw from when recruiting in some specialized

flalis; They may end up fining the positions with researchers who
II:

are qualifLtd in thelr own way but are not especially interested in

organiteln cr collenti6n-ba5ed research.
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UniVersities at present have the capacity to train many more

researchers for museum research jobs than they are now producing. How

SUCh longer thie capacity will remain is debatable' as more and more

first-rate universities begin to downgrade or phase out their own

prOgrams in organismic and evolutionary biology and diSpetse their

C011eCtiona; If museuma are to take on some cf the large' urgent

tasks outlined above' they yin need to take a quantum leap in

Staffing at the research and support levels and some indication that

this Is going to be pOSSIbIe should come before it is too late at the

universities--the prime training grounds.

PANEL.: THE ASSOCIATED NATURAL SCIENCE INSTITUTIONS

Mr BROWiS. We *ill _next Call a_panel: from the Associat :d Natu-
ral Science- Institutions consitting of Dr. Thomas Peter aotitiett,
who is:president ofIthe Academy of Natural Sciences of Phi ladel;
phia;-Dz.- Theinas- Nichol Son, _direetor of the Americav Mizseum of
Natural History; Dr.--Geo:- Davis, chairman Of the Ikilartiiient -of
Ma Ideology: in Philadelpl'ii Dr. John McCosker, dirr-ctor- of the
Steinhart Aquarium in- San- Francisco; and Dr. Joha FitiPatrick,_
chairmaniof the Department of Zoology at the Fkild MUS6II/LI of
Natural-History in Chicago. _

Now, I think there is-room for all of you gentlemen up there.
Mr. LUJAN; Mr Chairman?
Mt. BROWN. Yes, sir?
Mr Luakti..__Ileore-we--start, I have an opening statement that I

woiild ask unanimous consent to put into the record at the begin-
ning.
: Mr BROWN. Without ob,jection,- the opening,statement Of the (lit;

tinguis hd rankina minority member will be plcced into tLe record
at the appror-iate-piade.

_

_ Puquie [resuming the chair]. Please proceed, Dr. Benpett. I
apolegize for-having to step out.::

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Iknnett follows:]

DR. THOMAS PETER BENNETT

Thomas Peter Bennett was born in Lalteland, Florida, _in _1937. At Flairida State
University' he majored in Chemistry and_ was eleCted to- Phi Ikta Kappa Phi Eta
Sigma; and Phi Kappa Phi. He was-an-Eli Lilly felleaship-student while at Florida
State, and a _research asSiStant in the- labbratiny of Prof. Earl Frieden. After grad-
uating_ cum Ilan& in 1959, he still:lied with_ Fritz Lipmann (Nobelist, 1953) at the
Rnckereller University, receiving his Ph.a in-1965.

Dr. & t i n e d iethained at Rockefeller for twnyears as alresearch associate and in-
Structor in the laboratories of William 1ragerandioLFritz Lipmarar. He was np,
pointed Assistant Profesivor et HarvardiUniversity in 1967; _where he -wew_aesocWted
with George Wald irtleAtching Natural: Sciences 5. The University of Kentucky then
appointed bimiprofeesorin 1971.11e became Professor and-Chairman of the Depart=
ment of Biological Sciences at Florida State University in 1972 and was subSeqUent--
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Lapr.*inted Spezdal ?anis Mit toLthel President and Acting Executive Vice Presi-
dent As Spechil_Azsistarit to the President he served as liaison to the Board of Re!
gents T-Leit Force on Role and Scope, and Chairman of the Florida Slate University
!tole and ScOpe Task Force In addition, he coordinated serziceaffortabetween the
Governor's Office and the State connection with the physical;
economic, and ecological damage calawd Hurricane Eloise He served as Chair-
man of the Research Award fkanmittee of t e Southeastern Association of Biologist§
and was a mendxmof the Governor's Bicentennial Committee On August 1976,
he became President of thc Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia He holds
aCourtesy Professorial Appointment in Biological Sciences at Florida State Univer-
sity.

Dr- Bennett has written numerous research publications on molecular biology and
developmental cell biology, as well as many biology and biochemistry:teaching arti-
cies. He is ideo the author of the 2-volume Graphic:Biochemistry. In_addition; he is
co-author with Earl Frieden of a review article on metamorphosis (1961) and a text-
beak, Mridern Topics in Bicvhemistql1965). He _developed an instruction model and
text for teaching protein synthesis. Elements of Protein Synthefis, and-was a contrib-
utingmailtantito Biology Today and Tke PAoital Basis Of LtP. With Frank Brad-
ley Armstrong he:coauthored Etochemistry (1979, 1981), now in its second edition. In
recent yews he has become increasingly intereeted in the history of science in
America, particularly thel8th and 19th centuries, and is completinga book manu-
script on this subjedt. Dr. Fknnett has also contributed a number of articles to news-
papers and magazines, and maie presentations atprofessionel symposia about con-
temporary issues of academic and corporate interrelationships; az well as ethical
issues rdating to science and technology.

ProfessionaLaudbonorary affdiations include, among others, the Har ey Sciciety,
Linnean Society(London); American Chemical Society, Ainerican Aaciciation for Cell
Biology, American Imstituft of Biological Science% National Association of Biolm,
Teachers; and Sigma Xi-Dt. Rennett is included in numerous biographical reference
works:including Who 9 no in America. A founding member and Prftident_ofthe
Friends of Lbgth Square Foundation, and co-founder and Chairman (1978-1984) of
the Museums Aileciation of Pennsylvania, fk. Bennett is a member of the Gover-
nor's Commission on Academic AffairsAPennsylvaniaX a member of the Board of
Managers of The Wistar Institute and chairman of its Science Advisory Committee,
a trustee of-the Boy Scouts of America (Philadelphia chapter) and Shipley School, a
member ofL theNationel Board of the Explorers Club and chairnian of the Editorial
RevietvRoard of the &pkrers Journal, andle member of the Advisou Roard of the
World Affairs Council lie is Chaiiman of The Asibciated Natural Science Institu-
tions (TANS!), Vice nesident-of the Asiociation of Science Muse= Directors, and
Co.Chairman of the Science Education Advisou Council to theSchool_Distriet of
Phifadelphia. He is a member of the Franklin Inn: Club,: Explorers Club of New
'Dirk (Member and Fellow), and Cosmos Club(Washington, ac).

Dr lknnett is married te Dr. Gudrun Staub Bennett; kimitint Research Profes-
sor, Department of Anatomy, University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. They
have two children.

STATEMENT OF DR.- moms PETER RENNETL_PRESIDENT-,-TRE
ACADEMY-OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILADELPHLt; PHIU-
DELPHIA; PA
Dr. BENNETT, Veryigood.
Chairman -FLAug, Mr Browni Mr Lujani we appreciate the op-

portunityto testify before_your croup today.
I am Peter Bennett; president of the Academy of _Natural -Sci-

ences _of_Philadelshia. I AM -clitaiitian of the ASSociatad Natural
Science Institution& We are a group of free-standing private insti-
tutions.
_ Mr. Brown:has mentioned-the -names-of-our instituticns in intro-
ducing-the witnesses. I might:add 'that also a member of-our group
is the Lss Am-Wes Museum-Of Natural HiStory. thifortunatelyi Dr%
Blaeli, the directori is not able to be _here-today.

-Ws have, -baSicallyi in a_ continuation of _the dialog ithat was
begun by Secretary MaMS, testimony abotit the nature Of research
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and education _at these types of institutions. The packet which in-
cludes our testimony as well as other perti_lent information has
been submitted _for the record._ _

[The prepared statement of Dr. Bennett followsl

InramocTION - TEE ROLEIOPTBRAMSEARCR MEM
TNA ASSOCIATED NATURAL SCIENCE INSTITUTIONS

Good morningi Chairman Fuqua and members of the Task

Force on Science Policy of the House Committee on Sdiende and

Technology.

I am Dr. Thomas Peter Bennett President of the Academy

of Natural_Sciences in Philadelphia. I am currently serving as

Chairman of The Associated Natural Science Institutions, which

are private, free-standing natural history MU-dente that haVe

affiliated in the interest of scientifie research and graduate

education. These institutions, with the Smithsonian, are the

majer teientific research museums in the country. Our

relationship to the Federal government is in fact very Mildh the

same as that of free-standing private research tiftivereities

Here with me today representing our institutions are Dr. Thomas

D. Nicholson, Director of the American Museum of Natural History

in Nee York; and Dr. Harold X. Voris, Vice President for

Collections and Research of the Field Museum of thitdral Hiatery

in Chicago. (Unfortunately, Dr. Frank H. TaIbet, Executive

Director of the California Academy of Sciences, Dr. Craig C.

Bladk, Direetor Of the Los Angeles Countli Museum of Natural

History, and Dr. Willard L. Boyd, President of the Field NUAdde,

could not be with us today.)

Addressing the issue of natural Science museums and

their ikportance for the national scientific research effort are

Dr. NiChoIsont Dr. George M. Davis, past President of the

54-939 0 - 86 - 4
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Association of Systematics CO Hectic:ins, and Curator and Chairman
of the Department of Malacology of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia; Dr; John E. McCosker, Director of the
Steinhart Aquarium at the California Academy of Sciences; end Dr.
John W. Fitzpatrick, Chairman of the Department of Zoology of the
Field Museum of Natural Hietbry.

Mr. Chairman, Representatives; and staff, we of The
Associated Natural Science Inatitutions very much appreciate your
invitation to appear before the Task Force and the Opportunity to
discuss with you today the importance of museums such as ours in
advancing the natiohal Scientific research effort;

Dr. Nicholson is our first panelist.
Mr. nitwit. Without ob*tion, the entire packet will be incltidedin_the record. ISeeiappendix
Dr. Bionixrr I_would -like to Ca first on Di. loin Nicholson; the

directOr of the American Museum of Natural HiStorY. Di. Nichol-
son _will uae slides

Throughout_ our:presentation, tire will be using some of the mate;rialb from 'our _collections which haire been mentioned by Dr.Adams earlier; kir example, material- front the Lewifi and Clark
Herbarium,- skeeimens that were collected during that expedition,
the bitter root of Montana labeled by Lewis hiinseli.

Dr. NicholsonT
[A biographical Sketbh of Dr. Nicholson followsi

DL Tnotsits a NioHoLsoN
Dr. Thomas a Nicholion, Direstor of:The American Museum of Natural HianirY,is an adniiniatiator with an-extensive practical and academic backgrOund in astron-omy, navigation and the teaching of wience.
Hi was born in _New York City in 1922 ind graduated from_ the United StatesMerchant Marine Atadenry at Kings Point, N.Y-, in 1942. He was with the mer.chant 14nrine for font yeare during World War II, serving in every rank thrbughChief -Officer on trOini transports and cargo supply ships in all theaters. He is a li-canned ShiP'a Master.
In addition to a:B.S. degree troth the United Stet& Merchant:Marine Academy,Dr. Nicholson also reftivrid a B.A. degnYe from St. John's University; Brooldyn;

from which he gradtrated taimmit -cum laude in_1950. In 1953 he obtained hit M.S.
degree _from the Schnol of gducation; Fordham University, and in 1961 he receiVedfrOm that school.

Dr Nieholson taught at the United States Merchant Marini Academy from 1946to 1964, first_ as an instructor; and_later rai an Ailistant Professor of Navigation and
Astronomy. He 41so servd tai &Militant to the Head of the Department of NautitalScience:
_Dr. Nitholson :Vali a guest lecturer and instructor at The American Museum-

Hayden Planetarium for two years; beginning_ in 154 befcire his appointment-as
Asaociate Astronomer in I954. He was promoted to Astronomer in 1957, to Assistant
Chairman in 1958 and to Chairman in 1964.
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January; 1968; Dr. Nicholson was named_ Assistant, Director of The American
Mitseum-of NaWiral _History. In_October;:I968.be was appointed Deputy Director;
and-on-JUly-1,11269, he_became Director of the Museum. .

EarlY in 1956,--Dr, Nichols-on served_ as _a group leader in a two-month: geodetic
surveying program for-the Weitern Electric COmpany_at_Canadian _Arctic:Distant
Early Warning Sites. He returned to the Arctic--in 1258-to lead a site selection and
surveying team working on- the -Greenland Ice Cap.11e -led The American-Museum-
Hai4en F'lanetarium's eclipse expeditions in Michigan-in 1954- and in -Qiiebet
1961 Helwase_ member-of the eclipse expedition to Ceylon in the summer of 1955.

-DLL Nicholson:has:written:extensively about astronomy and relatad fields in hoth
popular and. scientificipublications.:He co-author with Joseph M. Chamberlain of
Planets; _Stars. and .Sparc published by Cleative-Bducation -Societyin 1957, and
author of Adventure With _Starc_ published by _Capitol:Pubhshing Company in 1959.
He isa -Contributing Editor_of Natural:History magazine and Fditor of the Astrono-
myltighlights Series. published by the_Naturel History_Press.

Hie professional memberships Include those in_ The American Potronomical Socie-
ty, The Institute of Navigation,--The-American-Inetitute of Aeronautim_and:Astro-
nautics, T-he Astronomical SOciety of the Pacific,:The -Royal Astronomical Society,
The American -Meteorological Society, and The American Aarkiciatitin for the Ad-
vancement-of Science.

Dr.:Nicholson resides with his wife, the former Branca Ctista, and four -childeeh,
Lester; Diana; Glen; and Gail; in Woodcliff Lake; N.J.

STATEMENT- OF DR. -THOMAS D. NICHOLSON, DIRECTOR, THE
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY OF NEW YORK;
NEW YORK; NY
Dr; NICHOISON; Thank you; Peter

-COngressmen, Peter mentioned-that we- were private museums;
The: word i!`private": is really not an appropriate 'term.: We are
really public institutions but nongovernmentalpublie -institutions.
Just- as-many of the:great universities of our_Nation are public uni-
versities but; by and largei_ not governmentally managed; our§ also
are not;- although-they arepublic institution&

We know there are= about 3000 museums throughout our 6oun-
tryi and they:are all the same in some ways, different iri-other& -In
some ways all- of -them are recreational; cultural; artistic; educa,
tional; and scholarly :institution& But the purpose and the- ftree
6f resources-and-serNices they give to each of these aspects of their
workivary enormously;
: _Collections are the one element that -binds us together. -But _col-
lections -do- not- make museums,i any more than a warehouse _ of
books would make a Iffirary_. C011ections becOme a-museum- where
there:is:purpose-and-use-related to somsservices that societysci-
ence and other agencies of societydemancls.

The institutions that comprise the ASSaciated- Natural- Science In-
stitutions that are speaking to you this -morning were founded to:be
centensof scholarship in the sciences of nature. They were founded
to be repositories of the material evidence of the world; of life; and
of_human cultur&

The purpose for being such-repositories;-however, was -to learn
through- research :and to: teach through exhibition and bY other
means; and:these institutions derive their authority-as-teachers-on
all-the levels-on which-they-do-teach from their authority in schol,
arship; Like the university; museums such as ours teeth; traihi and
adadita.

The goals of collection-oriented researchmuseums; and the relit;
tions to other go-Lila that the same institutions may -have, were de-
scribed in a science policy report that I prepared at the American

1 0 0
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Museum:in 1971. A copy :of it will be: made _available to you and
appended to-our presentations today.: (See appendix LL

=

The report explains-Why- great natural science institutions mufit
be research,oriented in order to serve- their other pumosesi It 6k=
plaint; why it is that: we cannotreally_ choose which: is the more -im-
portant-of-what we doresearch; collecting, exhibition, or teaching;
Like the human body; in _which-all--the vital-organisms are essen-
tial; all of these functions are essential to our institutions for or-
ganic unity.-

The report I refer to-stresses that the research &els_ of our inSti-
tutions mustibe appropriate to museums. They mustbe distinctive
from the goalS of the university in:some ways; The goals_shouldbe
appropriate to Ali institution that is collection oriented in its basis
of founding;

The report stresses the unique quality of scholarship -and-tram-
ingithat atri and are being produted in museums It also empha-
sizes the strength of-the-commitment to research as a process and
aS an essential function carried_ out in_ our -institution.

Not all thiseums are, nor should_ all bei research orientedNot
alLcollections are- intended to -support scholarship Land training;
Some must; Those in the natural wience institutions that we repre-
sent are.

I would like to Show- you now, in a series of pictures; what some
of our collections-look like, just what they are, and, to some extent;
why_we &ice them;

Newtoni- wonld you put on the-projector?
The first picture- shows a shill of Tyrannosaurus rex being cast

in_ one of ore museums; Casts are excha. 3d for research and exhi-
bition. [Slide 1 'follows-1
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hir.:LETJAN. What did you put up there? I am sorry; I didn't catCh
what it Awls.

Dr. NICHOISON. That_was a cast=of a gigantic animal -called Ty-
rannosaurus rex; a: carnivorous dinosaur. A-few-specimens= are
found in museurnsi but those-specimens-are exchanged throughout
the world through-the tastingprocesses that we undektakS.

. As I mid; my first slide shows- one of the large fossils that_ we
have in ous collectionsi_ but not all fossils-are large. Many of them
come small. This is a group-of our scientists_ collecting cretaceous
rock -in- Lance Creek;--Wyoming; to screen for some of the other fos-
sils in the world; [Slide 2 follOwic]
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The tailings from 1hund±idi of tons of cmtaceous-ro-ck in thatarea leave a few particles such as these, and if you look closely at
one-of them, we find the left jaw of a small animal callOd Profun-
gulatis, a small-cretaceous ancestor of the ungulates that roam our
plains today. This little jaw is about one centimeter long. [Slides 3and 4 1o110w:1
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We also collected recently, on Lord Howelsland, an island off
the coast a Auetralia in the South Pacific Oceannot all fossils
are really old. This is a very exotic animal that disAppeared from
the living animal record about 10,000 or 15,000 years ago. It is a
horn-headed and club-tailed turtle. Why it became extinct, we
really don't know, but it is in our collections. [Slides 5, 6, and 7
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hiS6ets represent the greatAst _diversity in the:animal world and
also, therefore; _the greatest diversity in our collections, AS Secre-
tary tidams_ pointed_Ont. They are tiny, but we-number them in the
tens of millionS ih our oollactions,-and yet we still:only have repre-
tehtation from-about one-fourthiof the insect species that probably
exist in the world; [Slides 8 and 9 follow]

r-
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Mir collections also include skeletal_ collections _suCh: as theseskulls- of- sea mammals As yoa know; they range:up-to -tht Site Of
whales: To the best-of my knowledge;-_there_is Dilly one blue:whale
skeleton in any institution in the United StatesOf-Aineriat. A hun-
dred years-from-now; it:may be:the only specimen of a blue whale
that we will have available for study. [S *de 10 fcilltiVii:]
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Our collections also include imprints of many of-the soft-bodied
animals of the past left in sandstone, the only record we have of
Such life. [Slide 11 followsl

The .problems with- our--collections are! so great :that _ we resort to
the -techniques -of-nompact storage today; stretChing our -_static

buildings._ I have just installed 10,000 square et-of-this at a cost of
$600,000 for the cases; plus-anaher $300,000 that must be spent on
the trays that will go inside the es in that space, so that is
$300;000 for a 10,000-square-foot stot..,:-e area. [Slide 12 followsj
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Skilledl_pregarators -are reqdired tG wori with fossil sea_ lions
suchias these; It maytake-several-weeks- or-even monthe for a pre-
Rarator te remove- one fossil from the matrix in which it comes
from the field. [Slide 13 followsl

,
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I am one slide ahead; I think; You =are now looking at a grotip
of--see; I told Newton Iiwasn't worried when the slides went out of
sequence. PeoPle either laugh or they Jet you- know4Leughter.] =

ThiS is a group of- white-headed woodpeckers being studied to
show variations in the animals. These are all the same SOZzCieS, but
you and I vary from one another in innumerable ways. So do-wood-
peckeit; and StUdente and acientists who wish to study them have
to have -thore-than_one in which to _do soi just as they would ried
more=than one of us to understand the human species. [Slide 14 fol-
lowsl

We also use live animals in our museums. Here a group of rep-
tiles are being maintained at the California Academy of Sciences
from which fresh tissues are being withdrawn to analyze biochemi-
cal genetics. [Slide 15 followsj
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Dart_poison frivs-are found thrOughout the rainiforest areas,- -the
lakesi Moldy; in North and- South -America and Riddle &Ilene"
very tiny little animal& This gives_you_some idea of their kale. Bid
they also come in enormoue _variationsisuch: 813 this; __not
color and other_ways, but the-tintits _that they :secrete on their
Alin' vary enormously% _Over-200 -new amino-alkaloide of potential
medicinal value to humans have been_ found from-the secretions Of
the variety _of these -animals that we found in recent year& [Slides
16, 17, 18, and 19 follow]
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We haVeibeen: conducting; over the last 10 years; the first-survey
of -the fresh water fishes in New_ York that has been done in 50
year& We are_trying to- find-out whak_where, how- -many; and hoW
they_have changed in thepast 50 yearsand the-collections-that we
will gathet as a- resiat *ill be the document:that they will compare
the _collection -of 100-years from now with in order te see what is
happening_ to the waters of ourcountry.---

In additiOni we are doing the first study of developmental_speci-
mens -from the -freth waters of-New York. A fish "egg only 3 days
old; and_ a fish_ larva-from--the- Hudson-River, the first tinie in_ the
collections of our institution anamost_that vve-have- taken an- Intel.=
est la toll&cting and recording and documenting:the developmental
stages of these animals. [Slides 20 and 21 follow]

41:134vg r
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Finallyi thiS tinyilittle white grain is in a metorite. -It existed
before the- solar system came-into It- is- part-of -the material
from_ which_ the solar _system was made; and: it is the kind of mate-
rial that we kaveiin our museums from-which we get the answers
to where the Earth came from and why. [Slide 22 followsj
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I-would like- to-show you now what some of those specimens look
like. I will just hold them up for-a
:Here i a east of that horn,headed turtle that I showed you: They

come bigger-than- this, andiwe cannot hctip but wonder why it_ was
ever designed so _that it couldn't retract its head inside -its eateass,
but-the hornsprevented it from doing so. That_ is: one kind:of fossil;
here is another one; =Inside this-thereis- a-tiny little; -oh; leSS than

-Centimeter long, jaw of _a _small tarsfr-like primate that_ was
found in -Mongolia-It-is-the oldest known primate from Mongolia;
and it _is the ancestor of everybody who sits_in this room.
Here are Some casts of those tiny little poison dart frogs I
showed you;

ThiS =LS a east of Taung.: This is believed :to be:the: earliest_ ha-
monid-that -walked -oti- Earth, the earliest animal that bore most of
the characteristics of a human being. _It was a youngehild,Aierhaps
10 oi- 12 yeakS- old; in which we can still see parts; and study parts;
oft;ts fossilized brain.

Here_ is:the evidence for the: latestipossible date at_ which- man-
kind-could-reach- the southern-tip of South- America.i_Theseiare the
bones of fossilized horses that became extinct -ini-South-- Amerida
more than- 10,000 sears ago, These are some spear:points and stone
tools left -there -by--_humans --in association -with theSe aninial: re!
mair.s; earbon_ datesi to_ _1_L000 B;C; We know mankind reached
Tierra- del -Fifto at 11,000-B.C.
:-_-_These are two little vials of fish -larvae found -from-the HUdSciii
RiVer. Tod ean see the problem we have in storing them; These are
easy to-store in volume but diffiotilt in type.

_ We havetwa specimens of a material called asbestos here. -One-of
them-is athestiforra in the sense that it is fibrous; it is la cancer-
causing agent; we know-We- have another-specimen Of aSbeStee
here *hieh IS not asbestiform; and it is not harmful to humans-.
Why?- What is-the-difference betWeen these :kin& of aibestos and
others; and what are the characWristics that cause human health
probleing-

:This is the oldest rock-we-know,i4-Y2-billion years Oldi a. -chunk of
Allende, in: Whichlwe can see those tiny little whitespecks -that
were-there -before-the rock was formed; that probably_came togeth,
er_ into the protoplanets bemuse- of -some- shoek- wave-moving
through the then gaseous and dust-filled solar system without plan-
eta-_

FinallY, Lbrought a group of insects to show you the_comparison
between a -group-of -inteet cells; of bee :mile, 40 _Million years_ old;
found in the Avestern part of the United States. They built -cells iii
this-now-solidified sandstone.: _-- =

This is a moderigrou-of- bee cells-from- a- heneybee found in the
Sonie area _today. _Forty_ million years separate them; but they are
bees-of -exatt the-same tribe ancl many of the same habits.

One of those bees was found on-top of a plateau-in- southuresWii
Venettielaionly_ recently; in Nablina; _ where_ the_ Smithsonian Insti-
tution:scientists and-ours And -others frem-iother itittitationi tra*-
died. :The bee _is in: hereL This_ is a bee a.'the same- tribe that :pro-
duced-thost -cells-40 million- yearsago, and we found it on Nablina.

_ Finally, I brought a sample of one_of our-living-animals, This-is-
taranttila from our collection. We have roughly 3;5 million spiders

_1 I
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in oiir-killktion. Some:day:Betsy will join that collection; but right
now _Betsy-is- ally,: and- well, and I would like to introthiCa -her to
you personally after_ I _finish_ my_ testimony, on:the iptineiple that
Once You have: petted and held a _ tarantula; you: will never forget
the_15etten -that introduckl her to you. [Laughter.]

Dr. BENTNEr_r._ Thank- you, Tont.--
Dr. N1CHOLSON I just want to say one or two words to eltwe,

Petet.
I don't--know whether you are interestki,: but we are interested;

and we think most of the world _is_ interesteduin-- when:and hoWthe
Earth Waa formed; how pollutants may affect the development_of
fish-in our streams;_ why Meiolarudi that_ Wale; could _not pull his
head inside _his_ shelL --why some ashesto$ is harniful and other ia
hot; whether iTaung really was a human; how_ humanity-migrated
thittigh- the Athericas;: what beneficial chemicals does nature build
of-use of mankind; and who was living on the Earth With the dino-
saumi

Well; theSe dre _the kinds of questions that _collecting; collections,
and-tesearth in natural hIstory museums are_ Prepared_to answer.
These are_ research-museums, -distinctand uniqUe, With-goal-a eaaen-
tiallY a part:of the science:establishment; equipped,_ staffed,--func=
tiaiiing tO address things that: we:want to: know; things that we
need to know about life, ahout nature, and about human institu-
tions.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Nicholson follows:]
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THE RESEARCH MUSEUM

The tutal nUmber ot MUSCUAS in the Inited States is prunably

about 3;000. All uf thew are recreatauhal cultural; artistic,

educatiimal and schuiatly ii5t tUtuzgs, tu a deguee, thuugh

they are by nu means unaturm i. the purpuse, resutioces ant;

sesA4ces 0.at relit:et these cules.

Cullectauns ut materlaI uujects cumprlse the uhe element cummun

tu all museums. But m culIectiun ut Itself is nu mure a museum

than a marehuuse ut uooks As 4 Library. Unly when collections

and collecting serve certain purpuses that suciety cUnsiders

Important du they DeCUMe a museum. rhe dIttereuces and degrees

uf purpuse lu whIch cuilectluns are .cpplied accuunt for much uf

the differences among museuws.

The five research IHSLALUL4ylis thilL CL.SprISe TANS1, and uthers

like them, were tuunded tu ue centers ut. schularship in t".7

sciences that relate Lt. tne wufId ul nature. They were esi alished

tu cuIlect. witn pureuwe; lu cullect maintalh

t:fe wutli. aluunu us a". LUC Lite styles ut its

human Ihnaultahts, Ly help us leash auvul the wurld thruugh

research; and tu enable us t.0 teach ahat Al is like thruugh

exhibition and .thes weahs.

The research goals ut collecttun-oriented science museu,s; and

the relationship between these guals and utimu areas uf institu-

tiunal purpose, were expuessed in tne "Science Repurt"
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rilE XESEARCH MUSEUM

turmuIated Ahd pUUlished Uy the American Museum of Natural

Histnry in 1971. A copy Is appended In this statement.

The "Repurt" identifies the original and unique contributiun

vesea n appropriate tn natural science institutions, the

research guals tu unich they can uest cuntriuute, And the

strength uf tnei cummitment to leuearch as a process and a

iunctinn essential to their institutional guaIs.

Not :All Museums are strong research institutions, nut all

cultectiuns are maintained fur that purpose. But sume must

be. Thuse represented in "'ANSI arr.

1 have isitla auxe pictures anu waLell.Als to illusuate iihat

research cs,..ilecLItmb ere, b.ahic the) 1,,u1. like, and what uc du

uitn them.

First, the phutugsaphs:
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-L-T

Castlug skull ut T. IO,SdUIU.

2) Screeniug tut luSbIls 1,uce A9N.!

3) tal1augs ttual 31Ju tuus ut cveteceuus luck. AMNO

4) Left jou ut Plutuugulatuai, tln; Cuetaceuus ancestui ul

uur huutea atematols. AMNH

Lula Huk.0 Pacatac.

u) Metulas,,a (Itutueu A'LNH

7) 1u5-ect lrays;

Skeletal Zu!lectauus. C.A.S.

9) FUSS11 Ueir.Liig sauclstutte. C.A.S.

10) Cumpact stura4e equapaleut. L.A.C.M.

ti) P:epatatauo ul lu.sal kui,, a.uUtlielh

12) 011,LC 11....A4CL1 SLU,.Cd tor votaatluti.

131 Li%e lel.tale:. as a suasca :sosu lul

uaucue.alcul

1.) pavt PUlbo. 114.14;; Ilij LOIIILIL., putetup,.tipe. A'!N-

15) uart Puat-uu L.u& a. AW1

IV) "4rlatAub. -Ault pulsuis laugs. A11\41

171 SiCApIllig N.Y. Allchesti ANNH

16) Thuee-cla) wlu e6,. PLII-CufrsIS t.4415Cu.del)lis. %KO

191 Flsh larva. ANNH.

20) Mictugreph ut purtacIe au Alleloae meteutate. AMNH

120
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Sume uf the uutects represented in the pictores I've

are laid uut un the taule beture you.

LIST IA- uit.ILCTS

tl Cast of skull, Meiulania.

2) :,amples uf astiestust une asuestilurm. oue nut.

11 Piece uf Alleude meteurite:

4) Casts uf part Nilson trugs.

Stwie tuuls trum Miluuunt Case; Chalo.

0) Artifacts trum Huanucu eitnpa; Nurt.hern Andes; Peru.

71 ut Aftat.ui, AaTiwbc, tiny primate tr...in Mungulia;

Asia's uldest psi.nate.

1') fish larvae %sails; Pudsun kiver, Se% 1%.,r1,

01 Cdst..

1(.1 Bre Hive. 4U.t.Uo,uUti

.uuld like tu pose Su4e si.nph questions. Du yuu

thInk t 1, inpurtaut to kiwi.:

1) Wo,ih and huu tiic earth wa. furmed?

21 pullutants affect tish prupagatiun in uur rivers?

j) Why MeloldHla had burns uhich kept in frum pulling his

head in?

4 ) Hu% and uhy some asuestuh is harnful and sume apparently

isn't?

5) Whether Taung was truly human; and why his lineage died

out?
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0) When maakind arrived in the Nth 146rId?

7) How the Inca thrived and &milt d geat tii,iIlwatiun in

thm And's?

If seLretluns from some uf thosa cute little dart pOISOn

frogs have therapeutic value ur humans?

If the tossti record ot earth's little animals can

help us learn when and huu the continents were formed

end thanged, and fife went through periodic great extinc-

tions?

These are the kind of questions that ee&aeeh MiiSeums and their

collections are prepared tu answer. They ara an etseiaiL el6ment

in the science community, equipped, staffed and folictidhing tu

address things he want to know, need to knot. atnnit lite, natuie

and human institutions.

Dr. BENNErl.-Our- nett- witness is Dr. Gaorge DaViSi fbriner preSi-
dent of_the Association of Systematics Collections, Chairman of the
MalaCology Department at the Academy_ of Natural Sciences:

[A biographical sketch of Dr. Davis follows:]

DR. GEORGE MORGAN DAVIS

PERSONAL INFORMATION

Birthdate: 21 May1938; Bridgeport, Connecticut.
Marital Status: _Married, two children.
Citizenship: United StateS.

EDUCATION

Ph.D., 1965, Zoology-Malacology, University of Michigan.
M.S., 062, Zoology, University of Michigan.
B.k, 1960; Biology; Marietta College.

WORK HISTORY

Curator and Chairrnan,_Department of Malacology, Academy of Natural Sciences
of Philadelphia,1978 to date.

Adjunct Professor, Department of Biology, University of Pennsylvania, 1982 to
date.

Adjunct Professor, I Department of Pathobiology, School of Veterinary Medicine,
University of Pennsylvania, 1983 to date. 1

Adjunct Professor, College of Marine Studies, Univeraity of Delaware, 1982 to
date. 1

.1.djunct Associate Professor, Department of Biology, University of Pennsylvania,
10 /2 to date.

Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Pathobiology, University of Pennsyl-
vania, 1976 to 1983.

Chairman. Department of Malacology, Academy of Nntural Sciences of Philadel-
phia, 1972 to date.
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_Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Microbiology, Thomas Jefferson Uni-
versity; 1971_ to 1980.
_Associate Curator of Malacology, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia,

1970 to 1978.
Chief, Malacology Section, 406th Army Medical Laboratory, Japan, 1965 to 1970.

-Research Asinciate, Research and Development, Medical Malacology, University
of Michigan, 1962 to 1965.

HONORS/AWARnS

Fellow; Linnean Society; 1979-.--
Fellow, American Associationfor the Advancement of-Science, 1976.
Arthur S. Fleming AWard in- Seience (Group-of 10), 1970.
Sustained Superior Performance Award, U.S. Government, 1968, 1969.

Traineeship, 1964 to 1965.
Ethelthain-First=year Fellowship, 1960 to 1961.
Phi Sigma (Vice President, Local Chapter), 1962.
Eggleston-Ruby Prize in Biology, 1960.
Phi- Beta Kappa, 1960.
Sigma Xi, 1962,

o's Mho' in:American: Colleges and Universitie-%, 1960.
Omicron Delta Kappa, 1959.
Beta Beta Beta (President, Local Chapter), 195.

NATIONAL-INTERNATIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES

Current:
Meinber, Steering Committee for the American Foundation for Negro Affairs;

Computer, Engineering and Business Division 1984.
Member, Editorial Board; American: MalacologicalBalletimi 1982:
President; Associaticm of Systematics Collection% 1982 to 1984.
Chairman; Cominciliof Systematic Malacologists-, Committee on Course Standar&

for Graduate-Training in Malacology, 1982 to-1983.
Field Reader; Grant Review% Institute of Museum gerviceG.
International Congress_ of Malacology, Chairman, Committee for assessing media-

nisms ensuring adequate4r and-properly describnd species, 1980 to date.
Chairman, Atherican-Malacological Bulletin Archive Committee, 1980 to date.

Malacologia, International Journal of Malacology; 19'74 to date.
ExectitiVe-cretary/Treasurer, Institute of Malacologyii 1972-to tiate.
A.N.S.P. Representative, Association of Systematics Collections 1977 to date;

Past: _

Chairmani_Eslitorial Board; American Malaeological 1982 to 1983,
Vice PresidentiAssoc-.: of:Systematith Collections,_ 1981_ to 1982:1:-
Chairman; Swial Publications Committee, A.M.U.11981 tti 1982.

:= Chairman; Council of Systhmatic Malacologisth, National Plan fcir Malacology,
1980 to_1982.

Treuurer,_A.S.C.; 1977 be 1981.
MemberGOUncil on ReSources,:A.S.C., 1977 to 1981.
Chairman, Gettricil -ofSystematic Malacoll*sts, 1977 to 1979.
Noniinating Committee, A.S.C.; 1977 to 1978.
President Ainerican Malacological Union (A.M.1J.),-1976 to 1977.
Treasurer, Organizing Cominittee,_Joint -Meeting Royal Society of Tropical Medi-

cine and American Society of Tropical Medicine; 1975 to 1976:

STATEMENT 'OF Dlt GEORGE _M- DAVIS, CHAIRMAN,---DEPART=
MENT OF- MAL4COLOG1Ci:ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF
PHILADELPHIA, PHILADELPHIA, PA
Dr, DAws. _Mr, :Chairman, as :a research scientist, I_ am going-to

address the-westion of systematic research and the value of collec-
tions;_ The presentation I am going to make is an abbreviated fOrm
of-the-one that haS been submitted for the record;

Systematics is the- fundamental-arid most essential field withiu
the biological sciences; The systematist studies the:diversity of life
on Earth, describes and identifies species, arid studies the relation-
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Ships among species using all available techniques and data; The
systematist-also-studies the processes involved in the origin and ex-
tinction of species: == : = =

-It -is-iiriportant to realize- that the systematist today is a modern
research scientist thmoughly trained as-a-specialist in one or more
groups of organisms; But:what does a systematist do?

As-an example of -what -one-ustematist actually does; consider_ a
scientist istudying the relationships _of_ snails and-human-diseases
trantriiitt&l by snails I have tWo examples here: of_ snails from
China= and snails from -the -Mekong-River-transmitting -the world'S
SeCond worst diseaseii schistosomiasis; affecting over 200 million
people- an&powing at a rate-of -5_:percent to -8 _percent per year,
_ In_ studying this relationship of snails=and disease, -the-scientist
-Oiled§ Snails from targeted areas of _the _world; _ determines the
identity of Alm -specimens-by-comparing-the specimens neWly eel=
letted from the field; going =to_ the museum; using the specimens
that- art-in-the-museum, using the libraries of the museum; and
the _research facilities of= comparative- anatomy and cytology to de=
tetinine their Status as identified or as new;
= The- scientist then-determines-the- relationship--among species Of

elese genetic relationship tospeciesactually transmitting a diseaae
do-es-thia by using sophisticated -laboratory techniques such as

molecular genetics; involving_ complex biochemical processes arid
operations -within the museum.

Within the- museum, owerfilleomputers- are tised to mOdel Path=
ways_ of evolution bwed on anatomicaliand=biochemical-- data. Such
a--incidel may- -rimilve- Studying 100 -to 200 different_ species located
on different=continents. The-data -show that the 100 to 200 Species
haVe evolved in entirely different pathways;
=It is-then-learned-that tlie potential to transmit a diseaSe is actu-

ally_ associated with specific anatomical =and biochemical features
found-in- only-one- of _these evolving pathways.:_ Then _the scientist
begins to use these data -for many-endsto -determine the-genetic
relationships hetweeri_ parasites and only those snails capable of
transmitting disease,-totletermine the rate of change in snails-and
parasites; to_ predict thst =other species transmitting disease will be
foundi-and-where they tvill-be found, and to redefine the nature of
parasites and the=diseases they-cause.-

-We must consider that biological diversity= on Earth: now exceeds
1,5 -million kno 'es- Of-plants -and animals. Yet there is an
estimated & to_ 10 million additional species that have yet to be dis-
covered- and- dstribed.
= Identification of species-r,equires -not-only the-trained seientilat
but aid _Collections of organisms and _reference libraries: Large: col-
lections-of organisms-are-as essential-to the systematist as tele=
scopes are _to the astronomer and particle accelerators are to the
nuclearphysicist.

= Systematic biological collections-provide the-infrastructure for all
biological researchi :and are essential:for _cutting-edge research in
systematics and -evolutionary -biolcgical- problems.

SYstematio biological collections stand alone: as :information
banks for the-storage and retrieval Of basic biological :information;
There are today some 4000 =collections- in the- United- States, -haw=
la* bt0,-reeri 500 Million and 750 million biological specimens; Ap-
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proximately 85_percent-ofthese collections are housed in 100 major
institution& _ The 20 largest collections :housed in natural_ history
museums contain about 20 percent of all specimens maintained in
the United-States.
: Systematic biological collections _contain-specimens preserve4-as

dry specimens such as these shells of clams which _were :used :for
genetic studies of clams in the- Unitcd States; or preserved in alco-
hol; such as these_ specimens; Likewise, clams-collected-from- river
systems in the United States are_ used for genetic studies _or pr
served as frozeni both as whole organisms or: as protein extracts for
molecular genetics studies,- such as these lyophilized eXtraCts of
proteins which; 10 years from now; will yield viable enzymes for ge-
netic studies.

-This tremendous file of indispensable data representt genera-
tions:of work by _thousands of skilled people, -More than- ever, -it-is a
priceless; irreplaceable histrument of research for human better-
ment.

No one-major-collection-is comprehensive in coverage, but each
complements the others both:as to groups of organisms and_ the
ographk areas_ representedi thus reaching encyclopedic proportions
when considered as a single national entity.

The integrity of these_aollections -must- be guaranteed- because-if
they are lost; they _can never be replaced; If not maintained; they
cannot be tistd; and if static_ and warehoused unusedi the fabric of
organismia biology -itself unravels.

The major collections are primarily_ housed in _nonuniversity mu-
seums. With the ever4ncreasing diversification of fields_ of biologi-
cal-research on college campuses; and with different universities
and I _think it_is important -to understand -thisdifferent-universi-
ties specializing in evolving different fields:of biology; more and
more- collections are bing transferred from departments of biology
to nonuniversity museums,

: Natural history museums: today _have :become the_ primary cen-
ters for systematic biologidal researeh; Modern techniques such: as
malecular"genetics- and computerized data processing are 13ing
used Avithin museums ta_ obtain- new data-from-existing collections
and from_ new types of collections;: It is important_ to realize that
collections grow tOday at a rate of 1.5 to 3 percent per year due to
modern_ research activities-carrie4-out on aiglobal scale.

_ Natural history museums aremow:the training centers for future
systematist& SystematistS emPloyed :by :museums_ frequently are
adjunct pr_ofessars- in one or more -universitie& They teach courses
in _systematics; ecology; and evolution as well as train future Ph;D;
systematist&
--Natural- -history museums now share with universities the re-
sponsibilities of conducting basic_ research in_the _biological- sciences.
To a considerable extent the future of organismic _biology is cou-
pled- with the future of collections-oriented research in muSeumS.

Thank_ you;
[The prepared statement af Dr. Davis follows:]

125:
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SYSTEMATIC RESEARCH AND THE VALUE OF COLLECTIONS

George M. Davi'

The Associated Natural Science Institutions

Past Presidents Association of Systematic!: COIleCtionS

Systematics is the fundamental and most essential field

within the bidlOgical sciences. The systematist studies the

diversity of life On earth, describes and identifies species,

studies the relationships among species using all available

techniques and data. The systematibt &ISO atudies the

processes involved in the origin and extinction of species;

The Syttematist of today is a modern research scientist

thoroughly traihed_ as_ a specialist on one or more groups of

organisms. But what does a systematist do? As an example of

what one systematist actually does consider a scientist

studying the relationships of snails and human diteases

transmitted by snails. The scientist collects snails frail

targeted areas of tbe world, determines the identity of the

species by UA comparison of newly collected animals with

identified specimens stored in museum collections, by uie of

scientific publicationsi and by use of comparative anatomy and

cytology. The scientist then determines the reIatiohahipb along

species suspected of close genetic relationship with species'

actually transmitting a disease using sophisticated laboratory

techniqUes such as molecular genetics involving complex biochemi-
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caI operations. Powerful computers are_used to _model pathways

of evolution based on anatomical and biochemical data; SUCh

model may involve studying 100 to 200 different species located

on different continents. The data show that the 100 to 200

species have evolved along different pathways. It is learned

that the potential to transmit a disease is associated with

specific anatomical and biochemical features found in only one of

the several pathways of evolution; The scientist then uses these

data :or many ends: to deteraine the genet-Lc relationship

between parasites and only those snails capable of transmitting

the parasites; to determine the rate of change in snails and

parasites; to predict that other species transmitting disease

4311 be found, and Where they will be found; to_ help redefine the

specific nature Of paraSites and the diseases they cause.

Biological diversity on earth exceeds 1.5 million known

species of plants and animals. An estimated 8 to 10 million

additional species have yet to be discovered and described.

Idi%tfficttion of species requires not only the trained scientist

but aIso collections of organiSms ant: reference libraries. Large

collections of organisms are as essential to the systematist as

telescopes are to the astronomer and ,particle accelerators are to

the nuclear physicist. Systematic biological collections pro-

vide the infrastructure for all biological research and are

essential for cutting-edge rcsearch in systematics and

evolutionary biological problems.
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'Systematic biology collections stand alone as inforeatitin

bankS for the storage and retrieval of basic biological
_1inforMatiOn. . There are some 4000 collections in the United

States housing between 500 to 750 million specimens.

Approximately 85% of these colletions are housed in 100 major

facilities. The 20 largest collections hoOSed ih natural history

museums contain about 20% of all specimens maintained in the

-2United States. Systematic biological collections contain

speciaeM preserved as dried specimens, preserved in alcohol or

preserIed frozen bath at Whole organisms or as protein extracts.

°This tremendous file Of Indispensable data represents genera-

tions of work by thousands of skilled pedpIe More than ever, it

is a priceless, irreplaceable instrument of research fdt human

betterment._ No one major collection is comprehensive in

ehvettle; but_ each complements t:e others both as to groups of

organism and geographic _area represented, thus reaching

encyclopedic proportions When considered as a single national
1

entity.' The integrity of these edUeetiOM mUst_be guaranteed

because if they are lost, they can never be repIacedi if ndt

maintained, they cannot be used; if static and warehoused unused;

the fabric or organismic biology unravels.

The major collections are primarily housed in non-university

museums. Kith the ever-increasing diversifiCation of fields of

biological research on college campuses, and with different

3
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universities specializing in different fields of biology; more

add more collections are being transferred from departments of

biology to non-university museums. Natural history museums today

have become_ the primary centers for systematic biological

research. MOdern techniques such at molecular genetics and

computerized data processing are being u!ed within museums to

obtain new data from existing collections or from new types of

collections. Collections grow at a rate of 1.5 to 3% per year

due to modern research activities carried out world-wide.

Natural history museums are now the training centers for

future systematists. SyStematiSts employed by museums frequently

are adjunct professors in one or more universities: they teach

courses in systematics ecology, and evolution as well as train

future Ph.D. systematists. Natural history museums now share

with universities the responsibilities of conducting basic

research in the biological sciences. To a considerable extent

the future of organismic blology is coupled With the future of

collections-oriented research in museums.

9 April 1985

1. excerptz from_the:_Steere_Report_(1971)_to the National Science
Foundation: The Systematic BioIogy:Collections of the
United States: An Essential Resource;

2. data compiled by the Association of Systematics Collections
(1983-1984) in conjunction with a report prepared for the National
Science Foundation.
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: Dr. BENNErr.: Our next witness is Dr.iJohn MCColker; the direc-
t:or of the Steinhart- Acjuarium,---the-California Academy of Sciences
in San Francisco; who will discuss the implications of the scholarly
research_ and activities that go on at these-institutions.

[A biographical sketch of Dr. McGosker follows:]

DR. Joini E. MCCUeirini

Since 1973, Dr_John E. McCosker has heen Director _of the Steinhart Aquariumia
division of_ the California Academy of Sciences. Born in Los Angeles in:1945; he
graduated -cum laude- and -Phi Ede -Kappa from_ Octidental_College in 1967: He re-
CeiVed his Ph.D. in Marine Biology trim the Sciipps Intlitiation -of Oceanography in
1973 based upon original rawer& concerning the evolution of a large fariily of
ical eels.- Other-related emplivment included a lectureship at the University -of
fond& at Sart Diego-,:a Research -Associate at- the Smithsonian Tropical Research In-
stitute in Panamestudying tliepotentiali*O4Ocatelfects of theproposed sea-level
mud, and an: adjunct professorship. in Marine _Biology at San Francisco State Uni-
versity, a position which he now_concturrently

Although trained as _an evolutionary will resmrch _expertise 'based
largely _upon museum colleetiona -his research rtetivilies have subsequently braad,
ened to include such diverse topics as the symbietirc- behavior or bioluminescent
fishes, -the behavior-of venomous sea Snakes, the predatory behavior of the great
white sharki and dispersed and renewable energy sources as alternatives to national
vulnerability:and -waL Hiamost itcent research projects have concerned attacks
upon _humans by great white sharks and: involvesJiremulation of public safety
plans:_His work was summarized in a 1984 NOVA program entitlerVitlawaithe True
Story". He is the author of more thun 100 popular and scientific articles and book&

STATEMENT OF DR; JOHN E. McCOSKER; DIRECragi STEINHART
AQUARIUMi CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCESi SAN FRAN=
CISCOi CA
Dr. -MCCOMB. Thank you;
Iniorder to :allow more time for questionsand for: you all to

handle Tom's tarantillaI, tie, will "present an abridged version of
theidocument that I have left with you;
_ _My colleagues_ have _eiglained tO you..the rationale -bahind- ra-
search-- collections,their importance- to- -evolu tionarjr biologists and;
therefore, to all branches:of scientific_ investigation. _They have left
me an opportunity to go beyond the- search for- knowladge and--the
meaning-- of _life,_ and __to suggest to: you examples of the economic
benefits ofresearclicollections; in short; the bat= line.

I will-address -thashort4erm and-long-term- tvenefits of such re-
search with but a few examples;:There are many

In the shod run; the knowladte we have-now- gainad-allows-the
most- -efficient and- amt-effedive_ way toirationally exploit the living
ami nonliving resources of our globe. For example; nearly orilialf
of- the- pharmactuticals-now- in-use- are -biolo4.-ical -in origin-- The as-
pirin Ltook beforeicomingto this meeting first came from a.willow;
when I WA_ needed penicillin; it- came frOm- kgreen-mold.-You-may
be pleased-to- hear itis not on:display; Conservatively; it is estimat,
ad:that. thera_are more than &million :unique kinds of iplanti and
animals living, on-- our --planetMoat-of -thole- remain-- unknown- and
uncollected. In that taxonomic: studies provide :an .. evolutionary
roadinap- to biologidal- similarities- among organisms, the use -of
these zollections provides the most efficient direction for further re-
search.

One -must-appreciate that for eons, j)lants and- animals -have- been
coevolving as a means to avoid each other. Through their evoln-
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tion; theoe -jiving -laboratories have manufactured chemical-de=
fenses against pests __and-- predators, arid We have only recently
begrin to take advantage of these naturally occurring-pt.-WU-OS. Col-
lections-have- playedi and continue to play; e key role in this-For
example; during World--War-4, when critieallY heeded: sources of
the antimalariat _ciuinine;i_from Indonesia were- unavailable-, bota-nis turned-to-herbaria. There they examined thousands of speci-
mens of wild cinchona trees-and were able to prePare distribution
maps of those species and identify areas where cinchona was &Vail-
able; Well, the-rest is hiStOry."

Such a chemical treasure-trove has -gti fet ooly been _minimally
explored. In the paat few years; taxonomists and biochemists have
isolated _useful-substances- from: invertebrates; for example; includ-
ing potential heart drugs from-fireflies, a cocktonch repellent from
a- millipede; and shark repellents from a marine mollusk and the
Moses sole.

I eannot stress enough the im_portance of-triatthie Collections that
must-be made as soon_ as possible in key_ arms of the--world- where
deforestation-and-habitat change is so rapidly occurring; Species ofplants and animals are going-extinct io-the great rain forests
before we-Will- even iheve_ a chance to explore_their -potential -as
pharmaceuticals- or--:future crops. BaSed_ Ori _what we now =know
about the interrelationships _of organisms,-We can Meat efficiently
direet --our- attention to life forms that hold the most promioe by
using the collections.

The- long-term benefits of =research- tollectiont are priceless _in
that they-are _the only record of life on earthibefore;--during,- andafter the industrialization-ofour environment. Like a great library;
the- specimens in our collections_ allow us---ah-ovilottiiiiity to refer
back-to a time-and place in hiStory. We cannot predict which-speci
mens we will ultimately_, need, but -if properly colleeted; :preserved
and maintained; they will be available when we need te dOnstiltthem

For example; when it was-discovered that the deeth in America
of-many pelicans,:falcons and other birds -was ceused by eggshell
thinning-due to-DDT-iriterference _with calcium metabolism; scien-
tists :hurriedly =turned to our -research- tollectioriS in Order to ana-
lyze the critietil uptake a)A residence time of dangerous posticidet.
The usage -of suchipesticides Nes found to_ be detrimental to our
own survival; and these birds thus acted aS "canatieS in our fragile
goldmine.?'

Similarly; the-discovery -in the :1970'S of _therenry in =swordfish
tissue resulted in the collapse of the- southern-CalifOrriia fishery.
The immediate presumption thet our discharging of _industrial met.=
cury had resulted in-a Minimata-like cataStrophe was later proven
itheound after museum scientists= analyzwl-fish sp-ecimens -collectedbefore -thebith -_the century. Old specimens had similar mercury
levels in their tissues, indicatingthat the addirmulation of natural
ly occurring mercury in the marine ecosystem-is-a-natural process
and not caused by -our ipetturbations. Further study has allowedthe resumption of that previously boleaguered frithery. In like
manner, collections of reptiles_ from_ the far _West and corals from
the South Pacific have allowed baseline Studies of radionuclide ac-
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cumulation since 1945, ancLthe good news so far is that they do not
evidence any-deleterious effedta.

I will end-by-returning to my-comparison of research collections
to a great: library of life on= Earth- The_ analogy _is only partially
adequate; however, because _there is no equivalent to. the:Xerox :ma-
chine-for the-volumes that we-an: missing. It is imr.erative that we
increase our _collecting efforts- both-in -America and abroad-as-speci-
mens :disappear and new threats to our health are discovered. The
collectior.z that now eXist -can never be repladid. They mat be
proRerlysupported, adequately maintained, and expanded. There is
ncmhernative.

Thank you.
[The prepared Stfitement of Dr. McCotker follOWS1
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS OF RESEARCH COLLECTIONS: THE BOTTOM LINE

Te3timony Presented by John E. McCosker

Before the Hou3e Committee on Science and Technology

17 April 1985

My colleagues have explained to you the rationale

tIehind research collections, their importance to

evolutionary biolocist_s dnv. therefore; to aII other

branches of scientific investigation, as well as the rolt

they play in the training of future scientists. They have

left me an orportanity to go beyond the search for knowledge

and the meaning of life, and to suggest to you exampl-a of

the economic Lenefit of research collections -- in short,

the bottom line;

I will: address the short-tetm and long-term benefits Of

such research with but a few examples. There are many.

In the short run, the knowledge we now have gained

allows the most efficient and cost-effective way to

rationally exploit the living and non-living resources of

our planet. For example, nearly one half of t_he

pharmaceuticals riow in use are biological in origin. The

aspirin I took last night first came from a willow; when I
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last needed penicillin, it came from the green mold

Penicillium notatum. There are more than 5,000,000 unique

living species of plants and animals; most of which remain

unknown and uncollected; in that taxonomic studies provide

an evolutionary road.aap to biochemical similarities among

organisms, the use of collections provide the most effiCient

direction rather than a helter-skelter approach.

One must appreciate that for eons, plants and animals

have been coevolving as a means to avoid each other.

Through their evolution, these "living laboratories" have

manufactured chemical defenses against pests and predators

and we have only recently begun to take advantage of these

naturally-occurring products. Collections play a key role;

for example, during World War II, when critically _needed

supplies of the antimalarial, quinine, from Indonesia were

inaccessible, botanists examined thousands of herbarium

specimens Of wild cinchona trees from whose bark quinine is

derived. They were thus able to prepare distributionn maps

of the species and identify geographic areas where

harvestable stands of the tree were likely to occur, and

thus revealed new sources of the drug. Such a chemical

treasure trove has so far only been minimally explored. In

the past few years, taxonomists and biochemists have

isolated useful substances from invertebrates including
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potential heart drugs from fireflies; a cookroaCh repellent

from a Millipede, and shark repelents from a marine mollusk

and the Moses sole. Similarly; Dr. Reter Raven relates that

the evening primrose has been fOUnd tO cOtitain a chemical

WhiCh May have a role in controlling heart disease and

arthritis. There is no question that we have only begun to

exploee the beneficial pharmaceuticals available from a wide

variety of plants and animals.

I cannot stress enough the importance of massive

collections that must be made as soon as possible in key

areas of the world where deforestation and habitat change is

rapidly occurring. Species of plants and animals ate going

.extinct in the great raln f-oreats before we Will have a

chance to explore their potential as Pharmaceuticals; Based

on what we now know about the intetrelationahips of

Otganitta, we can most efficiently direct our attention to

life forms that hold the most promise;

The value of collections to teach evolutionary biology

cannot be understated due to the benefit-a they provide

teseatChers in other disciplies. The petroleum industry is

dependent upon indicator species of microscopic algae called

diatoms Which occur in exploratory oil drillings. SpeCimen

collections are used for identification and comparison to

- 3 -
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other oil-bearing strata with similar species assemblages.

Those same microscopic creatures once served a more obscure

purpose several years ago. Our specimens were used to solve

a kidnapping in southern California by the identification of

diatoms in mud collected from the suspect's car tires. And,

to cite personal experience, I suggest that my train_ing as

an evolutionary biologist at a collection-based institution

has allowed me direct solutions to very complex and

seemingly-unrelated problems. I was recently approached by

Chevron with an expensive problem concerning their deep

ocean wellheads; Large eels had clogged their well bores

and stymied their operations. Given photographs taken by

robotic devices, I was able to identify the rezponsible

species with the aid of preserved specimens for comparison.

Based upon knowledge of the behavior of related shallow

water species, I teamed up with a biochemist and devised an

environmentally benign eel repulsant, now called "Eel-Away"

in the trade.

The long term benefits of research collections are

priceless in that they are the only record of life On Earth

before, during, and after the industrialization of our

environment; Like a great library, the specimens in a

collection allow an opportunity to refer back to a time and

place in history. We cannot predict which specimens we will

- 4 -
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ultimately need; but if properly colleeted, preserved and

Maintained, they will be available when we need to consult

them.

_

For example, when it was discovered that the death ih

America ef many pelicans, fa-.'ons and other birds was caused

by eggshell thinning due to DDT interference with calcium

metabolism; scientiStS hurriedly tOrned to research

Collections to analyze the critical uptake and residence

time of dangerous pesticides; The useage Of SUCh pettitideS

was found to be detrimental to our own survival and those

birdS thereby served as "canaries in our fragile goldmine".

Similarly; the discovery in the 1970's of mercury in

SW-ordftsh tissue resulted in the collapse of the Southern

California fishery; The immediate oresutptiejh that our

diScharging of industrial mercury had resulted in a

Minimata-like catastrophe was later proven unsound after

museum sc.ientists analyzed fiat specimens colleCted before

the turn of the century. Old specimens had similar mercury

levels in their tissues, indicating that the aCCOMUlation of

hatUrally-occurring mercury in the marine ecosystem is a

natural process, and further study ha allOWed the

fesumption of that beleaguered fishery. In like manner,

collelticns of reptiles from the far west and corals from

the sout.h Pacific have allowed baSeline StOdies of
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radionucleide accumulation since 1945. And the good news is

that they do not evidence any deleterious effects.

I will end by returning to my comparison of research

collections to a great library of Iife on Earth. The

analogy is only partially adequate because there is no

equivalent to the xerox machine for missing volumes. It is

imperative that we Increase our collecting efforts both in

America and abroad as species disappear and new threats to

our health are discovered; The collections that now exist

can never be replaced: They must be properly supported,

adequately maintained, and expanded. There is no

alternative;

Dr. BENNE1T.- -Our -next- panelist is -Di% John -Fitzvatrick,i Chair-
man :of the Department _of Zoology; Field_Museum_of Natural His-
tory in Chicago. Di. Fitzpatrick will elaborate ion the topic:that was
diactiasd earlier abbut the- educational role Of our institutionsi not
only-in informal_ szience -education, -to- which we- have- a very-mator
commitment but as a research role as wellpredoctoral; postdoc-
torali and internships.

[A biographical skethh of Dr. Fitzpatrick followsl

DR, JOHNW. FITZPATRICK

Born:_ 17 September_1951,_St. Paul, Minnesota.
Marriect-9 July 1983 to Mary Ellen Wyer.
Current position:- Chairmani Department of Zoolggyi:Associate Curator and Head;

Dsion of -Birds-_,_ Field-Museum-of -Natural-History;: Roosevelt Road at Lake Shore
Drive; Chicago; IL _60605-2496; telephone: 3129229410. ii

_ Education: A.B. magna_ cum laude,liarvard University, Dept. Biology, 1974; Ph:D.
Princeton University, Dept.-Biology,- 1978.

Academic and-research honors:-Ilitivard College Honorary SCholarships,- -1971-
1%741- USF Undergraduate Research Participant,1972; 5iginaiiXieected197LNSE
Graduate Fellowship: Hon.-__Mention, 1975; Harry:a. Painton Award (outstanding
published:papers); Cooper OrmtholoOcal _Society; 1981:

Fellowships and grants: NSF-Undergradnata Reteareh Grant 1972,- ArchbOld-Bio-
logical --Station student research aid, 1973; Princeton University Graduate Fellow-
ship, 1974-75; 1977-78; NIH Pridoctoral Traineeshipi 1975-1977;_Cha_pman Memori-
al Fund Grants for -Research;_1975; -NSF- Doctoral- Dissertation Grant, Field
Sciences; :1976-78; _National Research Council:Travel Award:to_ West Berlin; 1978;
National Geographic Society Research Grant,1979-80; NSF Biol._ Research_ateource
Support Grant (DEB 80-21414), 1981-86; NSF-Travel Award to Moscow, USSR, 1982;
and-four grants from_ private foundations (LeBus Charitable Trust, Combined Insur-
ance-Group) -for -ornitholoecal research.

-Professional rnembaships:American:Association for the Advancement of Science;
American Society of_ Naturalists; Society of Systematic -_Zoolog) ;_ Animal Behaviour
Society;_ American Ornithologiste Union- (life member); Cooper Ornithological Socie-
ty; and Wilson Ornithological Society (life member).
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= Adjinitt fiictilty positions: UniversiV of Cbioago;iComm. on Evol.:Biol.; lecturer;
1980=Present. Northern Illinois UniversiV;Department of_Biology; adjunct cusiT3Writ
professor 1982-present;Dep:Biology Graduate Faculty; 1983-present

Professional offives;icommittees; honors: Elective Memlier; AnteriCan Ornitholo-
gists Uniow elected:1979; AOU Student Awards CoMmittek 1979-1981; Chairthah,
Local Committee; 100th wnn.ual_ mftting, AOU,-1982;-Council, Ainerican Ornitholo-
gists' Uniow=1981-1984; AOU Bylaws CommittCte, 1982;0.6:lent; and AOU Commit-
tee on Classification and NotaTenclittitie, 198&proseitt.

Field nititeum adininietrative posts, committees: Head; Division of Birds;_ 1978-
pretent; Cheirinatt, Scientific Support Service% 1979-4983; Member;Science Adviso-
ry Council; 1987:43resent; Chairman; :Science:Advisory Council; 1983; =Chairman;

t. Zoology Promotions Committee; 1982; and Systematics Symposium Committee,
19 1-present. ii

Fctreigh field work: Peru I19744975; =1976; 1977;=1979,-1981,1983, 1985); Veheitielit
(1974; 1975, 1977);:Briwil (1977; -1980);-Colonibia (1972, 1974); Ecuador (Field Museum
tour_ lecturer; 1982); MetiCo (1973, 1983); Dominican Republic (1975); and Panama
(1974); =

Fielda of ItisWtarth: Syitimatics, evolution:, and adaptive radiation:of New World
flycitteher; Znogeography of South American birds;sspeciallyeastern Andes; Avitn
dommuniV structure in Neotropical foreits;ifseneral: systematics of NeotropicTal
bird% Field tests or optimal fontging theory among inseetivorom bird% and Derfto7g-
raphy and social evolution among cooperative-breeding birds (e-ollatioration t+;ritti
G.E. Woolfenden).

STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN W. FITZPATRICK, CHAIRMAN, DEPART-
MENT OF ZOOLOGY, FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY,
CHICAGO, IL

D. FITZPATRICK; Mr; Chairman, honorable --igressmen, I sit a
birdman-by :trade but; like_ many of thy colleagues here; I have
become a part-time educator -as -welh-: -Ori that reaSen, in- corn-
inents are directed specifically :this morning_ to the prob em --of
trnining -new- systematic biologistS and the importance of this en-
deavor within the nation= as _a whole.-----

-a:Very:real sense; the greatsystematic _collections-- around the
country; :both_ public- and -scientifict are_ the property of everybody.
Their :Millions of irreplaceable specimens must-be- o.manized-and
identified-and -hotised in a manner_ that iensures their permanent
usefulness to the national_ and-Internatiolial Proper
di:it* -Ana_ educated use of=the greatsystematicicollections therefore
demand the presence-of skilled professionala whOare trained in the
highly specialized field = of =systematic biology._ Without them, -the
priceless archives and biologidal inventories easily languish into
chaos; = : =--

I aiii Siad to-report:that countless once-valuable systematic collec-
tions in less- farsighted-countriea_ around- the World now -attest to
the tragedies _of suchmeglect. Ultimately; those tragedies-stem-ft-Om
the -disepp*arshce- of centers where new, young systematists can
continue to be trained;

My Main message to you this morning is that training in sys-
tzmatic biology -has becomemore and more loCaliied to _those few
universities around the Nation that have access -to the-malor vs;
tematic-Coll6ctions of animals and plants; Even_ at these universi-
tiest continued opportunity- for superior trarnmg in SyStethittics is
threatened More faihionableand= 'certainly more expensive--=
fields of biological research are proliferating and doniinatingi and
for good reasons;

ButuniVertities are increasingly direeting their attention and_ re-
sources toward the stuffing and the funding Of stiCh fields AS Melee;
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ular-biology-and-even biotedinelogAr, and-the mounting economic
pressures that demand this make it impossible te_reverse the trend
at .these universities away from their support of basic_ systematic
research.- Yet the need for -this research -is as- acute-as- ever, -and
perhaps more so; given:the great environmental uncertainties that
are now- looming over -all of us.
= The =few national =centers= for systematic _research_ bear an increas-
ingly :heavy financial_ burden.: They -are providing . the colleetions,
the -libraries, the personnel, the professional-- -expertise -needed- for
the training of new graduate students entering this crucial field of
scholarly research, and without- -these studentt, the very fabric of
biological research itself is threateneri

So these great museums participate in graduate education with
pride and-conviction-as a-service to- the community and-to-the -bio-
logical profession; But they_ are doing soiat. an ever-increasing cost;
With Shrinking financial support, and with growing demands at the
museums for more visible, relevant, and also expensive programs
for _general public education.

-Please --perinit me-one-brief-example.-At-the- Field- Museum -of
Natural History;" close interaction las existed for _years between its
35 Ph.D. research -scientistS -and the graduate departments of four
of Chicago's finest _universities; -This interaction -is --increasing- in
recent years as ether universities around the Nation close their
doors-to the-systematics -prwrams.
= The University_of Chicago, forexample, is home _to an interna-

tionally known Committee on Evolutionary Biologyil which is a
degree-granting-department-made-up of both- university professors
and museum:curators working. together; That universityand this
is-the criticalipointthat university-now attracts-some- of -its very
finest studentsin biology specifically to train in part with_profes-
sionalii at the Field museum...Many of those studentS denot happen
to -be- eligible- for- NSF- doctoral-fellowships beeause the-7 actually
arrive with_too much prior training; and yet:those are; of course;
the-students-that-would make-up the optimal pool tto form a new
cohort of=systematists in the future; =

So we have:to support and train these students at our museums
increasingly if-systematics- is to remain-a-viable-field. The-research
museums are contributing their unique services and priceless col-
lections te uaduate education---in- a field-which -the -National Sol--
ence Foundation itself has identified=as a national priority;

-The students, the .universities,-_ the applied researehers." every-
where,- and ultimately-the general-public,-all-benefit -from-this -un-
portant: and_ growing contribution by the museums; But;like .every-
thing -elte,-thiS contribution, of-course, MS its costs- Expenses- -in
time and direct funding are especially_ difficult for= these private;
nonprofit institutions that traditionally have not benefited from
Federal support-for-graduate -training.

_ . As: institutions that are: committed to _serving _both the scientific
and the-lay --cominunity_, -the-research -museums- need- te contirme
their: commitment to graduate education= through =joint efforts uni-
versities and their communities. :But ea this need keeps:growing; it
is outstripping the museums'-ability -to keep up-financially.

At present; we cannot even support the students we are training
now, let alone more students in the future. SO we certainly hope
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that-the-extent and the value of the research museums' commit-
ment to graduate education-is mwnized as vital and irreplaceable
and a contribution to the public good. And so_we feel justified in
seeking, hoping for, public assistance in this endeavor in the form
of direa support for graduate students whose educational careers
include substantial time spent within the walls of these great mu-
seums.

Thankyou.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Fitzpatrick follows:]
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DR. JOHN W. FITZPATRICK

HONORABLE CONGRESSMEN:

You are hearing thiS Morning_about the absolutely critical role-played

by the reSearCh and Collections at the nation's major natural hiStory

MVSOUMs; These institutions; and the:research they:foster, literally

'provide the foundations upon which all biolegiCal; biomedical; and

agricultural research depend.. I:hope:and trust that the public interests

served by these national retearCh centers have_been made clear: These

collections:compriSt dOr OLlt reliable librarilm of the physical-ind::

natiiral Werld. _As such; these collections -- both public And-tdientifir --

are_in a very real sense the property ofieverybedY. , Their millions of

irreplacable specimens must be identified, organized; and housed in a

manner that insures their usefulness te the national and international

community.

Proper cart and educated_use of the great systematic collectiOnS demands

the Continued presence of skilled professionals who are trained in the

highly specialized; labor intensive fields Of systematic biology. In the

absence of active professionals, these
priceless_archives and biological

inventories easily languish:intO,Chaos I am sad to report that countless;

once valuable syStenatiC:collections in less farsighted:countries-around_

the world atteSt to_the tragedies of such neglect. Ultimately; those tragedies

Steal from_the disappearance of centers where new, young systematists ere

actively trained.

My message to you is that training
in_systematic biology has become more

and more:localized,i6 thit country; to_those few universities around the_

nation that haVe aCcess to the few; major systematic collectionS of_animals

and rdants. Even at these universities;:continued
opportunity for superior

training in systematics is threatened.:1MOre:fashionable
(and_more expensive)

fields of biological research:are proliferating_and dominating. Universities

around the country increasingly are directing their attention and resourtet

toward the staffing end funding of_molecular biology and even:biotethnology;

Mounting etentiMic pressures for huge grants at these universities are_making

it impossible to reverse the trend Lw_at from their supportiof basic systematic

research._ Yet, the need- for such research is ntiacute as ever ,- perhaps even

more so, given the great environmental
Uncertainties now looming over us all.

14.2
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My message to you IS that the few national centers for systematic research

are bearing an increasingly heavy financial burdon. They pre providing the

resources, collectionsi libraries; facilities, and_professimal expertise

needed:for the training of new graduate students attempting to enter thit

.crucial field of scholarly research. We see no lack of outstanding and

interested students seeking such training. 'Without them, the very fabric

of biological research would be in peril.: The great museums now participate

in graduate education with pride and conviction, as a service to the community

and the biological professions. But they do so at ever increasing cost,

with shrinking financial support; and with growing demands for the moee

visible, relevant, and expensive programs of general public educati^^;

At the Field Museum of:Natural Histery, close interaCion exists between its

35 Ph.D. research biologists and the graduate departraints of 4 of Chicago's

premier universities. This interaction is increasing dramatically in recent

years,jas other universities around the nation continue to close their doors

te systematict programs. The University of Chicago; for example, is home

to the internationally renown Committee on Evolutionary Biology, a degree-

granting graduate department made up of university professors and museum
curators. The university of Chicago now annually_attracts some-of its verY

best students in biology specifically to train with professionals at the
Field Museum. Many of these students are_nOt eligible for NSF doctoral _ _

fellowshipsibecause they arrive with too much training in hand. Yet; these

are precisely the sample of students who could form the best possible cohort

of liew systematic biologists. We must support-and-train these students-at

our museums if systematics is to remain a viable field in the biological sciences.

The Field Museum and 4ts sister institutions are contributing their unique

services And priceltss collections to graduate education, in a field which

the National Science_Foundation itself-has identified as a national priority.

The students; the universities, applied researchers, and ultimately the

general public all benefit_from this impottaht ihd g:_growin contribution.

Like everything else, though, this Contribution has its costs. Expenses in

timelandidirect funding are especially burdonsome to private; non-profit

institutions that traditionally have not benefitted from federal support for

graduate training;
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As institutions that steadfastly are committed to serving both the scientific

and the lay community, the research museums perceive a need to continue their

commitment_to graduate education, through_joint efforts_with universities _

in their communities But as this need kecps_growing it is outstripping the

'museums' ability to keep up financially. At present, we simply cannot support

the students we train ACW, let alone more in the future. We sincerely hope

that the extent and:value of the research museums' commitment:to graduate

education is recognized as a vital and irreplacable contribUtion to the_

public good; We therefore feel justified in seeking SOW small level of

public assistance in this endeavor; in the form of direct support for graduate

students who spend significant portions of their educational careers within

our own walls.

Johni!L_Fitzpatrick
Chairman, Department of Zoology
Field Museum of Natural HistorY
Chicago, Illinois

BENNETT. For the record, _I should comment that when John
and I timid the term "private," we were using a legaliStic term;
501(cX3); We agree with Tom Nicholson that- we areTerhaps next to
public libraries, perhaps equal with public librarie% public institu-
tionsfree access to all scholars, researChers, visitors. We _are sup-
ported by public funds, city, State, county, Federal, as well as pri-
vate;

Thank you for your courteous attention to our testimony; and we
are delighted to a.nswer any questions you may have at this time.

PANEL DISCUSSION

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you very much. It was very, very interesting.
DO you_grant, -or do research museums _grant,- postvaduate de-

grees such as master's and Ph.D.'s in_the scientific disciplines?
Dr. BErmErr. We do thiS through our collaborative programs

with -universitiesthe University of Pennsylvania, Columbia Uni-
versity;_and othem

Dr. NICHöLSOI.I One of the last things we want to become is uni,
versities, and that is what granting degrees would mean. We would
be involved in an entirely different -area of operations. We prefer to
participate in that part of the training where we are best able to
do so.

Mr.-FUQUAAnd -where do -these-people find employment, with
other museums or research-type institutions?

Dr. NICHOLSON. Museums, Government agencies, universities as
teachers, even some at high school levels as teacher% all through
societ

Dr. BENNETT. State agencies; city agencies;
Dr. FITZPATRICK. Agricultural research centers, and so on.
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-Mt -FUQUA, I believe you mentioned; Dr; Fitzpatrick; that there
was notenough -staff- DO-I take it there iS an iiiidersupply of quali-fied Ph.D.'S in these:fields?

Dr. -Friarhuaret. I think it IS fair to say _that the supply is at
least roughly =matching- --theidemand;--aird- that Ls- Partly b_ecause
thes-- few major museums are not _capable_of_lafinitely gtowing
themselves; and-so-they--are _keeping at -roughly a steady state in
terms of supplying:new professionals -in-thow fields.

Dr. NICHOUTOIC-IFO you:want to comment on that; Dr. Davis? I
think you have some specifio-ftures.

Dt. DAVra:Ohe of the:things thatyoacan keepiin mind is that
there are 4;000 major-collections hi the_ United States:today; There
are only about 2;009 qualified: systematist& to-wOrk With those and
to-maintain-those resourcea So there:is a decided meed in-terms-of
the resources to have more *put-in-Wit:it Of qualified manpower;

Dr. Nrcuousom I would also suggest that -supply ouiht-tO be
measurixl- by- the --neekl;-not_so much bY the number of jobs and the
ilia& that may be ton:liable;

FraPATRICK. That is an thiCellent point;
1Vin FINT_Lic_ So tow do you see thit in the longet term; say; the

716xt 10- or 20 years?::_
Dr% DAvis, Basically, if:you look at the demand for :use of these

resources e for: research; the use is increasiag- eXpOnentially as _ the
technologieS -becOme available to _get more data from -collections.
We are now finding that- withicollectionii:gitoing at a rate_ of about
3-percent a year; I think about 3 percent of -750million Spe-cimensi
plus the-need-for-rapid exploration of the neotropics where the de-
straction_of habitats:is causing a-marked- decreaSe in-Understand-.
ingibioloecal diversitY; if You :look at that:Ave do _not- have-- a set
figure to present -before-you -atithiS tirife. We Could work one up;
bilt it Weirld he a substantial increase.

The need for manpower and- facilities has been projected by this
community andby the -Association of-SysterriatiCS Collections; look-
ing-at-the-problems:of developing resources for the futures. Yes,
there isa considerable need,-

Mr. FUQUA. How do:you see the public's igercotion?-- Do you seeit on :the increaseia-their. awareness of _these types of museums
and the _flow of people through-_the museumi? IS that increasing;
and-the-ability-of-people in the private:sector to support museums?

FrrzPwrIuCK:. I would- like teirnake one -otirnment:about that
relating to public:perception; It is;_ of course, -I- think, Avell-knoivn- tb
everybody-here-that -the:general public perceptioniiand awarenessof environmental problems over- the last--,20 bt- 30 years:has_ in-
creased-drainatically. la:part; that is a_result of:the avallabilitia
the popular press of field guides and-so-on, as Well AS _well-done:mu-
SeUrriii across the country who base their studies- and base- those
guides and- thoseipictures -and the moVies :we see on TV on the
work of these-specific professionals-we have-bten-discussing.

So, -in -at- least -one _step removed; the public is definitely-much
more awexe; and this awareness is contiadirig to grow very rapidly;

Mr. Fugtia.- Dr. Nicholson?
_ Dr. _Nimiorsow Faced b_y_the economic pressures of the 1970's
and- by other factors; _we found that_ our traditional- abiiiteS of sup-
port from endowment and from local government shrank from 82
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percentiof our _gross funds to:.36 _percent of our gross funds _in_ 15
year&-The differe-nee -was made up by support mostly from-the pri-
vate sector; and that support is evidence of:the degree to which the
private Sector .perceives that_ we are providing services that Viey
consider to-be worthwhile, -essentialyand useful.

Dr. _ MeCosxxx.. May.:1. comment as . well thatthe public; for the
most- part, does not-realize that research-is-going-on, particularly tia
the degree that it is going on. For example; we:have:heard inyour
own testimony that some of you- were_ surpriSed to dikover all the
leaves on display in the research part of the museum, not on dis=
play;:that is.

It is vety- difficult to educate--the public.- We-have -hundreds of
millions of visitors to_ the museums _each year in America; yet; of
course, we cannot take them: through the research collections to
show them what we-do-}"or -that reason,--ithas been--very-difficult
to replacerthe shortfall in Federal funding, statewide fundingpar,
ticularly-in- California since Proposition 13and private funding
has=not satisfactorily made up for the difference; =_

_ The "lier .iproblem is we are a national resource Each of.our mu-
seums-maintains -collections that-are --imgoitant-on- a-national-level,
so it: is 'often quite difficult to convince someone_ locally that they
should-be supporting a national -resource. Bid it is-fair- to say that
museum visitationi is on the rise in America; but that _is :only
paying for the diaplays, and barely that at all; not the research ac-
tivities-that go on-.
_ . Mr. FUQUA-. The history of _science and technology is a very im
portant part-of any of the science museums. What evidence do you
see; if any; that that is contributing to the overall science policy of
dila country?

Dr.-- BENNETT. I think-the science policy should be-a-continuation
of the science policy thatwas established duringthe opening up of
our country, the founding of our country; the collections thet_ were
going- into the museums, such- as the- -Lewis -and Clark herbarium
specimen& These are:data_ bases; historicaLdata_-_bases; which :are
being examined -by whole's -in the -humanitie& -They- are-also-data
bases for biological materials that go back_in time; that give us an
understanding-of our country since ita- early inception, and continu-
ing on the future; and it will be a data base:that will:be with us
into the 21st century and will have both scientific as well as histor-
ical value.

Mr. FUQUA. Dr. Nicholson.
Dr. --NicamsoN. TWo aspects of the hiStory of modern biology

have both ha& their beginnings _in museum-Ii e _environments and
with museum4ike purposes. That is the one :central concept that
pervades-all-of -biolivicalithinkinj today;- that is, the-evolution-of
organic life:on Earth. This had its origins in collections of materi-
als and is still being pursued as a science and a philosophy princi-
pally in museums;

The second point that pervades modern biology is also something
that is central -to the concepts -that-museums- have-held for- years
and _is reflected_ in museums' pu ; :and that is the essential
uniqueness- of the- organism; of -III- es-7ndividual, not simply- as- -a
person; as a: self versus monself; but in terms of such things as the
immune system, neurobiologicel processes; developmental processes
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in -all organigin& These; we are beginning to learn in: all branches
of biology; are essentiallyunique-with- respect tO eaCh indiVidual on
Earth. They go on separately; independently,:and uniquely-in each
and --every, one of u& This is the Concept behind the pressures =to
maintain collections of individual specimens in natural Science in-
stit2tions.

FAigtIA,_ I was going to comment earlier, Dr, Nicholson; on
the horned turtle. I think I understand why it it eXtiliet noW.
[Laughter.11 ==

Do- i-you- thinkand this_ is for all of yen to comment if you
choosedo you think_ the _current-scierice policy comp' .6..ilieritt the
Werk Of the museum natural scientists?

Dr. Davis.
Dr-. DAVIS. I think that; basically,- there-has -been-some very de=

terithined awareness of the importance Df collection-based research
in this --countm-and -in_ fact: policies and niedhanisms __have come to
the_fore to begin to. try to address-these very inwortatit- queetterie.

_Thie hat primarily comei_ of course; through the National_ Science
Foundatiom There is-a very: important prograni Within that which
is_ called the Biological Research Resources -Program. -This itiittritit
tertaitily grew out of the national :awareness reports made by
Steere early-on, years ago, presented-to the National SCience Fotm,
dation; statingthat these collections had-to-have-tonie-Federal stip=
got -betel/Ise they were essentially being used to back =up_being
the fundamental -platform for-L biological rETsearreh in the United
States; the resources had to be prot*cted-and- maintained.

So, indeed,: there _has been an: awarenes&= Perhaps it could be
much more._ Perhaps_it-needs- tdi be- refoctited ittid gro*ing., But if
you look atthe_ history of_the United-States and-its-Federal -vendee

-terths- of exploring expeditions; trying to put together Federal
programs= to understand-- what:our_ resources -are, store our: rer
tources; then modern overlays of the National- Science-Foundation
to to fund some of the: burden: of_ maintaining some of these
largest /*sources- as national-necessities and treattiWs for hi-el-Oki-cal
rtIsearrch these programs= have continuously engendered, -I- think
they-should continue to be reevaluated and certainly to grow in
proportion;

Mr.i Di. Nicholson; = = =

Dr, NIcHotsoNEVidence that Federal science policy is becoming
increasingly aware= of the role-museums-are playing-it here-in thit
hearing room. We have been invited to appear before you. Concern
that _Federal policy -does: not_ Ladequately reflett our:role is evi
denced by the fact that we requested-the-hearing-We -feel that
there- jb a stOry that shoUld _be told,: that has to be told. The reason
why we feel -that,- -more-than-anything elSe, it that We haire per-
ceived: over the past 10 to 20 years instances-in-which-we -have btieh
ktAdj6d -lit -Out requests for _support_ with respect to some kinds of
our activitiesq- _we_ have-been, Tudged SS museums and not as_ re-
search institution& There:have been;= and there still-remainpro=

s in those agencies _that :the Federal Government_has estab-
ished to support research scholarship_ and-- training.- There hat*

tieeki programs_ from _which we have been_ excluded; not because-we
don't participate in those processes; but beCaute We are museums,
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and the perception lof Us has been as museums,: and not as an es-
sential-element-in the processes they were intended tie support.

Mr. FUQUA; Mr; Browm
Mr. BROWN. Just-to- follow -up on that a little bit, Professor Nich7

olson; There_are actually institutions higher -education-doing-re-
search_ that ore excluded, also; for: similar_ reasons; valid or:not and
we have -tried- to-correct some of these- problem-where -it -has been
brought to our attention; and Lthink we would like to do that with
regard to research -museums.- Certainly the contribution:that they
make warrants -a -degree Federal concern- for them, -Do-any- a
you :happen to know hos: much is available:through this resource
in -the :_Division -of -Biolor -of-the National Science Foundation for
providing resourcesior museums? = =

Dr.-NICHOLSON. The tjetal annual appropriation is about $4 Mil-
lion-, Jim; is-that-right?

Mr. TYLER; It is about $9- million right now; $9,5_million. The pro-
gram director for that particular program at NSF; the new one; is
Jim Edwards;:sitting behind Secretary Adams over there; and he
probabb, has the figure off the top of hi head.

Dr, NICHOLSON. That is in-the-BRRProgram.
Mr. TYLER; Biological Research Resources Program, :

Mr. -BROWN, All right.- This is the fiitt time that paitictilar pro-
gram:has been specifically brought to my attention.-As a matter of
fact, thiS iS kind of a flitt. I :don't think this committee _has_ ever
had -a presentation -as -comprehensive- as- you-gentlemen--haveigiven
us on the work of the research museums; and we appreciate it very
much.

Now-,:you are stressing research,- as Dr. Adam also-stressed for
the Smithionian, and that is a very:important :element for us to
have in- mind.- You-are not- downgrading -the -public education and
science:aspects of your work; are you? [Laughter.]

Dr. BEN-NETT. In no way.
Dr; NICHOLSON; No; sir;:as_ I tried to_ explain; the heart and the

spleen; and the liver are all essential;_at least to us.
= Dr. BENNEM -AS- we read the-uidelines-for-your -task -force,-the

thrust of it; we decided to not emphasize at this particular hearing
the-science education aspects. But we are most concerned about
that.

Mr. Bitowx.-All right
Now, I -would like to--have, if not here- orally,- at- least- in some

written _form; any examplesAhat :you might be able =to give us of
programs-for the support- -of graduate studenth in biology _or -any
other field which; by regulation_ or:guideline-or whatever;_exclude
research museums_ _from participation, :I don't see any reasonable
justification-for -that, -where-the-research-museum-provides a neces-
sary ingredient inthe research of:the scientiststhat, ii

Dr. BENNETr.- We -can -_provide -that for-you; -Congressman Brown.
MrBROWN._ LAvotild appreciate it For example; if NSF has got

guidelines; or NHL or any -of these institutions that:support a large
number of scientists,- both- predoctoral and-- 2ostdoctoral,-- and if
there is anything there that _precludes:participation is_ support of
scientists working in your setting; I think We Would like to knoW
that _

Mr. FUQUA. Or statutorily.
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Mr; BROWN% Yes; right.
-Let- me ask you one other thing. You have undertaken_ a huge

job, of course, to put-into-museum collections all of the biological
and other resources that exist:In: a sense; there is no limitto what
you could -be- doing. You could almost replicate the universe. :You
&net want to do that, of course.- You- have-t-o-select,-and- you-have
to do so in _some faShion that provides some representation of the
real univeme.

_ :Also; it seems to me that it would _be logical that -you-make-an
effort -to coordinate- your collections. Can_ you speak to that:point?
Is there an effort on the .part- of the major -research-institutions to
coordinate their efforts :in such a way that _they can obtain the
maximum- value-from -the -resources that they have available; so
that: you don't all collect the= same =kind of bug, for- example, or
whatever it may be; that you don't all try to duplicate that horned
turtle?_-

Dr. BENNKIT. _ The fact that we have formed thisigroup indicates
that- we-are veiy-conscious of this; and I think Dr. Davis can speak
to the issue; particularly;

-Dr.-DAVIS. Mr. Brown; basidally; the: Aisociationi of Systematics
Collections was formed as-an organization -in- the- -United StateS to
have a meeting of all of theinstitutions which= house collections;
bothliving,- and- Treserved. Basically; out of that has come an
awareness of policies within museums-relative totheigrowth of col-
lections; because; obviouSly,_ one cannot collect everything;

The growth-of collections; then,-basically,- there are some funda-
mental rules; and some of those fundamental rules are that basical-
ly,since you-cannot collect everYthing; what are the methods by
which you progress?

Fundamentally, collections serve science; collections -exist for sci-
ence. Theyigrowiprimarily because of-the research aCtivities of the
mind of: the scientist that is doing work. The scientist doing work
has-got-tty have well-structured programs._ Most of these are funded
as research grants and propwals-These themselves come under
peer review from the scientific community;

--So there is-a very-strong selective process not to-have duplication
of the kinds of:research efforts that are_goingon. -It isalsoigeneral-
Vaivlicy within institutions; in looking at materials to be acces,
sioned,that you set very -strong- policies-for- these-sa that in fact
you Will not-have duplication; you will just not accept every kind of
collection-which is -offered tip a museum. You have very stringent
rules looking !at !the value of the material for research,- its-origin,
and how-it -fitS the specific nee& of the institution relative to its
own specialities =

For histance; there are certain organisms whichi may be offered
to= our museum in- Philadelphia which- we would say definitely
belong to the !California Academy of -Sciences- because-they -are
going te serve the west coast better:than the east coast_and we_ do
have these cooperative arrangements and-understanding.- So-there
is_a -whole level of interactive _kinds of situations whereby in fact
we do-not duplicate; we-are not looking just to cram museums full
of every kind of specimen; =

Dr. FITZPATRICK. I might just add_ very briefly_ that the_ museums
around the country are increasingly dedicating some of their re
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sources-and-time- to- computerizing the inventories of-their collec-
tions; and part iof the rationale for that is exactly what you:have
pointed out; to be able to coordinate materials among the different
institutions.

Mr; BROWN; Letimejust
Mr Ftpv_A-.- Dr. -McCOSker had a comment; I think.
Dr. MeZosicaa. My comment was just-that We all-speak-comput-

er :to each_ other, and .this modern_ technology has given:us, in the
data -storage and data base management_ an opportunity tb very
significantly reduce-the -overlap, If- you-Avere to ask -for-an-area
w ere we:would probably:benefit significantly; it would he the im-
provement of our- computer facilities so that we codld interlock
within -our institutions- and realize -long-term -savings -for au -of -ua
_ Mr, BROWN;_ Well; that is a very important point Looking at the
parallel example of librariesi- and in fad research laboratories -in
general-,--we-find a-greater -and-greater-need to maintaM-systematic
computer-based information :exchanges es: a part of our overall
prohlem- of managing scientific and technical Mformation; which
we are-stillmotvery good at.
_ I was: thinking about libraries in connection with some ofiwhat
you said here. The Library of Congress is sort of a museum. It col-
lects-old-booksand new -books, -too--but-all-kinds of books;-and-it
is running into a real preservation problem; as you do in museums;
I was wondering if you fèl that the programs that you have_ for
preservation -are going to be adewate-to- maintain-a record-for-pos-
terity whensome of: the_ things you are collecting just disappear;

This also- involves the public education pert You have got to be
able _to fmd- ways -of preserving,--of putting-on film or tape or some
other way; these great collections, which not only preserves them
for posterity but in some cases makes it posSible to provide greater
public_ aLcess -to- -them.

I am:concerned that you are not neglecthig this aspect of the pro-
gram. I am sure you are not. That is not a question. Forget it.
[Laughter.]

Mr; FUQUA. MrArciIkrner? .

Mr.- VOLIEMER. No questions. I have. laryngitis.
= Well; let_ me-ask oneto follow-up on Congressman -Brown's ques -

tion. as to the approach we are now taking We are seeing sco ogi-
cal changes continuing-to take place; and there are going to be
more changes__as evolutionary-processes- continue. How do you
make__ a determination as:to what species or what_ type of._ things
that- you wish to collect because they are no longer -going- tb be
here;= they are being terminated for one-reason or another? How do
you: determine that it is going to be terminated?

Dr. BENNErr.-George,idb you want to speak to that?
Mr; VOL1CMER; Does the research end have anything to do with

that?
-DAvis.-- Basically,- you-have tO -realize that -the- scientists,

today's scientists; who are taking care of these resources; thesecol-
lectiona are the world- authorities .and active :scientists in: their
field._ -The- numbers-of-these- in different institutions,- inierested- in
different parts_ of the biota of the_ world; in fact communicate with
each other and; through their field activities, can make an assess-
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ment Qf the Lunderestimate: of:the species that have fven described;
how-many should be described -from an area.

There_are people _whospecialize-on -the-Amazon from all over the
world.- Ther_get together and Ihey communicate_and- they -deter-
mine- that if they do not in-_ fact move rapidly to collect_ in:_the
Amawn or in Malaysia that-they tre -going to:lose something like 3
million or 4 million species _which will-never-be known in terms of
what their potential is in terms of theLbiesphere.

They-have-made-trial collections. They have gone out and made
trial estimates of_ how -much-- has- been- undescribed; the diversity
they have gotten: from_ certain: areas; and_they __have regular-meet=
ings. The scientific congresses have meetings; sectional meetings _of
specialigs on bwtles-or-aentional meetings of the people studying
moths or snails or something of_that_sort.-

AS world authorities; they are: responsible for determining this
need and-bringing it forward ta the public or to: the National Sci-
ence FoundationSu,_ basicallthe -individual- scientists do pursue
thiS and do _present:these programs to responsible agencies.

Mr. VOLKMER Then do you; in your museum colinting; make
any attempt to-assist in-making sure those items are preserved?

Di% DAVIL: Basically; agahr,i _every one- of -these scientists- in- these
institutions is dedicated by the job: that he or she is _doing to _not
only-collect -those- specimens, but the specimens not properly pre-
served do not:then_ represent-the- research you wish tO present or
publish; so all of thesei specimens_ are really_ voucher specimems
held-ia perpetuity for the research whieh isiniblished and docu-
menting_ the _various -nature- of- these biota. So the care and the
preservation and the subsequent use-and-reuse of -those specimens
is abaolutely .part of the process of exploration; discovery; and sci-
entific publication.

Mr. Wm.-am:Thank_ you.-
Mr FtiQUA, Thank you very much for being here this morning.

We may-have some additional questions that we will submit to you
for written_ answers.

[Answers to questions asked of the panel follow:]
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1. Westion: Natural_ history:ausemos have tte axest thvious and
the longest research tradition. How have the research
Cotten-alb-6M Of nabwal histonf auseums changed -since World-War
II? In-what-dirEction are :they now headed? : Inyour :view; have
the coatributionnof mime= to basic resourth climW or fallen
off sinae 1945? War can thiS he accountad felt?

Research_on the great diversity of life on this planet began
in natural histOry museums-two-centuries ago! all -subsequenx
biological research ultimately -resta-on- suchatudies.--- The
natural-science institutions' traditional focus on the whole
organism continues txxlay,_ but much of _the _research now conducted
in such institutions would be-unrecognitable to -the scientists of
two centuries ago. Worl-d -Wa-r II, society -has betun:_to
place- new: :demands on: systematists. For exampls4 :with:the
implemeitation of the Ntional Environmental Policy kt of 1970,
which required tha preparation of impact-statements for -certain
kinds of projects,: systematists were :requested to apply their
expertise on the identity, nabitat, arid behavior- of organisms to
predict the- effects of human activities on -the- environment.

YOther-sa ientists- al-so began_ seeking them out for information
'telating to food production; disease controIvand energy sources.
In these applied areas, as well as in the basic-science for which
they were trained, systematists have increasingly made valuable
contributions.

2. Question: What-areas-of science-seeM 1110atpromising-froot the
perspective of the research_ museum? : What : basic iresearch
priorities can be identified for the next few decades? Within
lisited fnderal resources availablei what role should- the natural
science institutions ploy? *at effects have recent developments
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in high technology bad en tbe conduct of museum-based sc entitle
Ofteardb?

Research museums and the systematists-on-their staffs:are
uniquely-qualified to respond to what is increasingly :perceived
as the major environmental threP.1. A..f our times: the -rapid
destruCtion and-deterioration-of the- tvopics which is causing
extinction of- species at an--unprecedentee rate. : This_ threat to
biological_ -diversity has_ been identified:;Is an issue of_ concern
by such :varied :organizations as Global -Report 2000 the
President's Commission-for a National Uenda for the 80's-, the
United States Departments of Agriculture-and the:Interior, the
Agency=for: international Development,_ World wildlife Fund=
International, and _Latheran World Relief. why- does destruction
of the tropics and hence of biological diversity_ matter?-- As-E.O.
Wilson says -in -his-article The Biological Diversity Crisis: A
Challenge to Science:

It [biological diversityl-comprises a vast reservoir
of potential-new crop; pharmaceuticals,_ and other
natural_ products,: as well:as plant species_ capable
of restoring depleted soils. . . The magnitude and
cause of biological diversity is not just-the-central
problem -of- systematics; it: is one: of the: key problems
of science:as a whole; It can= be:said that fora
problem to be so ranked, its solution-must promise
to yield unexpected results,_ some of-which-are
revolutionary in the_sense that they resolve con-
flicts in current theory while opening productive
new areas of research. In addition, the answers
should- influence a varieW-of -related-discipline;
They-should affect_ our view of man's place:in the
order of things and open opportunities for the de-
velopment of new technology-of social importance.
The-several criteria are verl, difficult to satisfy,
of course, but I believe that the diversity problem
meets them an."

Systematists should -Tlay -a major role i-n inventorying and
evaluating the biological diversity of threatened:tropical re-
gions, :and the _specimens and data collected should be stored,
managed, and -disseniinated -from -natural science-institutions.
Costs for-Such-projects are-not high=-_basically ailLthat is
required is:the cast of airfare, local guides, and food arid
equipment suitable PO a strenuous camping experiance.

Systematics' like: other areas of research, has utilized
developments in high _technology. Tools such as the scanning
electron microscope arid techniques such as electrophoresis and
analysis of DNA have revolutionize...! cur understanding of some
organisms.

2
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3. Cruettions It hats been noted- that-thereiis a trend toward
transfer-of -collections_ from universities to non-university
institutions such as museums. What it the basic cause of this?
How do the non-university institutions handle-the financial
burdens of housing and maintaining such:newly acquired
collections? :Are thereany instances where collections nave been
dispersed:or otterwim been lost tb achOlarly work? Are there,
conversely, significant cases where universities-have-made an
affirmative- commitment- to-the-continued maintenance ofimportant
collections?: Are there any signe of:a counter-trend, that it,
cases where universities have decided tb initiate or expand
collection-A:Aged reeeare.h?

There are two basic reasons tor the transfer of university
collections- to --natural science institutions. First, with
declining enrollments during the 1970's, universities:were forced
to reduce laculty size_and cut expenses. Biology departments
were particularly hard hit during this- time because-economic
concerns -led students into business,- computer- and other fields
in which-financial-security was more likely; Hecause Collections
have enormous.and sometime_ expensive housing and space require-
ments and because their elinination did- not necessarily-mean-the
loss ofpositions- in the department, -they were relative easy line
items -to eliminate. : The second reason_ that universities have
been willing to diveet themselves of their collections is perhaps
more subtle. Systematics research- is -long-term -research;
sometimes- a systematist-devotes his-entire professional lifetime
to-the -study :of one:group of organisms; = University faculty
cannot afford_ to cagnit ttienSelves to this- type of research" they
are under far greater pressure to-produce substentlal
publications on-their- research -if they_ wish_ to retain:their
positions; :Consequently, :other fieIde_of biology in which date
are more quickly obtainable are more attractive- td them.In addi-
tion, graduate -stOdenta are at a univers1W-
and they are- equally-eager- to obtain: their data quickly and
relatively _easily; Many feel that they haven't the tiMe to
devote_ to systematics research. University research is more
subject to funding trends than is research at natural science
instl tutions.

-
Mequate_ financial support rarely accompanies the transfer of a
university'colleetion to a natural ecience institution. If the
collection-transferred is small, the costs of accessioning it
into the institution's own collection and of maintaining it Will
be absorbed -by the departtent's general operating budget. In- the
case-of larger collections, the institution will either:seek
private funde or request support from _the National Science
Foundation; Frequently, _simply the Cott of the moVe from one
lwation to another is staggering.

3
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There are:no major collections that have been lost to scholarly
work. Universities have been- very conscientious- about- ensuring
that-their collections are-transferred_to responsible natural
science-institutions. There are still major univnrsities,
particularly state-supported ones, that are committed- to the
preservation of their collections.- -These-include the
universities -of -Michiren, Kansas, :California,: and Florida, and
Fiarvard-_ and Cornell; Other universities maintain small, regional
collections, _but we are not aware of any recent attempts co
establish larger collections.

4 Question: WO Should _public funds be expended for basic
research in =IMO tO any significant extent? Realistically;
itn,t moat leading-edge scientific research being Annducted in
universities and okilmil centers? Within -the overall framework
of scientific achleAements_in the United States; what have
nataral science Ammo contributed; atid *tut it the relatiOnship
between the independent natural science institutions and the
AniversitieS?

In the natUral sciences, research in museums -and research -in
universities are not- in competition; -rather,- they_ are
complementary-, andit_is to_the benefit (stall for both to re-
ceive public funds. To_ support one but not the other would be
analogous to sacrificing: apples in- order to -have-oranges.
Universities -have--developed in ways- that -permit them to :respond
quickly -to new oonceptual :and technical develop:with and oppor-
tunities.-_ Their material resources can- be -developed rather
quickly for specific -orojects, and they can respond-to the
public's perceived prioritie_s- (cancer or AIDS research,: for
example) rapidly. The material resources of natural science
institutions; _however, are their collections- and related library
mathrial. These resources --demand Ion& term- planninz --indniendent
of cyrrent applicatiorts;iplanningimust Anticipate the general
naiture of :future needs; The:data base_ must already be
substantially in place when a project is initiated.

Universities and-natural -science museums recognize_the Importance
of one another's contributions; Both conduct "leading-edge"
research and they rely upon one another to-fill gaps in their
expertise. Muthally beneficial -relationshi- have b_e_an estab-
l-ished-between -several iniiversities and museums: the Field Museum
and the:University of Chicno, the American Museum and COlUnbia
University, the LOs Angeles County Museum and USC, the-California
Academy of Sciences and -Stanford,_ and The-Academy _of Natural
Sciences.of Philadelphia and the University of Pennsylvania.
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5. quenticiu Irma to the achievements of natural history-swam
contribute to theTrublio good?: w do- ttmy contribute_to the
advancement of modem acimme? Mart kkki of payoff could federal
investlient in research and development at national science
institutionegenerate? /re there villovers from-achievements of
natural science institutions tutu other areas of the economy?

The systematics-research- -conducted-in natural- science
museums isles: important to the public :good: as:is any :basic
science; It is from basic science that technology and most
solutions to-societal prbblems are derived. Systematists are the
scientists-most walified to (1) identi-fT the-millions of life
forms on this:pIanet, (2) evaluate the potential:value of:this
"vast reservoir" of new crops, pharmaceuticals, ahd other natUral
products, and (3) -estimte the- impact on -mankind of the rapid
declinecaused-by- the-deterioration-of natural environments,
especially in the tropicsof the world's gene pool.

Examples illustrate how the knowlefte acquired through basic
systematics research is utilized to produce solutions to specific
problems;

I. Systematic botanists discovered a new wild
species -of corn with two treits that: would _be highly
valuable to farmers if they couIebe_ bred into
conventicual varieties- of- corn: it is a -perennial
and it is immune or highly resistant-to many-viral
diseases : If: the perennial trait can be bred into
conventional varieties of corn, the annual labor and
erpense of plowing and sowing may eventually- be
eliminated, and If the disease-resistance can be
incorporated, losses in annual crop yields can be
significantly reduced.

2. A systematis-t-who -studies -amphibians- -discovered
that a certain Australian species:of :frog 'lays :its
eggs: and: th..n _swallows them By the time the_ ninth
egg has -been swallowed, the frOes digesti-ve -system
is -completely shut- off.- -Pharmaceutical-companies
are intensely: interested in the enzyme system and
chemical environment that make this phenomenon
possible,-- and they hope- to develop a process to
syntSesizethe- sub-stance--J'or use in digestive
disorders and ulcer treatment.

Investors in any basic research should understand that not every
discovery-has--an-ismediste and direct ^payoff." Basic research
is:undertaken to acquire knowledge and accumulate a data bank
which can be used by -others atter:opting to apply the knowledge to
derive 'solutions -to problems. Without the underlying knowledge,
there can be no "solutions."

5
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6; Have changes in-federallmlicy Word science In
recentiyears -affected: must= researc14 and: if so, Iwo?: Are_ Were
areas of ifederal_policy Wier than financial- wp-poet that should
address the needs of science museums? What-futurechanges in
federal_policy toward science, financial and non-financiaI, would
you:wish to see introduced with respect to the museum research
effort?

The most obvious_ change_in federal policy during the-last
few years has been financial. During the last twenty years,
constant-dollar-support for the Biological-Research Resources:and
Systematic- Biology-program:et the National Science_Foundation;
the primarv_ilanding source for nathral_science instittitions, has
not increasel although derirands on the systematics cortmunity-have
pro 1 iferated.- In add it io n, al thoughsupport has: remained
constant,- costs-have-risen and the:NSF has in many =instances in-
creased its requirements_ foreost sharing on certain-types of
grants. Recognition of natUral science narseums as the equals- of
universities- would make us el-igible -for -certain existing:pro,
grams in whichwe can not now compete (suchas the Presidential
Young:Investigators Award a program currently available only- to
instithtions granting doctbraldegrees, and -the Visiting-Profes-
sorships for Women program, -e-vailable- only to degree granting
institutions). We also recommend a :reallocation of existing
resources within NSF to permit more long term studies, such as
are required for most systematics work.

Question Toisihet extent arid theoligh fibfit -agencies -does the
FWeral Dovernment- now provide- Ands for ousem-brzed -research?
1.4 this principally-dcoe 'through block grants or thri...4b :project
grants!? -"Apart from the Federal Gtvernixent, what are the main
sources of IMAM based reSearth? le your view* What should the
Federal COVerdientos role be in t.be coming decades?

The principal source of-federal funds -for museum-based
research is the National Science Foundation,- which:provides pro,
ject funds for- periods:of one to:five years; : The :recently,
palished _report rThe Systematics _Community_, published -by the
Irssociation of_ Systetiatics Clillectionsu-lists 17 federal agencies
that provide support for -systematics--research (i.e., _the Depart,
ment- of -Aifriculture, the National Institutes for Health, the
United States:Agency for International--Development, the Environ-
ments/ _Proteetion Agency, arid the United States Fish-and-Wildlife
Service). However, this inmiber-is somewhat misleadin& since: the
amount-of-support provided by these agencies is so small relatiVe
to that_ provided =by _NSF and since the support i-s usually for amore restriCted range of projects. Federal -supp:mt is
overwhelmingly -through project grants, rather than through block
grants. Apart from the Federal Government, the main SOUrces of

6
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support formuseum-based research are: institutional,- state,-
county, and local goverment, industry:, individuals; :and _private
foUndatiOnt. In coming_ dec-ades,::we would !like for the Federal
Government's-role to include muItiple-year tlock granta td taijorinstitutions. Such:predictable funding levels would-help-to
ensure program COntinuity for the institutions with the best
reebed, the greatest potential,:and for continuing progres3 in
museum-based:research. :These grants should be git7en in three
general iareas: collection -support and maintenancei- general
support rot MUSeum=basd research, and_gradunt.e: and postgraduate
student- trainiwand -assistance. The Federal Government can
strengthen:support for museum-based research not onlY through
increased financial support, which is-badly neededii-but also
through thabgei in its perception of the-role that museums "play
in-the scientific -camunlity.: The_government's: recognition Of the
importance of:theikinds of resewch carried out in ammo can be
communicated to the putlic add- the scientific camzmity through
stanges in-NI-icy- statements and _revalationsithat clearly include
and- emphasize:their role._ Such recognition by the government
would bopefUily_ have a snowballing effect and itfcrebs the finan-
cial support :of natural science institutions by individuals and
private faitichitions.

8; Question: What 13 the preeent balance between-federal-and
non-federal support for the science fforts at the museums? What
share of -total-ifUnds available from the nom-flxleral soUreeS db
research awe= alIccate to rwsearcb support in aoiX3arison with
(Mar =seta functions?

The Association of Systematics Collections' report, "The
Systematits COmmunity," indicates-that-the- National Science
FOUndation provided- approximately 40Icf the systematics:research
support during the: period 1977-1982; _it is likely that the
percentage of support for matimas-ed- -research -is even higher-.-
Regarding the Share- of-total -non-federal- funds-Available for
research support- in-musemasi little data is available.: :However;
two:of:_the museums presentirg this testimony have proVided -Ceti;
mates_ for their ihStitutions. Oha estitates approximately 33- of
nb&federal funds are used for research, the other estimates
about 32%. ;

9; -C[Wetticin ilhat-iire the- manpowei-needs_facIng acience MUM=
today-and :in thetUture?: :To what extent are Um able th hompete
effectively _with: industry, government, air; UniVeraitiet for-the
best :people? DO- EIRIseums- -shire with- uni',ersities-the- -same
actititient- to the training -of -aciantista?: them emPlufwent
opportunities: in museums to meet the ant; . at id tleMand from
those being trained for rethereh potitiont?

J. 51)
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At present, universities, in cooperation with museums, are
still producing qualified graduates in systematic biology,
and museums are very competitive with universities and the pri-
vate sector in hiring qualified professionals, as evidenced by
the number of university faculty that apply for vacant museum
positions. Opportunities are not-evenly spread over the field of
systematics, however; some disciplines, _Luch as ornithology and
entomology, experience great difficulty filling positions in both
universities and museums, while systematists in other disciplines
(such as Polychaeta) cannot find positions anywhere.

The focus should be on the development-of expertise-in disci-
plines in- which -we -can predict- greet -need durini the -coming
decades; P.3litzer Prize_winning.scientist_EA_Wilsoniof:Earvard
University Istates'ilv_an: article in_ ISSUES IN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY (fall,- 1985) that-there-are about-4000 systematists
working-in-3900 systematics collections im North America.- Of
these- -however,- only. a few are trained:in the:systematics:of
organisms from the tropics. Wilson points out, for example
that there are only eight entOaolcgists in- the world trained tO
identify tropical termites-and-antsj despiterthe-factsthatthese
organisms make up: about one,third of the animal biomass in tropi-
cal forests- thatthey cycle a large part of the energy in all
terrestrial habitats, and that they include the foremost pests of
agriculture.

Museums: :do .share universities_ commitment to- training
systematists, yet-they- lack the financial resources-to
participate-to the ertent that:they:would like. :A particular
need is funding.for postdoctoral positioristo continue:with and
improvethe _training of young syStematists. There is also-a
concern-in-the systematics community-that our-universities are
noti)roducing enougn-systematists to_ cover ourmeeds into the
next century; Systematics is:a rif.Idthat_ usually requires-a
strong wntor relationship with an established professional;-as
the current faculty of museums and universities-retiresthere
will not be enough systematists to replace them and conanue the
mentor relationship;

iQ QUestion:: What is the state of the research infrastructurei
that Is, theLimsfnanentation, aWrage Mollifies, buildings, and
support staff on -the re84aith museums? -"gut- are- the fUture needs
and to what extent-can- the-various---aources tot, funda, such_as
private :donors, state goverrnenti industry business, and the
Federal Govenwent be expeeted to assiat With thie

7:Initheilarger researchmuseums,:it is generallytrue that
the National Science FOundatiOn proVides sufficient funding to
maintain major collections at adequate or nearly adequate levels.
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There are:still, howevar; &cane: instttutiona with important
trOldings-th-at htve not yet benefit-ed. Plaids for instramenthtion
(scanning_ electron- microscopes.- transmission electron micro-
scopes; :dissecting microscopes, x-ray and: dark roan facilities;
chemical laboratories, _computers):_and :for support_ of :the
libraries that are essential for systtinatics research are less
available than are -fund-s-f-o-r -st-orage ies In -addition;
virtually every:institution requires more permanent support
staff. Because the current level of ill/Wing at-NSF provides:an
essential but onl_y minimal-core of support-for systematics
collectionsiand-reaearchr_there are -few opportunities to initiate
new programs without jeopardizing_ vital existing:programs. :Yet
fu-ture needs in systematics will require the establishment of
sophisticated biochemical laboratories -and the development of- new
methods_ of: preservation -(such as- freeze-011m; -t133Ue -culture;
and new liquid preservativesas:well aeprovision for large
computer systems to manage collections internally and network
between institutions.

We concur:with the recommendation:in "Trends, Priorities and
Needs in Systematic Biology," published by the Association of
Systematics Collec-tions -111-101, that the National Science
Foundation not: be _considered: the: ally: appropriati ScAtreziof
support for systematics collections:and researclu: This:document
states: "Government agencies-at- alA levels, but-particularly
those-of-the Federal government-_, including_ the Bureau of Land
Management, Fish and WildlifeiSetvice, Envirommentat :Protection
Agency; :Department of Agriculture; Department of Defense; and
others that use systematics collections as references or require
large -scale-col-lecting_for-theirpurposes; have an obligation to
provide ongoing support for these collections." Institutions
will themselves continue to _solicit support iron private donors
and-foundations, but- these sources more readily support
projects than :the lunderlYing -infrastructure; Many --institutions
have established_fee structures for busine3s_and industrial-users
a collections, but these fUnds Comprise only a tiny fraction of
what is required.
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THE ASSOCIATED NATURAL-SCIENCE INSTITUTIONS
499 SOUTH_CAPLTOL STREVLSAY -407

WASHINGTON. MC 200O3
554-1013

THE ACADEMY OF NATURAL SCIENCES OF-PHILADELPHIA
THE MUSEUM OFHATURALHISTORY_OFLOS ANGELES COUNTY
THE FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
THE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
THE CALIFORNIA ACADEMY OF SCIENCES

December 6, 1985

Dr.-John D. Bolmfeld, Science Consultant
Bouse-Subcommittee on Science, Research

Technology
2319,RayburnAlouse:IOffice Building
Washington, D,C; 20515

Dear John:

This letter is written in response to Congressman George
Brown's question to Dr. Thomas Peter Bennett, President of the
Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, durins the hearing on
the role of the research museum in U.S. Science. Mr. Brown asked
the following question:

"Now, I would like to-have,-if mot here orally, at least in
some written form, any examples that you might be able to
give us of programs for the subject-of Ir aduate students in
biology or any other field which, by regulation or-guideline
or whatever, exclude research museums frsumparticipetion.i I
don't-sive any reasonable lustifivationiforthat, :where the
research museumiptovidesiainecessary ingredient in the
research of scientists that--'

-Before answering the question directIyi-it 14UL-be
wol'eAwhiIeto_characterize the museum graduate education
programs;_ First, an_obvious_point,_naturaI history museums are
not degree granting institutions. _IPredoctoral sraduate programs
at_naturaI history_museums are conducted in-cooperation-with the
universities at which the students are-matricalated.- The
ultimate responsibility for the-education of the student rests
With the university-that sends the student to the museum for
study. With that said, it-is important to-add that, in the
university-mus relationship, museum curators normally become
equal partner: _h university faculty in providing instruction
and guidance tur the student. In most cases one or more curators
sit with university faculty on the student's dissertation
committee.
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Sihce the_university is the responsible ehtity, it can be
reasonabIy_asked, why should museums qualify for fellowship
support? _The_answer rests with the need of museum sciences
(systematic biology, mineralogy and collection based
anthropology) to attract a share of the country's best young
scholars. Universities that have access to fellowships,-for
good and-logical reasons, will guide students to research for
which they have their own resources. Since, increasingly,
independent museums shoulder the burden of instruction in
academic fields that require extensive collections, museum
sciences currently attract only a few of the very best young
college graduates.

The argument in favor of fellowships_ for nondegree_granting
institutions_prevailed in the-Bouse_committeemarkup of_a net.)
fellowship program in the Higher Education Act; The enclosed
amendment had the support of theinatiOna/ higher education
associations and was accepted without dissent.

As might:be guessed,_federal fellowship programs-vary
eonsiderabIy_from agency_te agency. -There are two major
types of_programs, portable-and institutional. NSP, Navy and Air
Forceile/lowshipa are portable. The award goes to the student
and_the student_takes the award to the institution of his or her
choice. Obviously,the issue of museum access to fellowships
does not arise in the case of portable fellowships. The
situation at NASA is similar except that the student and his
advisor apply. There is no reason why a faculty member who
advises students in systematic biology could not be a party to a
NASA application.

At the other extreme are NT111-Energy and Agriculture. Only
degree granting institutions may apply for NTH predoctoral
training grants-(although postdocs can-go anywhere)-and the
Department of Agriculture has a similar rule.: The:Department Of
Energy appears-to be the most restrictive. Jt_maintains a /ist
of institutionsi all degree grantingi and no others, degree-
granting or otherwisei need apply.

The_NSF Presidential Young Investigator Program is a special
case because, An this examination, we_have been concerned only
with_predoctoraI training. The Presidential Young /nvestigators
program Is cited here because the program would fit well in
museum scholarly activities. However, the NSF program is limited
to Ph.D granting universities and candidates for awards:must hold
tenure track positions. Young museum curators obviously would
not qualify.
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Thank-you very much for allowing us to respond to Mr.
Brown's-inquiry. Let me-conclude with the note that we think
agencies:should rely on their normal review processes to keep
unquallfiediapplicents at tray.- Denying museums the right to
appIyfor fellowship_sUpport does nothing but limit the
competition that both we and agency officials support.

NOC
Enclosure

cc: Dr. Thomas Peter Bennett
Dr. Craig C. Black
Dr. Willard L. Boyd
Dr. Thomas D. Nicholson
Dr. Prank H. Talbot

Sincerely,

Newton 0; Cattell
infector
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_ Mr. n3QuA. It has Veen very helpful. I. want to thank all of you
for being hcre: It_ has_ been a very enlightening process, and we
thank you fur being-here.

The -task force will stand adjourned until 2 _o'clock on Tuesday
next when we will have research in industry. Thank you very
much.

fWhereupon, at 11:25 a.m., the_task force recessed; to reconvene at
2 pan. on Tuesday, April 23, 1985.]



APPENDIX I

&IENCE POLICY REPORTTUE AMERICAN MUSEUM OF
NATURAL HISTORY

Sdence Policy Report

THE AMEBIC' 4N NI VsEt NA11.11AL MSTOni

The Amencan Museum 0: 'Natural History_ranks.among thi most eminent
natural history museums l the world. _Its prestrze ic derived from its ex-
hibitions.: its collections. Ow _resi.arch proclio tisitv ta the :scientific staff,
arid its educational prograu Muwunis pipliLlr reputation. especially
strong in the _New `icirk CO'y 3TP.L big .whing across the natton And
around the world. 'is twee! and exciting exhibition pro7
gram combined witri- inscruitm:, The- national and international
reputation accorded the r 4!).., wog ld:t. scientific and intellectual
community stems from tis i-stcasive nd scwntifically valuable colleen-4u
and fromthe scholarly arisi rewa h of the staff membe:-... These
enteria.-7research.:collec1ie.. r-clucaticniaic the lam z:: those
that account for the reputation of -6w--13ritish Nius.c.urn (-Natural History
the Smithsonian in...snot= and An otlwr importam natur.ii history
museums.

.The scientific- staff and its_supporting personnel are the Leystone of the
Museum's reputationi_ be this reputation glolia3 or local,: popular or s..,en-
tific. The following is an explanation of why this is so and.- further, explains
the malor activities of the _scientific staff. The responsibilities of the staff
fall Mto four maim areas; 23.follows.

1. Research. Almost all members of the scientifie staff at The Amcncan
Museum of Natural History an. engaged In baste research This- research
is not necessarily directed at immediate solutinns tuiman's everyday prob.
letni, but rather; it endeavors to answer fisialannimd scientific and phil-

(161)
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osophical questions about the nature and diversity of the universe. History
ifitnirs that basic ?esearch is the fountainhead of most human knowledge,
and even the:seemingly most_ esoteric researeh ickiner Or later maybe rele-
vant to man's needs: Without basic research, present toddy would eveti-
tually find itself reduced to the intellectual climate of the Dark Ages:
Teaching alone will not advance man's thinking; _for teaching must be
tontinually infiiied withenew concepts, new theories, and new discoveries,
or it becomes a litany_ of stale facts that will Stifle the è iãnibn and de-
velopment of society. In science the researcher providet the iieW concepts
and the new facts.

Cleaily; The American Museum of Natural History; because of limited
rt ,ources, epnnot carry on basic research_ in all areas of science or even
Cif bitilogy,Its endeavors must be restricted to fields kir which the staff and
the institution are particularlysuite& Theie fieldS ire priinarily biit not
exclusively those requiting collections as:their basit. If a museum hat lid
other function, it stores systematic coll?ctions of plants and animals; IR-
tliftipoload collections, and samples of the earth's crust ,eums; there-
fore, are uniquely equipped for research that roquires collections.

Through the years, research at The Ameriefiri MUseum of Natural His-
tory has been dianneled into_systematie zoology and anthropology and,
to a lesser extent; geology; astronomy; animal behavior; and:physiology;

Systematic zoology deals with the diversity of animal life; that is; with
the -classification, identificationiand evolution of animals; past and present.
It is a fundamental servant of the pragmatic activities of man and tlf other
opeeU of biology, an& at the same time, it is a Mature Seientifie discipline
in its own right. Man must know the names and characteristics of the inW-
titudeiof animals that compete for his food; endanger his health; provide
nourishment, andcontribute to his shelter, comfort-, and pleasure. The first
order of businessin any biological (irchidiit biochemical or biOphySiCal)
study is the identity of spc7cies, because differentes iti the Speties reflect
differences in structure; function; and relationships to the organic and in-
organic world. Systematic studies arc absolute requirements in understand-
ifig the ecological interrelationships of all the organisms on the earth and
it managing natural ecosystems. Systematic zoology as a _scientific disci-
pline is continually contributing new facts and concepts about the _evolu-
tionary and ecological relationships of animals and about the mode of
speciation and other forms of evolution in the animate world.

The importance of rystematic biology in the modern worl& therefore-,
cannot be overemphasized. Since researeh in tyStematic zoology is de-
pendent on large, well-doeumented collections of specimens; the large
museum has become the principal kind of institution where intensive re-
search on biotic diversity ran be pursued effec :ively.

Aipects of geology and anthropology arc also dependent on the existence
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of large collections of specimens for comparative analysis. As_ in the case
of systematic bioloy. these:aspects -are essntial iacets of the Museum's
reseal:1i prograni because their stink. bills imignek. within the prosincc
of an institution capable of maintai ll i ll g a large and rxcellmt collection and
beisause these fields are important to a wdl-lialanced program that at-
tempts to investigate the nature of the earth's crust and its inhabitants.

Although the major emphasis over the years has been directed toward
collection-onentd research, as described-in the preceding paragraphs,- the
Museum has for a long time interpreted the meaning of natural history
broadly to include investigations of:what animals :('o: that is; behavior

hów they function:), physiology,iand their relationship to each othcr and
to the environment (ecology). Several departments have pursued re-
search in these areas of science where there is tremendous current interest
and rapid:advancement: in knowledge and theory. Important theoretieal
advances have stemmed from this research, particularly in the develop-
ment and evolutimi of behavior and in the nature of inStinets. Tins work
was strongly influenced by the milieu of the Museum and its emphais on
the cumparative aspects of biology, anti the work AI turn has provided
innovative points of view both to the Museuds research program -and to
its exhibition program_ There is no doubt that these efforts in behavior-,
physinlogy. and ecology help to bring the Museum into greater contact
with the mainstream of current scientific development and thus further
enhance the Museum's reputation. These and other areas of investigation
'sould he continued and encouraged, where their pursuit by the Museum
zvill yield vamising new insightkinto the nature and meaning of diversity
and f.; ."Ichtific concepts that relate to it.

It silo0-.7 he eleiirl; understood that a philosophy of research based
pry criilections is not a recommendation for maintaining a status
quo izt. "Ale for museum research. Rather. it is an attempt to define a
logical framework for the kind of research that thc museum is best
equipped to pursue and for selecting and evaluating other -areas of bi-
ologicaliamliphysical research in which the museum should be involved.
Within this framework the museum must employ the most brilliant, en-
ergetic scientists available, for the key to success for a scientific institution
is a creative staff. These scientists must be:urged to explore new and
promising leads in science as they develop and- to employ the most modem
' 'iniques and instruments-in implementing their research. Wei must also
recognixe that important related projects may develop during the course
of the research. Although such: outgrowths may not be collection-oriented;
they shouldihe pnrsued. For they may contribute significantly to science
and to the affairs of man.

No statement regarding researilt at The American Museum of Natural
History is complete without due recognition of thi. substantial contribu-
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Bons by the staff over thc past century to fundamental theoretical advances
in systematics, evolution, behavior, physiology; anthropology; and kindred
areas.

2. Care of Collections. The American Museum of Natural History's
zoological, anthropological, and mineralogical specimens are among the
most extensive and scientifically valuable in the world. In some areas, such
as the collections of birds: fossil mammals, and termites, the Museum's
holdings unquestionably surpass those_of all other institutions. The _Mu-
seum's specimens are the raw material on which most of the staff base
their iesearch. However, the collections have an importance that tran-
scends the research activities of The American Museum of Natural History.
Available to scicntists throughout the world, they are an international
resource of the scientific community and, as such, are held in trust by
the Museum.

The care of these invaluable collections is the responsibility of the
scientific staff. Because of-the specialized nature of these collections and
the intricacy of cataloging and mgntaining them, their care must be in
the hands of highly trained technicians and scientific assistants supervised
by scientists. Unfortunately, some institutions have tried to maintain their
collections without competent scientific direction, with disastrous results.
Because of the ever-deteriorating environment of the world, collections
once lost cannot be completely replaced, nornatter what theexpense.

3. Authenticity of Exhibits. The area in The American Museum of Nat-
ural History that is devoted to exhibJtion is greater than in any _other
natural history museum in the world. Most of the eihibits are developed
by appropriate scientisu working in conjunction with the Department of
Exhibition. _The scientific staff is responsible for the rationale of exhibits
and the authenticity of both material and labels. Because of staff involve-
ment in the exr!iition program, the exhibits are among the most instructive
and accurate ol any in the world. The eithibits do more than acquaint
visitors with natural 's-f..story and with the richness and vriety of the
anunal world; the kv deal in depth with important evolutionary, sys-
tematic, ecological behavioral, geological, and anthropological concepts.
lionce they appeal to the general public, to-primary and secondary school
ttWiNit te) the yolkgt undergraduate, and to the graduate student.

4. Education. Because of exhibition, because of the collections, and
because of the expertise of its scientific and educational staff, The Ameri-
can Museum of Natural History is a uniquely endowed educational instita-
non. Its potential as a teaching institution exists at many levels; and at
each of these kvels the participation of the scientific staff is essential. The
exhibits stimulate and awaken the interest in natural history of even the
most youthful visitor. The exlibition halls are_a prime resource material
for the Education Department and for undergraduate and graduate bi-
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()logy. anthropology, and geology classes at universities. The unique collre!
tions are used by advanced undergraduates. graduate students, and
established scientists not only in universiti,-4 in the New York City area;
but all over the world. Some membern- :.f.-ientific staff teach clas:tes
in advanced zoology. al lx:havie.'. mthropology, and gcology at local
universities, and many staff members serve_ as graduate advisors for stu-
dents seeking Master's arul pka degrees. The staff recognizes its obliga-
tion to train future scien lists. Cooperative programs between the Museum
and nearby universities have produced over a hundred outstanding sci-
entists, many of whom hold leading positions in institutions across the
country.

The scientific staff cannot function effectively in isolation. It must ob-
viously have the support of the President-the- Board of Trustees, the Ad-
ministration, the Exhibition Deprtment; the Education Dcpartment, and
other service divisions of the Museum; and it can operate f'ffeaively only
in a creative, scholarly atmosphere. The staff and its work also require
suvort of other kinds, such as:

L Large collmtions cannot be maintained and curated properly unless
space and storage facilities are available for this purpose.

2. Excitingirmearch_progn lll can lw initiated and pursued only if the
necessary imidem equipment and laboratory space are readily available.

3. Research stations are especially important to systematists working on
present-day animals from an ecological or behavioral point of view. The
value of a research station is in providing sophisticated laboratory equip,
ment facilities in an-arm where natural populations can be studied. Be,
cause of today's emphasis on ecology, we can anticipate a growing demand
for better facilities at our stationl:

4. An adequate Craphic Arts Department and Photographic Depart-
ment:are prime requisites for reporting the results of the Museum's re-
search to the scientific community. :

5. Scientific libraries are at the very !wart of systematic:zoological and
geological invstigatimi. The Museum's library. one of the outstariding
rworal hivory libraries in the world, must be maintained and improved
to provide the necessary support for tlw scientific staff. The library is not
only important for the research interests of the staff, but also for the exhi-
bition program of tlw Museum and for students and schools in the New
York City area: -

a Original scientific research, no matter how profound or how reveal-
ing, can be of no lissistance to mankind unkss it is communicated to the
scientific world and to the lay mmid. Seu eitific. pubileations. sudi as the
Museum's Bulletin. Novitatm and Anthropological Papers, are the most
important means of disseminating diwoveries in science;
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In summary, research, exhibition, education, and the carc and preserva-
don oicollections are the elements of the Museum's program, of its status
and reputation among the great inctinitions of the _world. In all of these,
theiscientific staff has a vital role. It is essential to the Museum's status
and reputation, and to each of the elements on which they are based; that
the Museum maintain, support, and strengthen its scientific staff and the
associated resources and facilities on which this staff is heavily dependent.

December 21,1971
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APPENDIX II
TB2 ASSOCIATED KATURAL SCIENCE INSTITUTIONS

Dr. Thomas Peter Bennett, Chaititan

Dr_ Thomas-Peter Bennett, President
The Academy of Natural Sciences
19th i-The Parkway
Logan Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19103

De; ctaig C. Black
Director
MosencliaLNatutia History of las

Angeles County
900 Exposition Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90007

Dr.-Willard-LBoyd,-Predident
Field Museum of NaturallNiStery
hoeseVeltiRead at Lake_Shore_Drive
Chicago; illihoia 60605-2496

Dr_Thomas D. Nicholson
Director
The American Museum of Natural

History
Central Park West at-79th Steeet
New York, New Yea 10024

Dr.:Frank H. Talbot
Director
California Academy of ScienceR
Golden Gate Park
San Francisco, California 94118

The Washington_Office
(202) 554-7983

499 South Capitol Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20003

Newton O. Cattell, Director
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TEE ACADEMY CW NATURAL SCIENCES OF PHILMDELPNIA

The Academy of Natural Sciences-of_PhlIadeIphia was_founded
in 1812 by a group of men who gathered together_to_formaisociety_fet
the-discussion-and exchange of information on their studievin_the
naturalmciences. The society was labeled by some at that-time as
*GodIese* and *radical', for it was a new and different type of insti-
tution for the then young American_nation.

Within_its walla, sany_of the then .1:+ot-end developing disci-
plines and-sciences ofLBotany,__EntomeIogy, Zeology/Mineralogy,-
Ichthyology, MalAcology_and-_PaIeontoIogy lad their Start._ Thomas Say,
one of the founders of the Academy,Lwaa_fatherrif_hotb American &Ito
mology and Malacology. In the early2Oth century_i_the_worksiof Joseph
Leidy, describer of the first dinosaur found-in Americai_professor of
anatomy,-and-founder of eicroscogica Society,formed the basis for
the_nee_highly adtive and well-regarded Division of Limnology and
Ecology. iDr. BUth Patrick, now-curator emeritus, member of the
NationaliAcademyiof Sciences and tecipient-of-the coveted Tyler Award
in Ecologyi-_dianovered_tbabdiftoms were_of=immense-importance as
indicators of. stream health; /n -the Tate 1940"a, she established the
Department of LimnologyanditatiLit mconceptifer ahead_of its time,
1AL.-, the need to assess the impact of industry_and_industri&I Waste
on stream ecology and the need to educate industry on how to preserve
healthy stream environments.

The Academy today has four centers of activity which evolved
from_tbe programs of the early twentieth century. They are: the
Library/ the_Division of Systematics and- Evolutionary Biology; the
Division of Limnology_and_EcolOgY; and the Division of Education and
the Natural History museum.

The work of the Division of Education_and_the_PublIc Museum
is-an outgrowth-of the early exhibits made by Agademy_naturalistsIto
demonstrate objects of their study to fellow-naturalists-and to_the
public on special occasions. From these early exhibits grew the
museum dioramas-and the educational programs which make use of these
educational totals.

The scientifio_divisions accomplish their-mission-through
the study of the identityi_order'snd relationship of_organisms-in
order to understand the diversity of_life and the_bioIegical. Changes_
in -ozganisms; through studies in evolutionary_biologyi_whichexpIores
the-dynamics-of biological change, including adaptation, survIvaIand
extinction; and-through studies in global ecology, which teachea man
to_underatand the natural world so that he can develop civilizations
within the constraints of natural laws.

ThroughLitsieducationaI programs, ite-publications, its
service to the community_i_ita museum:exhibits, its scientific-research
and consultationk the Academy communicates an understanding of the
wonder and excitement of the living world._ It interprets natural
Objects-and reveals their relevancy to everyday interests and-expe--
riences. -It reveals the underlying principles and relationships_which
tie natural objects to each other in a dynamic and evolving system.
It_seeks to stimulate concern and responsibility toward the earth and
its ecology;
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FIELD MUSEUM OF NATURAL. 7.!STOF.

I_ l_FOUnded in11893,_the Field-S-;.eum-cf-Natural 7tstory i
Chicago Is a nonprofit_ins,7itution sup2orted largely
fundsts:present_distingz.ishedIpositica is a res-t- its
ccmprehensiv_e_s_clentifix-rute_eduoational_ilrogremr _

great collections-has been a sustained goaL of -t-, P.Atua
for more than 80 years. Through world-wile exredir_icr,7. ex
change, purchase, and many notable gifts, the Museum cole.c!oua
have grown until they now numbor more than twelve million
mens.--Theseoollections represent major stages in the hist.e...ry oZ
the eurth-and of human-societies,-and-are concerned with thr
composition and_evoIution of the watt:, its nearest neighb,.u,
and aIllforms ofilife,:pest snd_present, non-human and human.
Theylrange_f_rom_ intensive_soveragwof geographtoarea,:_biotL
group or_single_oultuxe to ratensiv.t. coverage of a world bioE
or a broad culture area.

Each of the four scientific departments haa Ind a
different historical pattern of collection development 103d
emphasis. Anthropology has focused-on-selected culture areas,-
amassing_ premier collections of prinitive-cUltures-and high-Civ-
ilizations J to pastBotany, while_specialiting uothe vatetl-
lariplants ).L_fn America, has attempted to:build a_coIlectiOn
asi_a reprebeive_index_of_the_vegetation_of:the:worlAG: Geol-
ogy, km the_couise of_building_research:collectionsLin_the_areas
of immediate staff-interest, has acquired a large_systematic _
collection. Zoology has trfed to develop world-wide collections
in each of several taxonomic groups.

I- = -:The collections Of-meteorites, Pennsylvanian and Per-
mian_fossiLvertebrates and_invertebrates,-Centrel American plan
specimens, tropical and_neotropiCaI birds and_mammaIt, Oceanic:
andiTibetamothnoIogicarartifactei:and:primitive art Are world-
renownedResearch:by:its own_scientists_or theLresearch asso77
elates based_on a_Atudy of these collectionslis_published:_in 225
volumes of four series of Fieldiana: Anthropology, Botany,
Geology, and Zoology.

The activities -of the scientific staff include basic
research, management of oollectiens,-and collaboration-in public
programa with_the_DepartMents of Education,and:Ekhibition-IThe
resourcesof_the_MUseum_have been made_avaiIable to universitieS
responsible_fer_the_training of_graduateatudents.:_seminars,
aided byLmtudy_of_Apeoimens,__Are hel_din 'Museum_ laboratories_and
classrooms. Museum specialists -- Many_of_whem_also_hOld aca-
demic appointments on the faculties of local universities --
lecture to graduate classes and supervise doctoral students. The
collections and the Museum professional staff play a vital role
in training of students who plan careers in natural sciences.
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THE MAMMAL HISTORY MUSEUM OF LOS AMU= COMITY

The NaturalHistory_Musemm of_LosiAtigeIeSliX the
largest and most comprehensive institutionirdLits:kindlitilthe
western half of the country. A balanced program_oLexhibite;
6,,,;cotieh,-And-research in history and natural histoty_isi_carried
oniby as:oUtritanding professional staff. Support comes fromLthei
County_of Lod Angeles,-from the private sector through the Museum
Foundation,_andlthrcugh a variety of Federal. State, industry and
private foundation gran";s and contracts.

A broad_tange_of_researchAZ condUCted by-IS-science
curators specializing-in archaeology; ethnology; feteil-fungi,
invertebrates and vertebtatesi_receat_cryptogameinndifioweking_
plants,-mollusce, insects, crustaceans,_-fishesiamphibiasa;

te-P-tilte; bird4; mammals and minerals most_reaearch related to
the:MuseCt'a collections littlish for many of the disciplines
listed:above are_woild vide in scope,-of national or inter-
nationaliimportance, and are extensively utilized by local stu-
dents_and visiting_schoIars as unique-scientific and cultural_
resources. -Research on_materiaI Object-related topics in his-
tory, mostly of the southwest, is conducted by A etaff of eight
history curators.

_ _ _

Curators are assisted in their work by_a_staff:of
C011eCtionleanagers, curatorial assistants and research assis_
tants.: Scientifid-stddieL by Museum curators and research sego-
riateajireipubIiShedln the Museum's widely distributed serial
Con-trib-utionsluaCience as well as in a broad range of other
specialized journals;

_ _

_

Many museum curatora_kess!eas adiunctifedOlty-at the
University of California and_University_of_CaIifornia at Les
Angeles and help to train graduate students, some of whoa Are in
residence in the Museum.

:Mere than-1,500,000 visitors a year view eallibite_An
the_main_Maseum building in Exposition Park and in the branch
museum in Hancock Park;
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THE CAL.F:RN1A_AZADEMY SCiF.NCF1
:s.)n1-.9135

wruln-_a:ycv-g_Calif..r.:ia averrJn p%creers.
, a 4r*uF of seven n, knal:St.s tc
systematic survey of the aaTural resources avallabl2 in ihe
NestTheir_first meetIng of-what was to become known as tfe

at,rni, Academy Scienees took place on_Ppril 4, 1953 in
an-offi:e on CJoy St;.let. -Lac:: week scientific papera wUre
preseated on topics of interest to a orowing memberrnip of
San FranciscOitizeus_ and collectioas-of-specimee,, frnm

, the field began to The businens_of identifyiega0
classifying Awl nanial spt:ies. known as "systematics%

Tho_nov.t W41; 4-:JIA::In ,4 house onl LLa
material. Af.Sr_two_cr_three :usnpurity-l000tions,
bequeathed 4-magn,Jieent-nix-5,nuy ou Markev.S,.r.eet
between ath-L-5Th St:uets to the California Academy os
Scienees.__For_15 years visitors-streamed in tc see the
displays of birds, mammala, bianta,iliiinian_skulls, insects and
netural-"oerionities" like the extinct Dodo and woclly
mammoths, to name a fow.- Then disaster struck. thu
earthquake and fire Of 1906 left the museum building in

r,ins.

T'to ztiy..tns :f
an:ee.) that the .7.1.!forai: A7.41;
in_G,Ader %lato t, '44 C

;(,'::+411v_Mnseu,11_onci_..,A;anc.,e fn
was openet, -

ln-ez-.)er i;,!!!"..1.1

il921), Simson Afr:can-;:a.. t!;:!.;) M.3rrico: ;!
(2952) Cowell 4all (1969), Nittis Nall of Mau end
the Fish Roundabout (1977).

As_the:public museum grew, so-did-the tesearch 7ollr.ct1ous
, which are today considered natiOnal treasures veritable

lending libraries-of specimens from the natural. wOrid,-
1 available for scientific study by scientific colleagues
1 from many disciplihei.

The-California Academy e.t Sciences is a private scientific
institution, supported-by-doaations from companies.
roundatiOna_And_individtieli, by admission fees, royalties
from book shop and cafeteria concesSiOnsncr_by Money trOM
ihe City and-County of San Francisco earmarked specifically
fOr_the operation of Steinhart Aquarium. Membership dues are
3130 an important parti.of_financing_the Natural History
Museum and Aquarium's activities and in return memberS
receive many benefits including educational and travel
opportunities.
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